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Style = Substfrnce
In the Romantic Style
Creating lntimacy, Fanlasy anil
Charm in the Contemporary Home
ByLINDACHASE and LAURA
CERWINSKE - From whimsically
enchanted studios to delicately un-
decorated bedrooms, this is a world
of warmly inviting rooms-cluttered
with keepsakes, full of intimacy and
personal indulgence.
150 color photographs. $35.00

English Interiors
AHistory
By ALAN and ANN GORE with
photographs by Peter Aprahamian.
Thpestries, wallpapel, carpets, ceilings,
fireplaces, furniture, obiets d'art-this
comprehensive history of English
period design combines glorious
illustrations and an authsritative text
to cover every style and period from
the Norman to the present.
210 illushations, 90 in color. 945.00

Living in Venice
By ELISABETH VEDRENNE with
photographs by Andre Martin.
Evoking the Venetian passion for
beauty and style, this book looks
behind Venice's fantastic facades to
reveal lavish interiors-from those
crammed with Byzantine madonnas,
cherubs and lace to the state-of-the-art
ultramodern.
300 illustrations,250 in coior. $40.00

In the Neoclassic Style
Empire, B ie de rme i er an i th,
Contemporary Home
By MELANIE FLEISCHMANN with
photographs by Mick Hales. "This
book elegantly explores a style that is
both timeless and fimely. By address-
ing the classical traditions and inten-
tions that are again vibrantly alive
today, it reflects one of the most
important tendencies in contemporary
architecture and design."-Michael
Graves. 150 color photographs. $35.00

Also still aoailable:

English and
American Textiles
Erom 1790 to the Present
By MARY SCHOESER and
CELIA RUFEY.
405 illustrations,333 in color. $55.00

An Illustrated History
of Interior Decoration
Erom Pompeii to Art NouT)eau
By MARIO PRAZ.
401 illustrations, 65 in color. 975.00

At bookstores or call
1-800-233-4830

Living in Mauritius
Tr a dit i on al Archi t e cture
of Mauitius
Photographs by Christian Vaisse.
Two centuries of architectural
ingenuity and imagination come to
life in this superb album of houses
combining the basics of human
survival with everyday comfort and
the poetry of Iine and decoration.
258 illustrations,238 in color. $40.00

THAMES AND HUDSON INC.
500 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10110
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Utopia Hates Deadlines

Issue l9 of DBR marks a signiflcanttuming
point in the magazine's history. DBfi is

nearing its anniversary of being somewhere

between five and eight years old-having
been founded eight years ago in 1983, but
not having quite produced five years' worth

of issues (according to a quarterly sched-

ule). Five years is usually the breaking
point for small magazines; oddly enough it
is also the average life span of utopian

communities. But the two have more than

duration in common: both require a great

deal of personal sacrifice from their par-

ticipants, and both are usually predicated

on the naive assumptionthattheycanchange

the world for the better through their ex-

ample. Reality (in the form of unwashed

dishes and unpaid bills) flnally gets the

better of the utopian effort and the committed

individual is either forced to change or sink
in despair. I doubt whether anyone listed on

the masthead of DBR (or anyone reading it
for that matter) would have ever suspected

it of having an idealistic program-an
eclectic heterotopia might apply, but utopia
never. Still, despite the lack of utopian

aspirations, there has been a great deal of
sacrifice during the past eight years, par-

ticularly on the part ofthe publishers, John

Parman and Elizabeth Snowden and their
families. Their effort, while it has not made

them rich, has enriched a little corner ofthe
world where people furtively read and write
about the discourse of architecture and

design.

The occasion to be marked here is not an

anniversary, or the success or failure of
utopia, but a momentous transition in the

magazine's structure. We are happy to an-

nounce a new partnership between the

original publishers and the Joumals Divi-
sion of The MIT Press. The office in Berke-
ley, whose small staff has had to tend to
both the content of the magazine and man-

age its business, will now be relieved of the

latter chores and become solely responsible

for editorial matters. The MIT Press will
handle circulation, subscriptions, advertis-

ing, and production. With this more effi-
cient division of labor, we hope it will
finally become possible to come out ac-

cording to schedule.

There is, of course, the question of po-

tential conflict of interest, since The MIT
Press is one of the largest publishers of
architectural and design books. This would

become manifest if we started running only
reviews of MIT Press books or only fa-
vorable reviews of their products. This has

not been true in the past, and we do not
intend to make it so in the future. The

ownership, editorial policy, and content of
the magazine-and thus its independence-
will continue as before: each issue will
have a feature section devoted to a special

theme, such as this issue's "Mumford Re-

membered" theme, to be followed by a

dozen or so review essays inspired by recent

books.

This issue also marks the departure of
DBR's most important player, managing

editor Barbara Oldershaw. Barbara has

single-handedly kept the magazine alive

during these past two years of difficult
times, doing most of the business, produc-

tion, and editorial work without the benefit
of Shiva's extra pairs of arms. We will all
dearly miss her, but must respect her deci-

sion to move on to a career where she can

focus on her personal interests as a writer.
Replacing her will be Michael Zayala
Tobriner, who we welcome to a difficult
job. Also leaving us this issue is circulation
manager Patricia Cochran, who contrib-
uted several years of very pleasant service.

Richard Ingersoll
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OM E I74B rHE NOLLI PLAN IN FACSITIILE
One of the most beoutiful urbon plons of oll time ond o resource

r oll orchitects, plonners & $udents of urbon design & history.

o.a.a.
c".ffi

The
plan in
1 2 sheets
(assembled
dimensions:
82" w. by 68" h.);
2 small plans
(27" w. by 17" h.);
4 sheets of index; and
title page comprise a
portfolio of 19 sheets, the first true
facsimile of Giambattista Nolli's 1748
edition. Printed on archival acid-free
65 lb. cover with sheet size of 32" by 22" .

Orders are shipped on receipt of pay-
ment, domestic orders llat in a reinforced
box, foreign orders rolled in a tube. The
portfolio has an 8-page introduction with
an essay by Allan Ceen, Poftrait ol a City.

Prlcc: St2t U.3.

At architectural booksellers, or order
from publisher: J. H. Aronson, Box
302C, Highmount, NY 12441.Pticei
$125 U.S. Payment with order. Pack-
ing and domestic shipping included.
Add N.Y.S. sales tax where applicable.
Add foreign postage: $9 surface mail

Write for flyer.
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LETTERS

o
To the Editors:

It has been some time since I originally sub-

scribed; probably more than a year. I have only
just received the fourth issue of that subscrip-

tion. But since I have yet to receive a renewal

notice, I've enclosed a check. Please be sure

that my subscription continues.

Indeed, I almost feel I should offer up a

prayer to the gods for your continued existence.

Again, my recollection isn't precise, but your

issues seem to arrive with extreme irregularity.

From quarter to quarter I wonder, did they sur-

vive for another issue? I have a notion that you

have funding problems, and if that is so, I wish

you continued luck in finding support. I enjoy

your magazine very much.

-Peter 
R. C)lsen

Montgomery, Alabama

Thank you, Peter Olsen,for your concern and

support. We wondered when subscribers were

finally going to start noticing the discrepancy

benveen the number of issues and the number of
quarters per year. A subscription is valid for
four issues, no matter how many quarters slip

by. We thank our loyal subscribers for hanging

on and refer them to the edilorial for a more de-

tailed explanation of why things should g,et

back on track with this issue.

o
To the Editors:

Your Spring 1990 issue on architectural pub-

lishing is superb. I read it cover to cover.

-Suzanne 
Stephens

New York, New York

I
DBRwould like to apologize for neglecting to

mention the assistance of Rosalie Genevro and

the Architectural League of New York in gath'

ering informationfor issue l8 on architectural

publishing, the subject of a symposium spon'

sored by the League in spring 1989.

ALVIN BOYARSKY, 1928_1990

The disheartening news of Alvin Boyar-
sky's death last August came after Issue 18

had already gone to press. That issue of
DBR contained an interview with Boyarsky

on the Architectural Association's publish-

ing activities; Issue 1 I featured an interview

with him on the subject of architectural edu-

cation. As director of the AA in London

from l97l-1990, Boyarsky was the single

most imponant catalyst for the discourse on

architecture during the past two decades. A
mercurial bricoleur of people, events, and

ideas, he used the AA as a centripetal node

for innovative exhibitions, arcane or daring

publications, renegade education, and non-

stop socializing. His tiny private school,

sandwiched into a couple of terrace houses

on Bedford Square, functioned like an inter-

national agora for the culture of architec-

ture. Boyarsky was a generous, open, and

adventuresome man, whose entrepreneurial

talent and intellectual perspicacity allowed

architectural education for a brief moment

to become the place where wholly unrelated

characters could dream together.

I
Although we tried to be as comprehensive as

possible in the survey of architectural publish-

ers in DBR 18, some significant presses went

unrepresented, andwe gladly print the reaction

of two of those who were unfairly, but not inten-

tionally, excluded:

o
To the Editors:

I was astonished to find no mention of the Ar-
chitectural History Foundation in DBR 18, de-

voted to architectural publishing. It is

remarkable that a house whose books have

been awarded the Alice Davis Hitchcock
Award six times in its twelve years of publish-

ing should be omitted from your survey.

With its 1978 publication of Sebastiano

Serlio's sixth book, On Domestic Architecture,

the Architectural History Foundation pioneered

the kind of facsimile-type reprint the Princeton

Architectural Press began recently. Titles such

as Joseph Connor's Borromini and the Roman

Oratory: Style and Society are generally con-

sidered landmarks in architectural history stud-

ies of the last decade, not to mention
breakthrough work such as Holy Things and

Profane: American Parish Churches in Colo-
nial Virginia by Dell Upton, one of your own

board members.

A survey of architectural book publishing
without the Architectural History Foundation is

at its best careless joumalism. It threatens the

credibility of the Design Book Review and of
the Architectural History Foundation.

-Victoria 
Newhouse

The Architectural History Foundation

a
To the Editors

I very much enjoyed your Spring 1990 issue on

"Architectural Publishing." DBR should be

commended for bringing such a fascinating and

intelligent forum to its readers.

Unfortunately, I noted with some concern

the absence of any Japanese publishers among

your otherwise fine selection from the intema-

tional community. Japanese publishers have

been leaders in graphic design and architectural

publishing for more than a decade. Their con-

tribution is widely recognized, and their new

publications are much sought after in the

United States and around the world.

Global Architecture / A. D. A. Edita, for

example, has been publishing a variety of ma-

Frank Lloyd Wright
Taliesin East, Spring Green, Wisconsit 1925-
Taliesin West, Paradise Vall.ey Arizona 1938-
Edited and Photographed by Yukio Futagawa
Tert fut Masami Tanigawa

ato
A.DA. EDITA Tbhyo
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terials since the early 1980s. Theirpublications
track new directions as well as classics by such

architects as Frank Lloyd Wright, Le

Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe, Alvar Aalto,
and many others. The a+u Publishing Com-
pany is well known and respected for its
magazine and book publications. Their con-

tinuing series of Special Editions provides au-

thoritative collections focusing on

contemporary architects and architectural
trends. Process: Architecture offers books

and magazines that explore selected topics in
depth, while relating them to human values.

The list goes on. Graphic-sha Publishing
Co., Ltd. contributes an extraordinary list of
fine graphic, illustration, and architectural ren-

dering books; Shotenkenchiku-sha provides
an ongoing series of references to the latest in
restaurant design, covering everything from
facades to signage to menus; and Shokokusha
brings architectural masterpieces to life
through the inventive 3-D origamic creations
of Masahiro Chatani.

I am certain that these, and other Japanese

publishers, would have contributed insights of
interest to your readers regarding trends and

directions in architectural publishing.

Thank you, again, for a lively and intelli-
gent issue! I hope that DBR will consider this
important publishing community in your future

coverage of architectural publishers.

-Henry 
Komman

Director, Marketing and Sales

BOOKS NIPPAN

a
To the Editors:

I first ran across your publication a few days

ago and would like to thank you for publishing

such a fine and helpful quarterly. I would like
to bring to your attention two excellent archi-

tecture bookstores overlooked in your Book-
store Directory (DBR l8):

Dillon's Art Bookshop

8 Long Acre
London WC2E 9LH

Perimeter Books on Architecture
146 Sullivan Street

New York, New York

I have found both srores to be diligently
stocked with a large variety of theoretical
books, monographs, and periodicals.

-Myron 
Nebozuk

Edmonton, Alberta

I
Bookstore additions and corrections:

SWEDEN
Bookshop of the Swedish Museum of

Architecture
Skeppsholmen

5-111 49 Stockholm

Bok & Bild Kulturhuset
Box 7653

5-103 94 Stockholm

Byggbokhandeln Stockholm
Svensk Byggtjinst
S-l7l 88 Solna

ENGLAND
RIBA Bookshop

66 Portland Place

London WlN 4AD

h"rLM
The Rise ond Decline of Mobile Homes
ALLAN D. WALLIS
Extensively illustrated with numerous period photographs and
drawings, Wheel Estate offers a wide ranging history of the mobile
home in America, spiced with vivid portraits of the people who
live in mobile homes and the industry pioneers
who designed and built them. Wallis

At better bookstores or directly from
OXFORD UNMRSITY PRESS. 20O Madison Avenue o New York, NY 10016

$24.9s,288pp.

Taubman Center at
Harvard.

teaches environmental design at the
University of Colorado and is a
research associate at the

NEW FROM OXFORD
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ZODIAC: Volume III
This influential journal offers insightful articles on the inrerna-
tional architectural scene. Library Journal has praised Zodiac:
"The 200-plus pages offer an assortment of excellent drawings,
photographs, diagrams and visual delights... an absoute neces-

sity for larger art and architectural libraries." 200 pages. 8" x
10". Fully illus. Paper: 5552-X. $37.50. Also available: Vol. I:
5523-5. $37.50. Vol. II: 5531-7. $37.50

TTM VITRA RJRNITI.JRE MUSEUM:
Frank Gehry, fuchitect
Oliuier Boissiere and Martin Fil/er. This well-illustrated volume
details the many facets of Gehry's design for the recently com-
pleted Vitra International Furniture Manufacnrring Center and
accompanying Design Museum. 112 pages. )" x 1.1".90 illus.,
40 in color. Paper:1199-9.$29.95

FITIPPO BRIJNELTESCHI:
The Early Works and the Medieval Tradition
Heinrich Klotz. A well-documented and generously illustrated
volume on this great architect whose work formed a critical
bridge berween late medieval and Renaissance building tradi-
tions. Brunelleschi created the ingenious dome of the Cathedral
in Florence and made technical and stylistic innovations in the
column, capital, vault, and arch.172 pages. 8" x 11".199
black-and-white illus. 121 1-1. $45

RON ARAD: Restless Furniture
Deyan Sudiic. This monograph provides a fully illustrated
account of London-based designer Ron Arad who has emerged

as one of the most distinctive new talents in design today. Well
known for his "Rover Chair," Arad combines the ingenuity of
the designer with a sculptural concept of form in his welded steel

furniture. 112 pags. 8" x 8". 97 illus., 30 in color. Paperback:

1 155-5. $19.95

ALBERT FREY, ARCHITECT
Joseph Rosa.lntroduction by Dauid Gebhard. A fascinating
monograph on the modernist master known for his experiment-
al building techniques and materials. His Aluminaire House of
1931, now a landmark, was one of the few American works in
the historic exhibition on International Style at The Museum of
Modern Art, New York, in1932.150 pages. 8" x 10".280 illus.
Paper: 1183-2. $29.95

DESIGN: VIGMLLI
Massimo Vignelli. This landmark volume is devoted to the
graphics and interior designs produced by this influential firm in
its New York offices since the early 1960s. It presents the
brilliant, multidisciplinary approach, from designs for corp-
orate identity programs, books, and magazines to commercial
packagrng, interiors, fu rniture and china. 27 5 pages. 1 0" x 10".
250 illus., 200 in color. 1140-9. $50

TERRAZZO: Volume [V
Edited by Barbara Radice. This new issue of the journal that
blends art, architecture, photography and literature offers an
essay by Herbert Muschamp on the Los Angeles-based architect
Craig Hodgens, an interview with architect Carlos Hymenez of
Houston, an article on auction houses and Frank Lloyd Wright
furniture, and architectural photography by Helmut Newton.
150pages. 9" x 13". Colorand b/willus. throughout. $25.
Also available: Vol. I: $20. Vol. II: $20. Vol.III: $25

RIZZOLI D,{TERIVATIOIVAL PUBLICATIOT{S

JOSTPB QOSA l

I
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AND AncHITEcTURAL Sunrmvs I
THE NEW MODERNS: From Late to Neo-Modernism
Charles Jencks. An exploration of the "new" architectural
practitioners (Eisenman, Gehry, Johnson, Maki, et al) ol the
"new" modernism and the influences on their work. Each
architect designs in a range of vocabularies-deconstruction,
high-tech, and late-modernism. 300 pages. 10" x 12". Over500
illus., most in color. 1212-X. $75

PUEBLO DECO
Carla Breeze, In this building-by-building survey, architectural
writer and photographer Carla Breeze has recorded some of the
finest examples of the remarkable Pueblo Deco style, including
theaters, railroad stations, hotels and apartment houses, which
all display images and motifs influenced by the legends and
cultures of the Southwest. 112 pages. 9" x 8". 1.20 illus., 80 in
color. Paperba ck 1,177 -8. $17 .95

TROPICAL BAMBOO
Edited by Marcello Villegas, The well-researched text and full
color photographs from verdant areas in Colombia present
many design applications for tropical bamboo in interiors,
furniture, tableware, fences, and garden footbridges. 175 pages.

9" x 12".306 color photographs. 1192-1. $40

SPANISH DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
Emma D ent Coad. This well-illustrated sourcebook examines

the many layers of tradition that have inspired the recent
explosive growth of Spanish arts and design, catapulting Spain

to the forefront of international design. The author examines

fashion, furniture, graphic design, interiors, and architecture.
208 pages. 9" x 10".200 illus., 150 in color. 1173-5. $45

PULBLO D[(O;

ITALI,AN LMNG DESIGN
Guiseppe Raimondi. Superbly illustrated, this book discusses

the relationship berween culture and design in Italy in the 1960s,
70s, and 80s, exploring how popular trends in fashion, film, and
television have affected designs by Aulenti, Gregotti, Sottsass,
and many others. 288 pages. 8" x 12". 420illus., 320 coior.
1191-3. $40

FIGURES OF ARCHITECTURE AND THOUGHT:
German Architecture Culture 1880-1920
Francesco Dal Co. A series of thought-provoking essays focus
on the beginning of Modernism in Germany, emphasing this as

a crucial moment of cultural transformation. The author relates
the work of some of the principal writers on German culture to
developments in architecture and urbanism.200 pages. 5" x 9".
Over 100 illus. Paperback: 0554-5. $25

THE SKY'S THE LIMIT:
A Century of Chicago Skyscrapers
lntroductory essay by lohn Zukowsky. This fully illustrated
survey of the Chicago skyscraper traces the fascinating history
of the great Chicago School buildings that influenced genera-
tions of architects worldwide. The book includes such land-
marks as the S.S. Beman Fine Arts Building, the Adler and
Sullivan Auditorium, and discusses 110 extant buildings dating
from 1885-1989, concluding with a series of skyscrapers by i
new generation of architects. 28 8 pages. 9" x '!.2" .400 illus., 50
in color. ll79-4.$50.
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The American
Country House
Clive Aslet

A richly illustrated, entertaining social
and architectural history ofthe great
country houses built with American
industrial fortunes from the end ofthe
Civil W.ar until r94o-from the Van-
derbilts' stupendous Biltmore and the
Rockefellers' Kykuit to the Duponts'
museum-like'W'interthur and \William

Randolph Hearst's legendary San
Simeon. 75 blw + zoo color illus.
$4i.oo

The Architect
and the American
Country House,
t89o-r94o
Mark Alan Hewitt; architectural
photographs by fuchard Cheek

This stunning book by a practicing
architect describes an eclectic variery of
country estates from all over the United
States, explaining the social and
economic forces that spawned their
creation and the architectural theory
and building technology that influ-
enced their design.

"Thoroughly researched and cogently
argued, this book...opens up to new
appreciation rwo generations of ne-
glected American architectural artists
and promises to become the foundation
for all future research."--Robert A.M.
Stern z5o blw + 6o color illus. $it.oo

Yale University Press

The English Town
A History of Uban Life

Mark Girouard
An entertaining and sumptuously
illustrated architectural and social history
of English towns and cities through the
centuries, by the author of Life in the
English Country House.

"A winner.... [Girouard] is an excellent
architectural historian....and is at the
same time I social historian with a feel
for the local and personal story that
illuminates a whole u1[nn uEnd."-
Colin tVard, New Statesman dr Society
yblw + 325 color illus. $19.9i

Out of Place
Restoring ldentity to the Regional
Landscape

Michael Hough
\7hy do modern cities, suburbs, and
industrial and farming landscapes all
tend to look alike despite their regional
settings? Drawing on case studies
ranging from Hong Kong to Manitoba,
Michael Hough argues that the monot-
ony of the modern landscape reflects
indifference on the part ofsociety to the
diversity inherent in ecological systems
and in human communities.

The Italian
Renaissance Garden
From the Conuentions of Planting
Design, and Ornament to the
Grand Gardens of Sixteenth-
Century Central Italy
Claudia Lazzaro; photographs by
Ralph Lieberman
A beautiful reconstruction ofthe
splendid architectural gardens of
sixteenth-century Italy. Using an
abundance ofliterary and visual
sources, Claudia Lazzaro establishes the
conventions of planting, design, and
ornamentation and discusses in detail
the four best-preserved grand gar-
dsn5-1hs Medici garden at Castello,
the Boboli garden in Florence, the Villa
d'Este at Tivoli, and the Villa Lante at
Bagnaia.

"Rigorous in its detail, lyrical in sryle."

-Publishers 
Weehly r9o b/w + 8o

color illus. $tt.oo

Beowulfi A Likeness
Randolph Swearer, Raymond
Oliver, and Marijane Osborn
Introduction by Fred C. Robinson

In this beautiful book a designer, a

poet, and a specialist in Anglo-Saxon
literature recreate Beouulffor a modern
audience. Interweaving evocative
images with a new interpretation in
verse, and a running commentary, the
authors bring a likeness of this ancient
and elusive tale to today's reader.

"The book's design and the commentary
on it provide a unique visual comple-
ment to Oliver's poem....Strange and
moving."-Fred C. Robinson, from
the Introduction 7z duotones $9.95i,??i,t"'r,,,,." i@New Haven, CT o65zo

"The wonderful thing about Michael
Hough's approach is its depth...into the
truly vital and shaping realms of process,
place, ecology, and aesthetic philoso-
phy."-Jane Jacobs r74 illus. $3i.oo
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The Indian
Metropolis
A View Tbward the tYest

Norma Evenson

Madras, Calcutta, Bombay, and New
Delhi-four great Indian metropolises
of enduring energy and fascination-
have been shaped by \U'estern architec-
ture and urban planning from their
creation by the British to the present
time. In this beautifrrl and engrossing
book, prizewinning author Norma
Evenson surveys the architecture and
planning ofthese cities throughour a
three-hundred-year period, focusing
both on their individual built environ-
ments and on the controversial efflect of
westernization on Indian design. zoo
b/w + 6o color illus. $to.oo

The Tradition of
Indian Architecture
Co nti nuity, Controuersy, and
Change since fi50

G.H.R. Tillotson
During the last century, Indian archi-
tectural design and Indian taste both
changed dramatically in response to the
influence of British architecture in
India and the policies of British
imperial rule. In this provocative
book, G.H.R. Tillotson describes not
only that transformation but also the
controversies that it stirred. His is the
first such account to cover the entire
period, from the zenith of British
imperial power to the present day. 76
illus. $2t.oo

Yale University Press
Dept.5yo
9zA Yale Station
New Haven, CT o65zo

Now auaikble in paperback

Borderland
Origins of the American Suburb,
r82o-r9jg

John R. Stilgoe
"A lively account of the formation of
the pre-World War II American sub-
urb."-Edwinna Von Baeyer, Land-
scape Architecrural Reuieu

IThe Arts of Persia
edited by R. \fl. Ferrier

Persian art-with its detailed ornamen-
tation, use ofcolor, floral decoration,
balanced patterns, landscape imagery,
and intricate craftsmanship-includes
some of the most beautiful works of art
ever created. For the first time within
a single volume, these various aspects
of the arts of Persia are discussed in an

il:'"T'.?*o 
and comPlementary

"Ifonly one book could be purchased
to represent Persian art, this would be
the right selection."- Library Journal
z5o blw + r5o color illus. $5o.oo

The Architecture
of Medieval Britain
A Social History

Colin Platt, with photographs by
Anthony Kersting
In this lavishly illustrated book a

renowned medievalist examines early
English sociery through its architec-
ture. Bringing history and archaeology
together, Colin Platt studies those char-
acteristics of medieval architecture that
mirrored contemporary values and
investigates the buildings for what they
tell us of their builders and their
inhabitants. zor b/w + r79 color illus.
$4t.oo

p.5otb4i, gorxtd corgant
r ot r q.cn6.r tyb x poct gb rox ht q!.

"Brilliantly written and beautifully
illustrated....The definitive account
of the emergence of a distinctive
American suburban landscape."

-Robert 
Fishman, The Chicago

Tribune r98 illus. sI8.95

IIAT(OHfl,

The Bolshevik
Poster
Stephen White

"Nowhere has [political caricature]
reached greater heights than in revo-
lutionary Russia, and this handsome
volume shows why. Faithful repro-
ductions accompanied by Professor
lW.hite's literate text make this an
unusually attractive book that will
interest not only the student ofart
and Russian history but the lay
person as well."- Tlrginia Quarterly
Reuiew 8o b/w + 9o color illus.
$r9.95
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An Inuttation to Thn Second Armtnl

I nlernqtioncr I Arrch ireclu re
Book Foir

_ AA Conaenttnn and, Expositinrb Moy 16-19, 1991, Washtngnn, D.C.

C@fi"est in architectural publishing was captured architecture reviewers, critics, authors; publishing and
:-tuhen 

over 70 publishers from around the world bookstore media; and AIA Chapter leaders are all
exhibited at The American Institute of fuchitects'first invited to attend.

Annual International fuchitecture Book Fair. We invite See and learn more at the fuchitecture Book Fair

you to attend the second International fuchitecture than you could in months of individual contacts with
Book Fair in WashinSon, D.C. this most impressive assembly of international pub

Whether you're interested in buying architecture lishers. Find out about special Fair discounts, attend

books, writing them, buying or selling rights, or booksignings, win books, discover new titles, present

reviewing them, you should come to the Fair. Bookstore your manuscript, and learn about trends in architectual

and book club buyers; architects and other design publishing.

professionals; librarians; students, deans, faculty;

on lhe convention ond its
"The Architecture Book Foir wos wonderfult the moior item thot still stonds out
Not only were the librsrions onxious to ..fhis wos o veritsble beehive
otlend,lhe orchilects were iust os

-Laura Dickinson, Chair,
A ssociatian of A r chitecttral Libr or inr6

the presence of so
! publishers; the Foir

flovor."

Booh

For mnre information or to resaae afiee Book Fair pass

plcose contcrct:

w

0 Ara 1990

fhe Amerlcon lnstltute of Archltect5
lnlernotlonql Archllecture Book Folr

1735 New York Ayenue. NW, Woshlngton. DC 2OO06, USA
Phone: (2O2) 626-7395. FAx: (2O2) 626-75rE

of lnlerest."

-Eugene J. N{ackey III. AIA.
kiwipal, Mark4, Associak..;, I ). ( ..

"l reolly
forelgn
hod o lruly
-Susan Fbrd, Over 7O publishers of books, iournols, ond posters
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Mumford: AUsable Man of the Past

The publication of Issue l9 nearly coincides with the first anniver-
sary of Lewis Mumford's death. Mumford, whose writing career

spanned most of the 20th century, carved out a unique, and gigantic,

cultural niche as a self-described professional ..generalist." A keen

observer of literature, technology, environmental issues, architecture,

and urbanism, Mumford's righteous authorial manner made him
the "conscience" of liberal America. It is appropriate that a book-
review magazine dedicate an issue to Mumford's work not merely
because he was such a prolific author of books (27 titles, most of
which are still in print), but in particular because he reviewed so

many books. The hundreds of reviews he wrote for Harper's, At-
lantic Monthly,The NewYorkReview of Books,The New Republic,
Technology and Culture, and many others, were, as he described,
"jottings and notes for the books that I was eventually to write.,'

They became an important part of the process of assembling the

"usable past" into an interpretation ofculture.
Now that Mumford himself belongs to the past we have gathered

some opinions about what in his work is currently useful. Martin
Filler, who was closely associated with Mumford during his last

decade, remembers him as America's foremost critic. Alexander
Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre, initiators of the theory of Critical
Regionalism, have gathered quotes from Mumford's writings on

regionalism to demonstrate his intellectual position. Stanislaus von
Moos has critically compared the visual culture of Mumford with
that other great glossator of technology, Sigfried Giedion. Finally,
Jane Morley, who has done extensive bibliographic work on

Mumford, discusses the most contended issues in the emerging

Mumford studies.
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Martin Filler

MUMFORD
REMEMBERED

Lrwis Mumford was one of the true giants of

2fth-century American culture, an intellectual

who proudly defined himself a "generalist" in the

face of widespread specialization and sectarian-

ism. He was admired as much for his writings on

architecture as for his essays on American litera-

ture, technology, anthropology, sociology, and

urban life. It is some measure of his continuing

relevance that nineteen of his thirty-one books

are still in print, some after almost seventy years.

His death on January 26, 1990, at the age of 94,

received surprisingly little attention in either the

popular or architectural press. In an attempt to

compensate for this lack of remembrance DBR

has asked Martin Filler to comment on Mumford's

life and work.

Martin Filler, an architecture critic working in

New York City, was closely associated with

Mumford from 1975 to 1985, and edited the

collection of his articles forArc hi te ct ura I Re c ord

published by McGraw-Hill in 1975 as Architec-

ture as a Home for Man. Filler is a consulting

editorof House &Gardenandwrites for a variety

of publications including The Neu,York Review

of Books andTheTimes Literary Supplement.His

essay on the practice of architectural criticism in

The Critical Edge: Controversy in Recent Amer-

ican Architecture (Tod Marder, editor, 1986; see

DBR 9, Spring 1986) remains the best source on

the subject to date. With his wife, the architec-

tural historian Rosemarie Haag Bletter, Filler

was a guest curator for the Whitney Museum's

1985-86 exhibition "High Styles: Twentieth-

Century American Design," and together they

wrote and were consultants for the documentary

frlms Beyond Utopia: Changing Attitudes in

American Architecture (1983), Arata Isozaki

(1985), and J ames Stirli ng, (1987). The following

comments were taken from an interview with

Filler.

Mumford was my spiritual father,

and I mourn him like a son-that is

to say, with a complex mixture of
emotions. His work made me want

to become an architecture critic.
Mumford's writings possess both a

sense of social purpose and an un-

derstanding of the larger forces that

affect architecture, a synthesis I
found lacking in almost every other

source. As much as I respect the

contributions of someone like Henry-

Russell Hitchcock, his was a formal-

ist andantiquarian approach. Vincent

Scully's is an aesthetic and anec-

dotal interpretation, which helps to

get people, especially young people,

interested in the subject. But in fo-
cusing on what I flnd to be the truly
formative and generative aspects of
architecture, I think Mumford was

by far the most insightful and pen-

etrating.

Mumford disliked being catego-

rized as an architecture critic. He

preferred to be seen as a philosopher

or sociologist. When he died, the

early edition of The New YorkTimes ran a

picture of him on the front page with a

caption beginning "Lewis Mumford, self-

styled 'social philosopher'." That bothered

me greatly-I don't see the need either for
the term "self-styled" or the quotes around

social philosopher, unless one doubts that's

what Mumford was. It's strange that the

Times didn't even begin his obituary on

page one, which they did several weeks

Iater for such lesser figures as Halston and

Sarah Vaughan, both of whom got two

columns and their pictures on the front
page. As a result of the Times's treatment,

none of the network TV news programs

picked up the news of Mumford's death

and both Time and Newsweek reported it
only briefly in their obituary columns.

But Mumford's reputation hadbeen like
a roller coaster throughout his career. He

was forgotten and rediscovered several

times, and it was perhaps only chance, or

because he was non compos mentis during

his last three or four years, that recognition

Self-portrait, Lewis Mumford (1920). (Courtesy of the
Mumford Art Collection, Monmouth College, West Long
Branch, New Jersey.)

iir

was at a low point when he died. For ex-

ample, at the beginning of the 1960s, the

publication of The City in History, one of
his most important books, and the one-two

punch of Tfte Myth of the Machine andThe

P e nta gon of P ower atthe end of that decade

bolstered his reputation after it had slipped

during the 1950s. During his last active

decade before he became unable to write

in his late eighties, Mumford's almost ex-

clusive attention to his various autobio-
graphical works might have satisfled his

excessive egotistical needs, but with the

exception of his 1982 autobiography,
Sketches from Life, the best portions of
which had been written in the 1950s, these

works did little to enhance his literary
standing.

Despite his objections during his lifetime,

Mumford will probably be remembered

more as an architecture critic than as a

philosopher. I wish someone wouldpublish
an anthology of all his "Sky Line" articles

forTheNewYorkerfrom 193 I to 1963.lt's

t4
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Mumford

there that he did some of his best work,
from general considerations of cities and

highways to critiques of specific buildings
such as Rockefeller Center, the Cathedral

of St. John the Divine, the United Narions

Building, right down to Childs' Coffee
Shops. Because of those pieces Americans
who have even heard of Mumford tend to
consider him an architecture critic above

all. It was remarkable thatThe Neu,Yorker
provided Mumford with a national platform
for more than a generation. Until the mid-

1950s when his "Sky Line" articles began

to taper off (Mumford's relations with
William Shawn, editor of The New,Yorker

from 1952 to 1987, were not nearly as

cordial as those with Harold Ross, editor of
the weekly magazine from its founding in

1925 until his death in I 95 I ), Mumford was

the architectural conscience of America.

Speaking to an educated lay audience which

has not been replicated in its breadth and

concentration, his Nen,Yorker column laid

the groundwork forthose readers to become

the main constituency for his major works,

especially in the 1930s. The Culture of
Cities,inmy estimation his most important

book, could be read by an intelligent lay-
person in 1938 in the same way a book by

the historian Simon Schama (author of Ifte
Embarrassment of Riches and Citizens) is

today: an immersion in a subject written by

an author who has exhausted primary and

secondary sources and then has synthe-

sized them in an abbreviated but accurate

manner, stimulating readers to further
thought.

One reason that no one has replaced

Mumford's as the great generalist critic of
the built environment is the lack of commit-
ment on the part of publications willing to
support that kind ofoutspoken, uncompro-
mising voice. Newspapers in various cities
have occasionally had a regular architec-

ture critic ofvalue, but for all the talk about

architecture being a hot topic among the

public today, I don't see that premise sup-

ported by periodicals. Henry Luce, who put

Mumford on the cover of ft me in 1938 and

who also published Architectural Forum,
made sure that Time frequently covered

architecture. Today Time runs articles on
architecture only three or four times a year,

as opposed to about twenty-five pieces an-

nually on art. Of course, architecture has

changed immensely since Mumford's hey-

day, and he would not be doing today what

he was able to do then. He discontinued the

"Sky Line" in 1963, and although he wrote
several articles on architecture after that, it
marked the end of his interest in contempo-

rary architecture.

To a certain extent, Mumford was con-
fined by his strong principles, but that was

also one of his greatest assets. On the other

hand, Mumford was not so fixed in his

thinking that he could not change his mind,

which I consider a sign of his largeness of
spirit. For example, Mumford was highly

Mumford was more of a

pragmatic reformer, like his

heroes Patrick Geddes and

Ebenezer Howard, than a
utopian like Charles Fourier.

critical of the plans for Rockefeller Center

when they were first published, but praised

the complex as a whole after it was finally
completed. Richard Pommer, an architec-

tural historian whom I admire very much,

pointed out in a recent lecture the incon-
sistencies in Mumford's writings on archi-

tecture. But as acritic, I wish there wouldbe

more such reassessments and, when nec-

essary, reversals by those who write about

new architecture. Most often we see

buildings only once, shortly after they're
finished, before we know how suc-cessful

they are as functioning structures. There

are some buildings I've revisited long after
I've first written about them that I wish I
could write about again in order to recant

my initial opinion, whether positive or
negative. Far from interpreting Mum-ford's
shifts as faulty judgment, I see them as a

model more critics should follow.

Mumford, who always put social con-

cerns before aesthetic considerations, ad-

dressed his audience in a very direct way.
He talked about how buildings are used and

their role in the life of the community. In
our pluralistic times, many architecture
critics tend to throw up their hands and

refuse to make judgments. Mumford never
gave in to that, sometimes to his detriment
in the short term, but rarely in the long run.

Yet his almost complete sidestepping of
aesthetic issues did omit one of the major

components of good architecture-beauty,
oreven a sense ofvisual pleasure. Ofcourse,
it is not unusual for any critic, let alone one

whose career spanned eight decades, to

remain a product of his formative period

despite the changing scene around him.

As far as actually affecting the Ameri-
can environment, Mumford often felt like a
prophet without honor in his own country.

When he went to England after World War

II, he was cheered in the streets as a hero.

Mumford was highly respected as a town
planner there and certainly had a more

active influence than he did in the United

States, especially as England had an ex-

tensive govemment-supported program for
postwar reconstruction. One has to remem-

berthat even during the New Deal, Mumford

and the other members of the Regional

Planning Association of America were not

used by Roosevelt in the way they should

have been. That failure was largely politi-
cal in origin, since the RPAA's president,

Clarence Stein, had been closely associated

in New York State with Belle Moskowitz,
the housing advisorto Alfred Smith, FDR's
political rival who preceded him as govemor

and Democratic candidate forpresident and

later became one of Roosevelt's most vit-
riolic critics. It is ironic that at the high
point offederal support for new towns and

greenbelt communities in the 1930s,

Mumford and his colleagues had little di-
rect participation, although they contributed
greatly to the general moral tone and helped

create the climate in which those concepts

could be implemented.

Mumford's attitude toward the accep-

tance ofhis ideas was, "I have given you the

l5
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wisdom with which to act, and if you choose

to ignore me, you do so at your own peril."
He felt he had done as much as one man

could, and then stood back and assumed the

Jeremiah-like posture that was always a

familiar part of his personality. But it be-

came even more pronounced during the

postwar period, when it was clear that his
prescriptions for reshaping the world were

not going to be followed at all. As much as

he complained during the 1950s and 1960s

about unchecked suburbanization, the pro-
liferation of massive superhighways,
destructive urban renewal, the lack of co-
herent regional planning, and excessive
military spending, he had a certain grim
satisfaction in being proven right again and

again, though even he could not predict
how much worse things were to become

during the 1980s.

Mumford did not see our existing politi-
cal institutions as the likely means for
achieving what he wanted. After all, if he

was ignored by FDR, what hope

would there ever be for him in the

American political establishment?

Mumford would have liked a more

socially responsive reconstitution of
the political system, but he saw no
desirable alternative in the socialist
or communist parties in this country.
He was so self-consciously indepen-

dent that it is difficult to imagine him
joining any movement short of a

Mumford party. But his aloofness

from the political process was one of
the reasons he was left alone during
the McCarthy period. Although
Mumford was among the first Ameri-
cans to warn against Hitler in the

1930s and the nuclear-arms race after
World War Il-either position was

enough to qualify one as a suspect for
the House Un-American Affairs
Committee-his lack of identifica-
tion with any political group prob-
ably kept him from being persecuted.

It was the same when he became an

early and outspoken critic of the Vier
nam War, publicly condemning
Lyndon Johnson for his escalation in
1965. But LBJ did not sic J. Edgar

Hoover on him, and he wasn't on Nixon's
enemies list.

Mumford's physical distance from the

centers of public affairs for most of his
adult life no doubt made him less threaten-

ing to those in power. Mumford likely did
both himself and the world great good by
moving to the solitude of the small upstate

New York town of Amenia in 1936. I've
always suspected that aside from his stated

reason of needing the quiet of the country
for his work, Mumford couldn't stand the

literary life of New York City. He wanted to
be the center of attention, and since he

wasn't the only star in the city, he had to go

where he could be. This was a sore subject
with him because he did nor like to see

himself depicted as one who had with-
drawn from the world. In fact, he traveled a

great deal, sojoumed at various universi-
ties, and with the proliferation of media was

as in touch with current events as he would
have been anywhere. But the enlivening

social component of intellectual exchange

was missing during his long writing sieges

in Amenia, and that took its toll not just on

his life, but on his work as well.
It was very strange for such a child of

Manhattan to move to a tiny rural hamlet

and thereupon denounce big cities. I dis-

agree with his conviction that urban life
above a population of 500,000 is necessar-

ily destructive. Although New York City
today is the inescapable proof of his exhor-
tations against overdevelopment, conges-

tion, and the social ills that stem from the

decline ofbasic civic services. I don't think
his insistence on decentralized urbanism

was realistic. Do we really want sixteen

cities of 500,000 each instead of a metropolis

of eight million? For all of his keen insights
into the nature of urban life, Mumford
underestimated the natural human impetus
formore people wanting to live where more
people are.

"Our Home at Amenia," drawn by Lewis Mumford ( 1944). (Courtesy
of the Mumford Art Collection, Monmourh Coltege, West Long
Branch, New Jersey.)

Mumford was more of a pragmatic re-
former, like his heroes PatrickGeddes

and Ebenezer Howard, than a uto-
pian like Charles Fourier. He be-

lieved in the possibility of improve-
ment-"The Renewal of Life," as he

entitled his tetralogy-rather than the

inevitability of retrogression, and al-

though far from being a dreamer, he

shared the strong modernist belief in
the perfectability of mankind through

architecture, urban planning, and de-

sign. Today we see such convictions
as utopian, though in the 1930s they

seemed like the necessary means for
survival. Mumford's obituary in llre
Nationquoteda memberof the Green
party in Germany saying that
Mumford will be remembered pri-
marily as an environmentalist, and

that his contribution to ecology in the

20th century will loom as large in
history as Marx's does for econom-
ics in the l9th century. That's an

overstatement, and not too much of a

compliment given the collapse of
Marxist economies around the world
now. But it could well be that in the

next few decades Mumford's early

championing of ecology and the need
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to think of planning's global implications
will stand out in the highest relief. There
was enough variety in Mumford's vast out-
put for people to rediscover individual as-

pects of it at will. Whether it is Mumford
the founder of American studies, Mumford
the architecture critic, or Mumford the

ecologist, he had such a breadth of vision

that people will always find meaning in his

work, even though his overall standing in

the history of ideas may not be as high as he

would have liked.

Mumford tried to set himself up as an

Emersonian isolato of American culture.

He loved the fact that he was a creature

almost entirely of his own invention. Even

as a teenager, he fretted about whether to

deem himself a sociologist, philosopher, or
joumalist, well before he had credentials in

any of those disciplines. His shadowy ori-
gins were basic to his self-image. He was an

illegitimate child, sired by one Lewis Mack,

who lived in the boarding house in which

Mumford's mother worked, and was an

adult before he leamed the identity of his

natural father. Mumford was less than

pleased to learn that Mack was Jewish,

even though Mumford's wife Sophia is

Jewish. The Mumfords' daughter recalls

her father's ambivalence on that subject,

and once heard him recite the couplet "How

odd of God / To choose the Jews." Equally

unconventional were Mumford's sporadic

education and his refusal later in life to

accept numerous offers of honorary de-

grees (though he did make exceptions for
Edinburgh University, because his hero

Patrick Geddes was a Scot, and the Univer-

sity of Rome, because his son Geddes had

been killed in Italy during World War II).
He was always determined to carve out a

role for himself that did not fit into any

existing professional pigeonhole. But that

fervent desire to remain unique at all costs

only fed the growth of his overweening

ego. Though he was revered as a very good

teacher-he was a visiting professor at

Berkeley, MIT, Stanford, the University of
Pennsylvania, and Wesleyan-he didn't
have many direct disciples. He was more of
a moral guide or guru rather than a nurturer

of followers. But as for establishing a school

of thought, Mumford purposely avoided
identification with any of the academic
specialities, and it would be difficult to
determine in which department of a univer-
sity to establish a Lewis Mumford chair.

We're still much too close to Mumford
to assess how some of his work will hold
up. His 1929 book on Herman Melville is
now considered an important document of

As a voice crying out in the

wilderness, Mumford provided

a necessary counterpoint to the

worst impulses of this country.

America's rediscovery of its own litera-

ture, even though it's been superseded by

more thorough and accurate historical
studies. I expect that will happen with some

of his other books, too, though he saw his

"life-work," as he always called it, as ab-

solute and not subject to the depredations of
time. I think of Mumford as our link to
Emerson, Thoreau, Whitman, and
Melville-a rude, self-reliant individualist
who embodied cer-tain very characteristic

American qualities.

One could never confuse Mumford with
a European intellectual of the same period.

He was typically American even if he was

drastically out of step with the production,

both intellectual and otherwise, of the

American century. As a voice crying out in

the wilderness, Mumford provided a nec-

essary counterpoint to the worst impulses

of this country, though he often seemed

insufficiently appreciative of some of the

best aspects of America, particularly the

vitality of our popular culture. It's amazing

that the great critic of highways never

learned how to drive a car.

Mumford's writings on Frank Lloyd
Wright are especially telling because there

he came head-to-head with an ego of equal

proportions. It took one to know one. Yet

for all the problems one can find in Wright,

Mumford saw his essential greatness and

his appreciation of it took precedence over
everything else. That may have had to do
with Mumford's recognition of a kindred
spirit, a self-made pioneer who emerged
from obscurity to dominate his field into
very old age.

But Mumford could be almost insanely

competitive with his contemporaries. I re-

member how livid he was after Edmund
Wilson's The Twenties was published in
1975, just when Mumford's Findings and
Keepings came out. He complained that

Wilson's book had a lower list price, was

advertised more, and was getting more re-

views. Wilson was a particular Mumford
obsession, perhaps because they were ex-

actcontemporaries. Both were born in 1895,

but into very different worlds, and so it
remained. I recall Mumford telling me (and

I also remember almost falling out of my

chair when I heard the great man saying the

actual words),

Wilson has written a dirty book. It's not
dirty because of the sex scenes and the
language-there's nothing wrong with
saying "fuck" and "cunt"-but because

of the way he treated people. Once he

had an affair with a waitress and broke
off with her by leaving a note and a ten

dollar tip on the table in the restaurant.
We both lived in Greenwich Village in
the 20s, but his 20s were not my 20s.

That's absolutely true. Mumford led a

life of privation during that period, con-

stantly stepping aside from the financial

traps of getting and spending in New York.

For instance, he turned down ajob as a part-

time art adviser to the DuPont Corporation
in 1928 because he felt it would be too

compromising and had no desire to become

implicated in the world of big business.

One might say that he worked hard to
remain poor. The Mumfords' close friend

Van Wyck Brooks spoke of their "ascetic

household," but Mumford took pride in it,
though it can't have been easy for his wife,

Sophia. In his autobiography Mumford
wrote how her great beauty made it pos-

sible for her to do without fancy clothes and

how they lived frugally in a tiny flat in
Brooklyn Heights, eating spaghetti and
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beans for weeks on end. But despite

their passionate sense ofpurpose and

single-minded devotion to his career,

they both paid a terrible emotional
price for it.

Knowing Mumford personally
was a mixed experience for me. I first
met him when I was in my mid-
twenties and approached him as an

acolyte of the godlike dispenser of
wisdom. It was necessary for me, at

that stage in my own life, to cast him
in that role, and he was only too
happy to accept it. My initial visit ro
him in Amenia was almost exactlv
the same as that depicted by Philip
Roth several years later inThe Ghost
Writer. When that book was first
published I was astonished by the

similarities-the hopeful young
writer making a pilgrimage ro the
country retreat of the great savant,

the white colonial farmhouse, the

cordial but slightly formal manner,
the long-suffering wife. the mistresses

hidden somewhere in the background:
it's all there. E. I. Lonoff, Roth's
writer, was Lewis Mumford to the

life, And as with Roth's young char-
acter, I was shocked to eventually realize
that Mumford, like many great men and

women--rven highly moralizing ones-
was much less admirable as aperson than as

a writer.

In many respects he was a rr onstre sacr6:
self-centered, demanding, manipulative, an
inexhaustible user of his family and others
around him. As our relationship continued,
it became clear to me that he was most inter-
ested in what one could do for him. He was

not particularly generous or encouraging to
an aspiring architecture writer.

There was one revealing moment I re-
member when Mumford was invested with
his honorary knighthood at the British
Embassy in Washingron in 1975. After the

ceremony, he was holding the blue mo-
rocco leather presentation case with all the
regalia of a Knight Commander of the Or-
der of the British Empire-the star, the
sash, and a smaller decoration for less for-

Lewis Mumford ( 1980). (Counesy of the Mumford Art Collection,
Monmouth College, West Long Branch, New Jerseyl photograph by
David Gahr.)

mal occasions. Sophia looked into the box
and said, "Oh look, Lewis, there's one for
the wife, too!" It was the perfect remark
because she indeed deserved a medal for
remaining with him. Though Mumford was

the only one knighted at that investiture, the
actress Irene Worth was given one of the
lesser honors, the Commander of the Brit-
ish Empire. At the reception afterward she

asked me if I could introduce her to
Mumford, who was one of her heroes, and
from what she said to him I could tell that
she had indeed read his books. Later
Mumford said to me, "You know, when I
was a young man I met Maude Adams
when she was appearin g in Peter Pan, and
ever since then there's always been a cer-
tain scent about me that's attracted ac-

tresses."

Certainly one of his least admirable as-
pects was the extent to which he subjugated
his wife and family to his career. Although

Sophia is a highly intelligent
woman-she was an editor at the

Dial magazine, where she and

Mumford met in 1919-she gave up

her career to become his amanuensis.

But Mumford believed that people

should sacrifice themselves for him.
Not surprisingly, his family life was

awful. He had a number of emotion-
ally involving affairs throughout his

marriage, the last at age 75 with a

much younger woman who appar-

ently made a specialty of famous old
men, including Thomas Mann.
Mumford always thoughtfully pro-

vided Sophia with all the details. She

said that she found that final fling the

most devastating of all. But even
afterward, Mumford continued to
torture Sophia by rehashing his sex

life in his autobiographical writings,
which she told me at the time was

tearing them apart. The image of the

Mumfords in their 80s, acting out this
psychodrama in rural isolation, is
pathetic to contemplate.

Furthermore, he neverhid the fact
that his work came first. ahead of his
wife and children. The shut door to

his study was an unbreachable barrier.
Sophia was a much better mother than he

was a father, but as was the case with
Winston and Clementine Churchill, she

unhesitatingly put her husband's needs
ahead of their children's, to very destruc-
tive effect. As Mumford wrote in Green
Memories-his memoir of their only son,

Geddes, who was killed in World War II at
the age of l9-the boy had terrible devel-
opmental and behavioral problems, which
possibly would have continued into adult-
hood had he lived. Their daughter, Alison,
who is now 55, was left very much out of
the picture and has suffered greatly in la-ter
life. If we think of Mumford as an ad-
vanced, liberated personality and ethical
teacher, it's tragic to leam that his family
was like something outof a Dostoyevsky or
Tolstoy novel.

But as a writer, Mumford to me stands

above reproach. His writing style has influ-
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enced me tremendously. He had a superb

command of the English language, much
like Abraham Lincoln's-sentences with
scriptural cadences, drawing on a tradition
of literature that has vanished from Ameri-
can education: the Bible, Pilgrim's
Progress, Longfellow. Very often I'm
struck by the sheer beauty of Mumford's
writing, not just by the power of its moral
imperative, but also by how gracefully he

could convey it. His diction is accessible,
yet he was a consummate prose stylist. His
writing, free of architectural and intellec-
tual jargon, is imaginative and original
without being tricky, highly suggestive (es-

pecially his gift for describing the world of
nature), conversational and easy for the

educated reader to comprehend. One might
counter that the writing styles of some

current architecture critics are also acces-

sible, but in my opinion they don't ap-

proach the intellectual content and social

commitment Mumford invariably brought

to his analysis of architecture.

His letters are wonderful to read and

display his incredible spontaneity as a writer:

he once urged me to respect my intuitive
inner voice when writing. Mumford was

very much a product of the l9th century in

that he was never at a loss for words. Every-

thing was written down, every day, from

correspondences that went on for decades

to random thoughts that were jotted down
and filed away for possible later use. Then

all of it was methodically organized and

preserved in a way that will certainly not be

done in this generation, and which will
make Mumford a very attractive subject for
researchers, which was definitely part of
his intention.

Though he didn't write about how to be

a critic or a writer, he once gave me some

advice that I always remember: "Have

something to say, and say it as briefly and as

clearly as possible." I always keep the former
in mind when accepting an assignment, and

the latter when I'm writing and editing my
work. Through Mumford's example,I have

no patience for the kind of obscurantist,
jargon-laden writing that appears in many
joumals. No matter how much I might

respect the thought that went into them, I
feel they serve absolutely no purpose un-
less they are understandable to readers,

even intellectuals. Mumford would have
railed against the impenetrability of most
post-structuralist criticism.

Moreover, he would have been unsym-
pathetic to recent trends in architecture and

planning. Even twenty years ago he felt
alienated from new developments. He be-

came completely disenchanted with the

direction of architecture in the late 1960s

and 1970s largely because he felt that the

social impetus, which was of the greatest

importance to him, had disappeared. In
retrospect, I'd have to say he was right. For
instance, Mumford would have laughed at

such celebrated recent developments as

Seaside, Florida, with its plan by Andres
Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk.
Seaside's nostalgic evocation of superfi-

cial, even cosmetic, town-planning notions,

its lack of any true social program, and its

amnesiac attitude toward the place of the

automobile-to mention only some of its
most glaring weaknesses aside from its
kitsch aesthetic-would have made
Mumford question why one should write

about it at all, especially as he had been an

active agent in the creation of real new

towns in this country during the 1920s and

1930s. And yet to some people Seaside

seems like a paragon. The retrogressive

tendencies of most current architecture
would have made it very difficult for Mum-
ford to function as a critic today.

He saw no room in architecture for hu-

mororirony orhistorical references. Though

he could be appreciative of architectural
classics, his aesthetic sense was neither
highly deve loped nor did he find it the most
pertinent factor in evaluating a building.
The contemporary architect whom
Mumford singled out for the most special

attention was the now-forgotten Matthew
Nowicki (1910-1950), whose work
Mumford felt was the embodiment of what

he had been writing about.

Mumford was much more concerned

with planning principles than visual mat-

ters. Ifyou look at the architectural design

of the houses at Sunnyside and Radburn,
which Mumford was involved with as a

member of the Regional Planning Associa-
tion, they're banal in a way that does not
even attain the level of Robert Venturi's
self-conscious banality. But that didn't
bother Mumford in the slightest. He was
more interested in open space, circulation,
and transportation in those projects than
aesthetics, which I think he considered a bit
effete. For example, he was a great foe of Le
Corbusier's Unit6 d'Habitation, as were a

number of other critics. But even if Mumford
had been transported to the chapel at

Ronchamp, I doubt that he possessed either
the detachment or the sense of aesthetic

pleasure to appreciate a very different and

universally loved work by the same archi-
tect. He didn't often surrenderhis principles

to sensual pleasure in his work, though he

was certainly no puritan in his private affairs.

Mumford simply couldnot deal with the

concept of pluralism, and would never have

been able to respond to the much broader

range of architectural design being pro-

duced today. He was most at home dealing

with absolute, demonstrable principles, and

tried to remove architecture from subjective

opinion. An aesthetic approach did not in-
terest him because it could not be applied in
a socially scientific way, with predictable

results and effects. Patrick Geddes's all-
embracing model of sociology was central

to Mumford's vision. He rejected criticism
that judged things good because they cor-
responded to one's personal taste, as many

critics are still doing. We would benefit
greatly from a reintroduction of standards

as rigorous as Mumford's, though perhaps

a bit more flexible. Yet it is also that up-

rightness which made Mumford so con-

vincing and authoritative. Whatever his

failings, the accomplishments of those who
come after him seem small in comparison,

not just because of the quantity of his im-
mense body of work, but above all because

ofhis constant adherence to high principles,
in his writing if not always in his personal

life.
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Liane Lefaivre and
Alexander Tzonis

LEWIS MUMFORD'S
REGIONALISM

Lewis Mumford's idea of regionalism is an

integral part of his writings and it allowed
him toreflectupon problems ofmuch deeper

and broader significance than architecture.

The recent return ofthe question ofregion-
alism to architectural debates only makes

Mumford's way of opening up mental com-
partments and of making new, unorthodox
syntheses-his own unique legacy of free
thinking-all the more alive and vital.

The notion of "regional" appears in
Mumford's writings as early as 1924 in
Sticks and Stones. He begins the discussion
with what he terms the "imperial" Beaux-

Arts architecture whose hold was still strong
in the United States thirty years after its
apotheosis at the 1893 World's Columbian
Exposition in Chicago. Along with the as-

sociated City Beautiful movement, this style
is, according to Mumford, an expression of
"conspicuous waste" creating "new slums
in the districts behind the grand avenues,"

which he likens to congested human
"sewers," the equivalent of "icing on a

birthday cake," which detracts from the

"realism" needed for the "the colossal task"
of "the renovation of the city."

In addition, the "imperial facade" is the

"very cloak andcostume" of an "imperialist
approach to the environment": it only dis-
plays a "negligence ofthe earth," using the

land as a means of "profitable speculation

and exploitation" rather than as a "home,"
resulting in "depletion and impoverishment"
and the "poor quality" of the "great mass of
modem houses" that are "no longer framed

for some definite site and occupants."

The altemative Mumford proposes is
that of a "regional" architecture. Although
unclear about what form it will take,
Mumford goes on to say that it will be based

on a deeper perception of"place" and evolve
out of the "new frameworks provided" by
"regional planning." Citing the precedent

of "genuine regional planning" in Ontario,
Canada, he specifies that the new regional-
ist framework "will redistribute population
and industry" and will "serve economi-
cally." Within it, regional sources would no
longerbe ignored ordepleted "forthe benefit
of ... the capital city." Moreover the more
creative modes of architecture that might
be derived from "achievements in science

... experiments in democracy" will "no
longer be stifled" as they had been in the
"imperial" framework.

In Mumford's The Brov,n Decades

( I 93 I ) regionalism is not far from his mind.
Even if it is not mentioned by name, many

passages echo the same preoccupations as

in his previous works, in particular the pas-

sage on Thoreau who, by embracing "the

totality of the natural environment," was a

forerunner of a "fresh effort and action"
against the "relentless spread of venal and

mechanical civilization," and that on Frank

Lloyd Wright's Oak Park and Prairie Style

houses which, "with their low pitched roofs,

their rambling plans, their marked hori-
zontality," were "deliberate adaptations to

the landscape," revealing a "sense ofplace."
Technics and Civilization follows in

I 934. Here Mumford makes a brief histori-
cal sketch of regionalism. tracing its roots
as a broad cultural phenomenon, which has

influenced architecture as well as literature
and philosophy back to the lSth century. It
was then that regionalism first arose, in his
view, as a form of opposition to the "de-
regionalising processes" that "machine

civilization" embodied. Mumford tries to
distinguish his own view from this early
form of regionalism by arguing that the

latter's "besetting weakness lies in the fact
that it is in part a blind reaction," an "aversion

from what is," rather than "an impulse
toward what may be." If Mumford looks
forward to a "rational resettlement of the

entire planet" into "regions," it is in order
"to create a higher quality of life, material
as well as social and spiritual" for the future.

ln The South in Architecture (1941)

Mumford first formulates his own deeply
original syncretic theory ofregionalism in
architecture. The reason the United States

cannot "create a regional architecture" at

present, he argues, is that "we are only
beginning to know enough about ourselves
and our environment." In order to help
overcome this lack of national self-knowl-
edge, he devotes a study to H. H. Richardson.
Richardson was "our first true regional ar-
chitect," Mumford writes, because "he in-
terpreted New England to itself and gave it
abetter sense of its own identity: he modified
its Puritanic austerities: he gave to its build-
ings a color that they lacked: a color derived
from its natural granites and sandstones,

from weathered shingles and from the au-

v

Crane Memorial Library; Quincy, Massachusetts; H. H. Richardson. (1880) (From Lewis Mumford, I/re
Brou,n Decades, 1931.)
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tumnal tints of sumach and red oak." Forall
its "romanticism," Richardson's was "not
an architecture of escape" from the "trium-
phant industrialism and rampant commer-
cial enterprise," which was "loud, spec-

tacular and vulgar." On the contrary,
Richardson used his architecture as a means

of criticism: "No one better confronted his

age than Richardson did; no one exhibited
more vigorously the strength to meet that

age halfway and yet not be drowned by its
corrupt vices, its contempt for beauty, its
indifference to humanity."

Mumford admires Richardson's last

works the most because in them Richardson

becomes the first "regional" and "romantic"

architect to "realize that his architecture

must harrnonize with the ever spreading

forms of the machine," and "embrace, by

creating fresh forms, the railroad station

and the office building and all the other

rising phenomena of the Industrial Age."
The new sense of "regionalism" combined
with "romanticism" and "functionalism"-
best expressed according to Mumford in

the Glessner House in Chicago and the Pray

Building in Boston-forrns "a primitive
source of modern architecture. at least in

the United States."

Mumford's October 1947 article in T he

New Yorker attacks the formalism of "New
Monumentalism," the "New Humanism,"

and "Personalism" that had started to spring

up in the writings of Giedion and Gropius
(among others) in the professional maga-

zines of the time. The problem, Mumford
feels, is that, as in the case of the older "im-
perial" architecture, these new trends once

more place the "premium on the facade." A
preferable altemative, Mumford suggests,

is Californian architecture, more precisely

"that native and humane form of modem-
ism one might call the Bay Region Style."'

The idea is obviously so outrageous and

creates such a tremendous stir that an open

debate is organized at New York's Mu-

seum of Modem Art on the evening of
February 11, 1948. The debate is titled
"What is Happening to Modem Architec-

ture?" and the speakers confronting Mum-

fordinclude, among others, Barr, Hitchcock,

Johnson, Gropius, Breuer, Hamlin, Nelson,

and Chermayeff. Most of the participants
totally misconstrue Mumford's regional-
ism, and Gropius goes so far as to accuse

him of a "chauvinistic sentimental national
prejudice" inappropriate at a moment when
"human problems on earth" were becom-

ing an "interdependent entity."2

A year later, the Museum of Civic Art of
San Francisco presents an exhibition ofthe
Domestic' Architecture of the San Fran-
cisco Boy Region (September l6-October
30, 1949) for which Mumford hammers

home his position. The Bay Region Style,

he argues, has only been used as a contrast

to "the restrictive and void formulas of the

so-called International Style, tied to tags

and clich6s."3 It was a reaffirmation of a
truly modern movement and a defense

against its postwar fakes. The argument is

taken up in Wurster's lucid exposition in

the same catalogue. In the special April
1954 issue of California Monthly, Wurster

again restates Mumford's position, affirm-
ing that "architecture is a social art" and

that "buildings cannot and should not con-
jure up life in any terms but those of their
own era."

But it is a losing battle. Ironically, Mum-

ford's revival of regionalism is probably

partly to blame for the spread of regional

kitsch expressed in projects like Edward
Durrell Stone's Pakistan Institute of Sci-

ence and Technology, Walter Gropius's
University of Baghdad, Yamasaki's entry
for the United States Embassy in London,

and many of the Hilton hotels around the

world in the late 1950s and early 1960s.

One decade later, writing in the German

Rowohlts Encyclopedia (1956), Giedion
responds to Mumford's 'regionalist' chal-

lenge to neo-monumentalism, on the one

hand by appearing to accept regionalism,
while on the other ignoring the issues

Mumford had brought up in his discussion

of regionalism. Giedion will claim that

even de Stijl was regionalist-by referring

to the similarity of its grid and that of the

Dutch landscape. He points toregionalism's
importance for "technically underdeveloped

countries," and in addition to respecting

"cosmic and enthonic aspects," he praises

regionalism's ability to "liberate us from

the tyranny of the rectangular form."
Giedion remained silent regarding Mum-
ford's critique, through regionalism, of
bureaucratic and technocratic architecture.

Mumford soon after publishes an an-

thology of classic writings on American
architecture by Greenough, Sullivan,
Thoreau, Wright, Schuyler, Hudnut, Bauer,

Stein, Hitchcock, andJohnson, among oth-
ers, titled Roots of Contemporary Ameri-
can Architecture (1952).It is aimed at "the
incurable inferiority complex of many
Americans, especially those who have made

themselves at home in Europe without
having had the good fortune to strike any

deep roots in their own country." These

Americans are "embarrassed over the ge-

nius of Frank Lloyd Wright, because it had

no aesthetic resemblance to the glib man-

nerisms of Le Corbusier," another allusion

to the Intemational Style. Mumford's own
introduction, "What the American Tradi-

tion is Not," condenses previous writing.
The book does little to fulfill Mumford's
wish to stem the tide of the International

Style in the United States, and even less to
restore "conviction and direction" com-

bining, in a synthetic way, "the domestic,

the regional, the mechanical, the social and

the universal" in the American architec-

tural profession.

The Urban Prospect (1968) is an an-

thology of some of Mumford's most wor-
ried, most perceptive, and most dismissed

articles on the city written during a key

decade-the mid- 1950s tothe mid- 1960s-
in the history of American cities. He criti-
cizes the Urban Renewal Act, urban ex-

pressways, regional councils, the Model

Cities program, the New Towns move-

ment, and land control. He attacks Jean

Gottmann for his model of Megalopolis,
which in Mumford's view is the "latest

anti-urban design fornon-living" in an"anti-
city" where "mess is the message." To the

"incoherent and purposeless urbanoid non-

entity" which the city has become as it
"dribbles over the devastated landscape" in
the process of "producing the greatest

amount of power, prestige and profit" for
the "distant controllers" of the urban "mega

machine," Mumford opposes the idea once
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more. This is not surprising, since "all my
thoughts about the city have been toward
laying the social foundations for urban re-
building on a regional scale in both old cit-
ies and new communities" [emphasis
addedl, the idea that a city is where "human
interactions and human responses" should
be "the first consideration" in order for the
city to become "a place."

Mumford's almost life-long preoccupa-
tion, briefly outlined here, with "place,"
"the earth," and "the land" as a "home"
rather than a means of "profitable specula-
tion and exploitation"-a concem linked to
the vision of "the Bauer who plants" be-
coming "the Bauer who builds" (Sticks and
Stones)-as well as his critique of "ma-
chine ridden civilization and technology"

brings to mind Martin Heidegger.
Heidegger too writes about place, earth,
land, home, and the relation between
"Bauer" as both "builder" and "cultivator".
He too discusses the problem of
homelessness as "not being redeemable
through technology and the machine." He
too denounces technology and the machine,
which, although "shrinking disrances in
time and space" and providing "housing,"
ultimately fail because "short distance is
not in itselfne amess" (TheThir.g, 1950), and
because the "real plight of dwelling does

not lie merely in a lack of houses" (Building
Dv,elling Thinking, l95l ).1

There is nothing strange in having such
notions in common. Not only are Mumford
and Heidegger part of the same historical

CHIU

period, they are concerned with the same
problem: the crisis of a civilization domi-
nated by the machine. They both share the
experience of the debates in Germany at the
end of the 1920s and beginning of the
1930s. Mumford visited Germany in 1932
to carry out research for his Technic.s and
Cit,ilization and to study German planning
and examples of Siedlungen. References to
German books and projects abound in
Mumford's work at this time. Many of the
dichotomies used by Mumford in his re-
gionalist theory recall well-known di-
chotomies developed by German intellec-
tuals during the first quarter of this century:
culture versus civilization, mechanical ver-
sus organic, Gemeinschaft versus Gesel/-
sc'haft. Many of these are associated with
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the antitechnical, antiscientific, anti-posi-
tivist, antimass movements of the period.

And of course the same oppositional cat-

egories are also to be found in Heidegger's
writings.

But if Mumford and Heidegger are part

of the same world, they occupy diametri-
cally opposed positions in it. Heidegger's
idea of "the earth," "the land," and "home"

are inseparably linked with the idea of the

Volk, a specific, closed, hierarchical, regi-

mented human group joined by an abstract

"German-ness" (Deutschtam), concrete

ethnic origins, soil (B/rzt und Boden), and

language. In his view, these unique, exclu-

sive bonds (B odem-strindigkeit) guarantee

"unity" (G anzhe it), "supremacy of charac-

ter," andotherqualities that identify a people

as separate and superior. Loosening these

bonds brings "decadence" (Verderb),
"alienation," and "internal disintegration"
(Zersetzung).

Mumford's "regionalism" has its ideo-

logical roots in anarchism, more specili-

cally in Henry David Thoreau's Walden

and Peter Kropotkin's ideas about "spatial

power" decentralization, a process that was

indifferent to ethnic spatial differentiation.

Mumford inherited these latter ideas from

his mentor Patrick Geddes, who had met

Kropotkin in 1886. Mumford's regional-

ism, like Thoreau's, Geddes's or Kropot-

kin's could not be less connected to the idea

of a prohibiting enclave, racial, national, or

social. In The South in Architecture, oigi-
nally delivered as a series of lectures to

cadets who were about to leave for the front

in World War II, Mumford was conscious

of the importance of regionalism in Nazi

Germany, with its "deification of Heimat,"
and eager to distinguish his own regional-

ism from it. He prefaces his exposition on

Richardson by saying that "it would be

useful if we formed the habit of neverusing

the word regional without mentally adding

to it the idea of the universal-remember-
ing the constant contact and interchange

between the local scene and the wide world
that lies beyond it," because "the problem

of regionalism is ultimately how to live in

a world of particular interests" without

ceasing "to sustain mankind as a whole."

Apart from moral and political stances

there are also basic methodological issues

that oppose Mumford and Heidegger.
Heidegger's discourse is opaque and rhe-

torical, dependent on an exalted tone rather
than evidence. Throughout all his writings
Mumford maintained a rational argumen-

tation, occasionally sentimental and
"Edwardian" in style, but always open to

analysis. This is not to say that his writings
were indifferent to aesthetics. The opening

chapter of The Brow,n Decqdes, with its
analysis of the color brown as a "form of
life," is one of the masterpieces of 20th-

century prose.

In addition, Heidegger's contemptuous

dismissal of "housing" (Building Dwelling
Thinking) as not even "worthy of question-

ing and ... of thought" is grounded in a

deeply antimodemist attitude. Behind it
stands a condemnation of both modern

technology and-as Pierre Bourdieu has

remarked---of the welfare state, in fact the

very idea of social democracy.5 Heidegger' s

problem is not with the placing of human

priorities below those of machine efficiency,

nor with the inertia of bureaucratic prac-

tices and centralization, but with the very

existence of modem technology and mod-

ern social programs that are degraded, ple-

beian, lax, and opposed to the heroic es-

sence of Heimat andVolk.
Far from antimodernist, Mumford be-

lieves (and makes clear from the very start)

that regionalism in architecture is a neces-

sary part of modemism. One of Mumford's
complaints about the International Style is

that even in matters of style it is not "mod-

em" enough: he alludes obliquely to the

International Style in The South in Archi-
tecture,"loday there are hundreds ofbuild-
ings ... that still lack the essential style of
the present age." In addition, Mumford
shares a "common appreciation" with the

poet Hart Crane for the great work of mod-

ern engineering, the Brooklyn Bridge, as a

work ofart, and devotes a long section to its

aesthetic contribution to the "feral land-

scape" of the city in The Brown Decades.

As early as Sticks and Stones, forty years

before the polemics of Scott-Brown and

Venturi, Mumford criticizes architects be-

cause they "neglected new elements like
the bill-board, the skysign, the subway, the

tall building." He approved of "the cleanli-
ness and strength" of the modem steamship
(Technics andCivilization) but only up to a

point, as he finds it "essentially paleotechnic

in design." And thirty years before Reyner

Banham promoted similar "Second Ma-
chine Age" aesthetics, Mumford's sympa-

thies are with the streamline Dymaxion Car

by Buckminster Fuller, the Union Pacific

train, and the Soviet "Rail Zeppelin, sphero-

train." (Banham not only ignored this fact

but obviously having read only his postwar
joumalism, dismissed Mumford's critique

of modernism as containing "largely irrel-

evant tergiversations on the problem of
monumentality" coming from aperson "too

remotely placed," who "in spite of his so-

ciological perceptiveness," lacks a "real

sense of the aesthetic issues involved.")
As for the welfare state, Mumford is

against its "barracks architecture," and its
"uncritical belief in constantly raising the

quantitative standard ofproduction." In his

Ribicoff Committee Statement of 1967, he

discourages the govemment from begin-

ning a massive-scale housing program. In

other works he criticizes architectural fail-
ures of the TVA, but in these criticisms he

only opposes certain aspects of the welfare

state, those related to its overly regiment-

ing, authoritarian tendency to function as

an "exclusive system." The idea of region-

alism can be seen as his answer to "the

fallacy" of this system.

Mumford's "regionalist" antidote to
"exclusive systems" was neither a retum to

what he called "paleotechnic," "specula-

tive disorder" embodied in the libertarian
19th-century absence of planning, nor a
regression to the order of the Old World
where "region" meant something pictur-
esque, "a place for the personal touch, for
the cherished accident" (The Transforma-

tion of Man). Furthornore, the idea of
Mumford's "regions," far from being an

aristocratic, critique of the liberties of the

welfare state, is almost identical to
Kropotkin's anarchist idea of "decentral-

ised ... small units, responsive to direct

human contact" (The City in History).
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Kropotkin' s "regionalist" thinking reached

Mumford through Patrick Geddes but also
possibly derived from his schoolmates,

mostly "the second generation of central

European immigration that swept into the
East Side after the assassination of Czar
Alexander II."6

Mumford's anarchist definition of re-
gionalism comes out in his belief in civil
disobedience, especially as he grows older.
The following incident is telling. At Harvard
in the spring of 1970 Tzonis organized an

exhibition of the work of Arthur Glickson.
As Mumford's ideas of regionalism had

significantly influenced Glickson's think-
ing and, since Mumford was resident at

Harvard during that year, Tzonis invited
him to open the exhibition and give a

lecture. Mumford's talk departed from a
discussion about Glickson's analysis of
terrain and his housing projects by linking
this work with the investigations of Patrick
Geddes. He soon moved to a discussion
about the autocracy of stereotypes, con-
formism, the stupidity of universal sys-

tems, their denial of the immediate
surrounding reality, and the reality of the

region. Then he spoke about the need for
protest and defiance. He ended by narrating
an event that had taken place at Harvard
several years before, when the local au-

thorities had ruled to cut all the trees along
Memorial Drive. The students, hearing
about it, had decided to lie down across the

drive to stop the cutting. In the end the trees

were saved and traffic went on its way, at

least for the moment. Although it was a

peculiar way for Mumford to move from
Glickson's almost ecological, cultural
analysis of mediterranean landscape re-
gions and his idealistic-but at the same

time pragmatic-housing projects to such
moral, political issues, during the lecture
Mumford's transition appeared natural and
consistent to everyone.

Mumford applies Kropotkin's general
principles-to which he always remained
attached-to specific realities of the 1930s,

endorsing typical welfare-state modern
housing and engineering projects that
Heidegger would have abhoned. In Tech-
nics and Civilization he celebrates the

housing in Sweden "typical of millions of
such dwellings that came to Europe after
1915," thanks to "neotechnic methods in
community planning" alongside the water-

works of the same country, which he quali-
fies as "the new architecture" of the
"neotechnic region." In the 1932 MOMA
exhibition on housing he curates with
Catherine Bauer, he presents prototypical
welfare-state housing projects such as Oud's
Kiefhoek development in Rotterdam and

Emst May's Weimar Republic project in
Romerstadt. He never stopped admiring
the engineering works of the TVA and

some of the landscaping around it.
Another contrast between Mumford's

and Heidegger's approaches to "place" and

"technology" lies in their respective meth-
ods ofinvestigation. Heidegger pursues an

abstract contemplative introspection, re-
treating to a neocatholic meditational
brooding about "the fourflold" essence of
dwelling, even though he had broken with
the church, as Victor Farias had shown.T

Mumford on the other hand turns to
history. In particular, he is drawn by novel
contemporary developments in Kultur-
geschichte, embracing social history, cul-
tural history, and the history of science. He
is inspired by the writings of Max Weber,
Werner Sombart, Franz Maria Feldhaus,
and Charles Singer. He also studies Marx
and adopts the rigorous evolutionist think-
ing of Patrick Geddes. He relies upon docu-
ments and firsthand testimonies; he reviews
"general" and "interpretative" histories and

seeks supporting evidence in biographies
and novels.

For Mumford, writing history is not an

end in itself, but a hermeneutic handle with
which to get a grip on current problems.
Technics and Civilization is undertaken, as

he states in his introduction, in order "to
understand the dominant role played by
technics in modern civilization." To do this
he proceeds to "explore in detail the pre-
liminary period of ideological and social
preparation." If he also occasionally suc-

ceeds in writing excellent history-the first
chapter of Ie <' hnit s and C iv il izat ion is one--------__-
of the early classics of the=history of mate-

still the best concise sketch ofthe history of
rffi n ar r s-rn-treioe s so on t ylfriffi .

-Va--UEI6ve Mumford's penetrating

theory of regionalism, which made him
successful in identifying, interpreting, and

predicting so many problems of the urban

and natural environment, was very much

the result of his particularly broad histori-
cal perspective, encompassing such a great

range of human affairs, of putting, so to

speak, Geddes's "outlook tower" over a

historical horizon. Conversely, Heidegger's

blindness, which ultimately made him un-
able to feel it necessary to distinguish be-

tween mass murder and a traffic jam, was

due to the absence of a historical under-
standing in his work, as the ungenerous,
polemically uncaring essay on Building
DwellingThinking reveals. The absence of
this broad historical perspective in
Heidegger and its presence in Mumford
probably contributed to Heidegger's opt-
ing for an exclusivist and totalitarian defi ni-
lion of H eimar and to Mumford's inclusive
and anarchist reinterpretation of the "re-
gion."

It is always difficult to keep to a straight
path in dealing with Mumford's writings.
His background is polymorphic and his
interests constantly shift. This is why his
texts are relevant to so many different con-
temporary debates today. But there is an-

other reason Mumford' s regionalism seems

inextricable from so many other themes in
his writings. InThe South in Architecture,
Mumford tries to explain his interest in
architecture: "It is fortunate that we can
tum to architecture for help in stating the
more general human problem that lies be-

fore us today," because "the problems raised

by architecture" are "similar to those raised
in every other department of social life ...
Iand] some observation which seems at first
glance to have a purely architectural or
aesthetic significance will lead you to trace
its ramifications to conclusions in a quite
different field."

Of all the themes that preoccupied
Mumford-"the machine, the city, the re-
gion, the group, the personality" (Technics

and Civilization)-the region is rhe most
important means for pursuing his aim of
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stating "the more general human problem."
Indeed, whetherhe wascriticizing the Beaux
Arts "imperial facade," the City Beautiful,
machine civilization, Heimat, the Intema-
tional Style, New Monumentality, or the

Megalopolis, he did so consistently from
the standpoint of a regionalist. In what we

believe to be Mumford's last public state-

ment, which is also his last attack against
the International Style, delivered during an

event organized at the Harvard Graduate

School of Design in April 1982 to com-

memorate the 5Oth anniversary of the Inter-
national Style Exhibition at MOMA, that
standpoint remains unchanged:

There is no international society, there-
fore there is no such thing as an intema-
tional architecture.... I saw what hap-
pened after the first atom bomb was
used, and within three weeks I had writ-
ten an anicle denouncing it as a menace
to mankind.... We are now at a stage
where only the utmost ruthlessness with
ourselves, with our habits of life, with
our own outmoded ways of thinking will
save us. Thinking about an intemational
style when we don't have an interna-
tional society is absurd.8

AcxxowleocueNr: We wish to thank Anthony Alofsin,
ourcoauthor in our first article on Mumford and critical
regionalism, "Die Frage des Regionalismus," in M.
Andritsky, L. Burckhardt et al., editors, F iir Ei ne Andere
Architektur, vol. l, (Frankfurt: Fisher, l98l) pp.
t2t-t34.
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MT]MFORD VERSUS
GEDION: REVIEWING
THE MACHINE AGE

Lewis Mumford and Sigfried Giedion, two
of the most influential architectural critics
of this century and probably the two most
perspicacious cultural historians of indus-
trialization (next to Walter Benjamin and

Norbert Elias), have recently received de-

tailed biographical scrutiny.r In terms of
outlook and method, the two biographies

have little in common--one focuses on the

Plate IX, "Paleotechnic Triumphs"; Lewis Mumford
( 1934). (From Technics and Cit'ili:ation.)

vicissitudes of Mumford's private life and

the other on the structure of Giedion's doc-

trine-but both seem to share a solid dis-
trust in visual matters, i.e., the aesthetic
culture of the two men. The authors of these

biographies must have dutifully read ev-
erything their heroes ever wrote-but have

they looked at their books? The present

article is not a book review, but rather an art
historian's note in the margin of Miller's
and Georgiadis' impressive pictures of their
respective heroes. What about the artistic
choices and the visual rhetoric that under-
lies Mumford's and Giedion's choice of
illustrations?

In fact, it is worthwhile to take those

illustrations not just at face value, as

documents supporting the facts described

in the text, but as a visual discourse parallel
to the verbal discourse and partly inde-
pendent from it, as well as to look at them

as enacted techniques of mise en intrigue.
Mumford himself, arguably the most ver-
bal (and least visual) among all the com-
mentators of the Machine Age, suggests

such an approach in a book review published

in The New Republic (1929): "We do not

need verbal outlining so much as we need

pictures". Responding to the impact of the
powerful illustrations he found in the books
under review, he concluded:

The phantasmagoria of the Sunday
Graphic Section must be replaced by the
coherent views and suggestions offered
by an original mind.

Mumford's books obviously fall some-
what short of this standard of excellence:
most of them could hardly be more pro-
grammatically committed to "verbal out-
lining." As is well known, the 158 articles
Mumford wrote for The New Yorker be-
tween 193 I and 1963 had no visual support
at all, nor did his primarily sociological
works or his books in the field of literary
and cultural criticism (like Srory of Uto-
pias, 1922, or the biography of Melville,
1929).

All the more surprising is the use of
illustrations in Technics and Civilization
(1934),Mumford's leap into whar was rhen

a new area of research, the cultural history
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of industrialization. Perhaps Catherine

Bauer, Mumford's friend in that period,

played a part in his discovery of photo-

graphs as instruments of cultural analysis?

The illustrations, all halftones, are con-

centrated in a huddled fashion on fifteen

plates scattered throughout the text so as to

form a kind of book within the book. The

captions give the essential facts and the

outline of Mumford's interpretation.

Any one of the fifteen platesof Tec'hnics

and Civilization canbe used as an example.

For instance, plate IX, which documents

the age of "Paleotechnic Triumphs," is
composed of Catherine Bauer's snapshot

of the Brooklyn Bridge, an old view of the

Galerie des Machines in Paris, and a closeup

of an ocean liner photographed from the

pier together with Maudslay's original
screw-cutting lathe of around 1800. Three

of these four images belong among the

established icons of modernity: the

Brooklyn Bridge, the building that had

opened Mumford's eyes to the grandeur of
modernity, represents New York, and the

Galerie des Machines represents Paris as its

two most important market places. Finally,
the ocean liner commuting between them

suggests the transatlantic exchange of
goods, people, and mythologies as one of
the critical issues of its history.

Clearly, these illustrations offer a visual

summary or synthesis of the argument

discussed in the respective chapter; beyond

that, Mumfordconfronts us withhis private

iconography of engineering and technol-

ogy, i.e., in the most literal sense, his view

of modernity at large. Yet the characteristic

"message" of these illustrations emerges

not from these modern icons alone, but also

from the way they are ananged on the page

to form a visual whole. In other words, we

read the page as a sequence of images

arranged as a continuous narrative. The

individual images are related to each other

with the help of formal analogies: because

it looks like a bridge, the cutting lathe at the

top of the page enters into a formal dialogue

with the Brooklyn Bridge in the picture

below. At the same time, the combination

of the two images suggests a more subtle

kind of equivalence: a screw is being tumed

Plate XIV, "Modem Machine Art"; Lewis Mumford
( 1934). (From Technics and Civilization.)

in the top image, whereas below we have

cables that are not tumed but spun. In this

way we grasp an analogy about the produc-

tive procedures employed in the two tech-

nical (or structural) devices.

Another plate ("Modern Machine Art")
may illustrate even more clearly Mumford's
tendency to arrange pictures in almost cin-

ematographic sequences and with a special

eye for direct formal correspondences. At
the top we see ball bearings hovering mys-

teriously above a spring; below, glass

bottles, and finally, kitchen ladles, arranged

as if to counterbalance the oval form of the

ball bearings. That this echo-effect (or vi-
sual rhyme) was deliberately intended is

obvious; we can easily see that the image of

the ball bearings used for the illustration at

the top was originally vertical ("in reality"
the object was standing upright on a table)

and had to be tumed 90 degrees to achieve

the intended effect.

When Mumford shows machinery-as
on plate X: "Neotechnic Automation"-
the focus is not the geometric quality of any

single mechanical installation or apparatus,

not an alleged absolute and platonic stan-

dard submitted to "Eyes that do not see" (to

quote Le Corbusier's phrase). Rather we

get the sense of an endless process, of a

continuous flow of mechanical movements

linked by crank actions and transmission

belts and rolling dangerously toward us,

albeit controlled by a human supervisor.

Clearly, that lonely worker, who "lingers

on as a machine herd," as Mumford states in

the caption, is the center of the author's
attention. He seems to relate to the spectacle

of industrial production that appears to be

rolling toward us by jerks-image by im-

age-inthe same waythatthelonely figures

on C. D. Friedrich's paintings relate to the

cosmic landscape that surrounds them.

On the whole, reading Mumford and

taking in the sequence of images that look

alike, although they often show objects that

differ in nature and function, one sees the

correspondences that exist between the

writer for whom writing his text also means

"streamlining" historical evidence for what

might be called an epic of the Machine Age

and the social scientist preoccupied with
analogies and similarities found among

phenomena that are often distant in time

and space. At any rate, this "view" of the

machine expresses the deeper concems of
Technics and Civilization as we find them

in the titles of its various chapters. Even

better than words these plates symbolize

what Mumford means by "The Esthetic

Experience of the Machine" and by "The

Dissolution of the' Machine "'; they display
"The Elements of Social Energetics" and

anticipate Mumford' s utopia of a "Dynamic

Equilibrium" (all chapter headings of the

book).

The roots of Mumford's visual rhetoric

cannot be found in a literary genre or style

alone; it has its visual premises as well.
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Most likely, those premises are to be found
in contemporary art and in the iconography
of architectural propaganda. One name that
comes to mind is Charles Sheeler. Mumford
may have seen Sheeler's photomural titled
Industry of 1932 (The Arr Institute, Chi-
cago): a triptych made of two vertical pic-
tures fl anking alargercenterpanel. Another
reference is the architect Erich Mendelsohn.
Mumford uses a photograph from Men-
delsohn's book, Ame rika : B ilderbuc h e ine s

Architekten (1925), showing an American
grain elevator, and indeed his aforemen-
tioned call for "pictures" as opposed to
"verbal outlining" had been provoked by
another of Mendelsohn's giant scrapbooks.
Mendelsohn offers a spectacular prototype
for Mumford's cinematographic style of
picture editing. For one of the Chicago
grain elevators shown in Amerika he re-
produced four almost equal views, each on
a full page-like stills of a film.

Mendelsohn's brief comments are rhap-
sodic and, what is more interesting, they
start by focusing on the grain elevator not as

an isolated objer (as in Le Corbusier's well-
known examples shown in L'Esprit
Nouveau), but as an operating part in what
Mendelsohn perceives as the digestive ap-
paratus of America;

Special railway-wagons from the inte-
rior of the continent, ships carrying
grain across the great lakes pour their
content without interruption into the
subterranean bunkers and mills. Batter-
ies of elevators store the processed out-
come into the rows of containers, in
Chicago's nutritive harbour.

In other instances, Mendelsohn juxta-
posed the "elevator-fortresses" of Buffalo
to the "crane-monsters with living gestures"
that served them. For him, these buildings
expressed visibly the "most rational way of
production." What is interesting for us is
that Mendelsohn uses the same kind of
functional, organic, anthropomorphic
metaphors for these industrial processes as

Mumford uses.

Mumford's preference forthe sequential
arrangement of images that look alike can

serve a wide range of purposes. He often
combines images that look alike even though

they have nothing else in common. In such

a way, art and machinery are forced into the

procrustean bed of a biotechnical utopia
where nature mirrors technology and vice
versa. Here Ruskin is a likely antecedent
(although his comparisons juxtapose na-

ture and architecture instead of the machine
and art). The critique frequently leveled
against this kind of arbitrary association of
images is that it does not prove anything.
Mumford's-and even more so Gied-
ion's-books abound in such associational
juxtapositions, and historians have been
quick to point out that they are worthless as

history. But what critics often failed to see

is that the purpose of such synthetic com-
parisons is in general not to demonstrate an
influence based upon chronological prece-
dence, but to establish a conceptual level
upon which phenomena of distant origin
become comparable---or even part of a

visual heritage or culture. This is the pur-
pose of Mumford's surprising visual juxta-
positions of Duchamp-Villon's horse with
the concrete trusses of Nervi's stadium in
Florence, or of L6ger's painting of a Chi-
cago grain silo, and of Brancusi's egg with
a machine element-a comparison
Mumford discusses in the following pas-

sage on Brancusi's "bird":

The obtuse United States customs offi-
cer who wished to classify Brancusi's
sculpture as machinery of plumbing was
in fact paying it a compliment. In
Brancusi's sculpture the idea of the ma-
chine is objectified and assimilated in
equivalent works of art.

Equivalence is the point here-not his-
torical influence or descendence, and the
same is true, of course, with respect to
Giedion's famous juxtaposition of Picasso's
Arlesienne with Gropius's workshop wing
at the Bauhaus (from Space, Time and Ar-
chitecture , 194 I ). If the argument was that
the Arlesienne is the source forthe Bauhaus
wing, then Giedion's comparison would
indeed be "sheer nonsense," as one critic
recently put it. If the argument is that the
two works are part of a growing tradition of
modemism, then the comparison is at least
a seminal episode of modernist myth-mak-
ing and worthy of our historical interest.

With Mumford as a backdrop, it may be

easier to characterize Giedion as a key
historiographer and image manipulator of
the Modem Movement. "Image manipula-
tor" may sound harsh, yet while Mumford
claimed in 1929 (in the passage referred to
above) that what was needed was pictures,
not verbal outlining, Giedion went out and

actually did it. His somewhat surprising
introductory note to a little booklet on "lib-
erated living" (Befi'eites Wohnen, 1929)
speaks for itself:

It is quite all right if the author, for once,
cannot use words in order to say what he
has to say, but is forced to express him-
self visually. That is-in this case-to
use lay-out and comparisons (in a posi-
tive sense) for clarification rather than
comments.. . . In such a way, the lay-out
of images will inevitably appear more
concentrated and perhaps for the reader
a more sizable survey will result.

A few months before, Giedion had been
even more explicit about the group that, he
felt, needs to be taken seriously both by
publishers and authors of scholarly works:
the "hasty reader." In a cautionary note at

the beginning of his seminal Bauen in
F rankre ic h, Ei s e n, Ei se nbeton (1928)-the
book that established him as apioneerin the

Frontispiece of Giedion's Bef -eites Wohnen (1929).
(Photo courtesy of Von Moos.)
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Drawing of a factory, Eric Mendelsohn (c. l9 l4). (Courtesy of von Moos.)

L
Bauhaus typography. The cover, based on

a photograph of the veranda of a model

house of the Swiss "neues bauen," may owe

more to El Lissitzky than to anyone else.

Concerning the graphics inside, it is hard

not to be irritated by what appears to be a

highly artificial and crafted kind of infor-
mality and primitivism in the use of type,

glue, and handwriting. The frontispiece,
with its strips of lettering pasted across the

page, may be used as an example. What we

see is a photograph of the headquarters of
the Schweizerische Volksbank at Zurich's
Bahnhofstrasse (built as late as 1926!), but

what comes across is the general quality of
a collage in the style of Kurt Schwitters.

The function of this quasi-MERZ-Bild on

the subject of Kom-Merz and architecture

in Zurich is clear. It has to symbolize avant-

garde in the context of the medium of the

book, while at the same time it demon-

strates the print culture's obsession with
fragmentation, signs, and communication
in the context of art.

The crudeness of some of the figures is

equally strange. That the use of Giedion's
handwriting instead of ordinary print would
do much to clarify the analogy and differ-
ence between low-rise and high-rise
Streifenbau is anything but obvious. Yet
once again the purpose of that didactic
mode was not so much didactic as sym-

bolic. It characterized the book as a peda-

gogical sketchbook in the tradition of Paul

Klee. The comparison between Giedion's
and Klee's handwriting speaks for itself.

It wouldbetemptingto discuss Giedion's
better-known later works in terms of their
underlying visual modes and their relative
points of reference, especially Space,Time

and Architecture of l94l (based on the

Charles Eliot Norton lectures given at

Harvard in 1938-39) and Mechanization
Takes Command of 1947-Giedion's an-

swer (if not admittedly so) to Mumford's
Technics and Civilization.This latter work,
probably a more lasting contribution to the

story of modernity than even Space, Time

and Architect rre, owes as muchto L' Esprit
Nouveau as to the Sears Roebuck cata-

logue. But the most important eye-openers

for Giedion's perception of l9th-century
"ruling taste" were undoubtedly the col-
lages in the romans illustrds (illustrated

novels) by his friend Max Ernst.

With Ernst but also Klee, L6ger,
Duchamp, Calder, and Picabia on his mind,

Giedion unraveled the mass cultural enig-

mas of the early industrial age. Mumford
was quite enthusiastic. In 1941 he had re-

viewed Space ,Time and Architecture as"a

very exciting piece of work." On Mecha-
nization Takes Command he wrote a few
years later, in his characteristic generosity:

[This book] should cause American ar-

chitectural scholars again to blush, for
their lack of curiosity and zeal has once
more forced this European critic to ex-
plore a rich store of material that lay at

their feet, waiting for a prospector to
stub his toe on it. ... With great perti-
nency Giedion has salvaged and ap-
praised some extraordinarily interesting
material.

Perhaps it was the pathetic last chapter

on "Man in Equipoise" that broke the ice.

Here Giedion makes his plea for an organic

equilibrium between technics and nature,

machine and life. We do not know whether

he merely ignored Mumford's analogous

ideas on biotechnics expressed more than a

decade earlier. Mumford wrote: "From my
standpoint, these concluding observations

are pure gold."
After that, there were occasional con-

tacts between the two authors, friendly but

rather distant. And that should be no sur-

prise given their different outlooks on the

historiography of early modem architec-
ture-he wrote:

The book was edited and laid out in
such a way as to make it possible for the

hasty reader to grasp the course of the
evolution [of building in iron and rein-
forced concrete in Francel from the il-
lustrations, the text serves to provide
more detailed information, the notes
give additional hints.

Giedion's favoring of the visual overthe
verbal, while telling a lot about his training
as an art historian under Heinrich Wdlfflin,
may have compromised his academic fu-
ture in the world of German and Swiss art

history. Even the appearance ofhis books is

revelatory. To the academics they must

have appeared to be joumalism in book
form. Giedion sees himself not just as a

commentator of the Modern Movement but
as an active member of it. This becomes

clear from the introductory sentence to
Bauen in Frankreich: "der Historiker steht
in der Zeit, nicht iiber ihr" ("the historian
stands in his time, not above it"). Giedion's
point ofreference for typography and pho-

tography is the Bauhaus, and so the book-
which was designed under the supervision
of Moholy-Nagy-adopts the format of the

Bauhaus-Bticher. Its cover shows a nega-

tive print of one of Giedion's beautiful
photographs of the Pont Transbordeur in
Marseilles, an icon of l9th-century iron
constructions.

ln Befreites Wohnen Giedion clearly
shifts away from the formal hygiene of
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modem world, so easily grasped from the

visual organization of their books. Above
all, Mumford never abandoned his visceral
distrust of Le Corbusier.

From the time I read the first edition of
his Vers une arc'hitecture, I knew that
we were, by reason of our different tem-
peraments and education, predestined
enemies: he with his Cartesian clarity
and his Cartesian elegance, but-alasl-
with his Baroque insensiliveness to
time, change, organic adaptation, func-
tional fitness, ecological complexity.

Giedion, on the otherhand, the secretary
general of the CIAM (CongrBs Inter-
nationaux d' Architecture Modeme) remain-
ed a lifelong ally in Le Corbusier's battle
for the victory of modem architecture.

Another worm in the bittersweet apple
of their friendship was their equally diver-
gent evaluation of Erich Mendelsohn.
Mendelsohn's name, as is well known, does
notappearinGiedion's book. Tothe degree

that Space,Time and Architecture was de-

signed as an apology for Gropius's work
and the Bauhaus, architectural expression-
ism inevitably appeared as a mere incident
on the fringes of the "New Tradition."
Giedion writes that

Faustean outbursts against an inimical
world and the cries of outraged human-
ity cannot create new levels of achieve-
ment. They remain transitory facts-
however moving they may be-and not
constituent ones.

He continues with a rather poorly veiled
aside on the work of both Bruno Taut and
Erich Mendelsohn:

The expressionist influence could not
perform any service for architecture.
Nevertheless it touched almost every
German worker in the arts. Men who
were later to do grimly serious work in
housing developments abandoned them-
selves to a romantic mysticism, dreamed
of fairy castles to stand on the peak of
Monte Rosa.

He goes on (knowing that the initiated
will inevitably spot Mendelsohn's Einstein
lower in Potsdam, 1922, as the attack's
target): "Others built concrete towers as

llaccid as jellyfish."

Yet the two crucial issues at stake are

Mumford and Giedion's utterly different
perceptions of the socioeconomic interests
at work behind the looks of buildings and

settlements, past and present. Needless to
say, the two attitudes are complementary. It
is intriguing that Mumford himself should
provide us with a key to the problem, in a

letter to Giedion, written in 1963, and also
that he should use the word "objective" in
an equivocal way considering that for both
men (but especially for Giedion) rhe photo-
graph had always been an essential medium
of communication:

I have always been conscious of our
parallel interests and objectives: our di-
vergences are like the differences be-
tween two eyes in binocular vision, or
sometimes between "near" and "dis-
tance" lenses in bi-focal glasses.

While Mumford's eye reaches out for
the distant views, Giedion's is most pen-
etrating when he puts on the "near" glasses.

Mumford's books-starting from The City
in History-abound in aerial views,
whereas Giedion's abound in closeups,
technical details of patent-drawings (in
Mechanization Takes Command), or re-
vealing surface patterns in ancient build-
ings (in his last books on Mesopotamia,
Greece, and Rome). Very appropriately,
the theme of Eugen Zeller's beautiful and
highly symbolic l93l drawing of Giedion
in his living room, rogether with his friend
the photographer Hans Finsler, a copy of
L'Esprit Nouveau on the table before him,
seems to be the enigmatic fixation of the
naturalist-art critic upon the grotesquely
enlarged detail of a human eye and ear.

As a historian of architecture and urban
design, Mumford never abandoned the
critical focus-and the moral outlook----of
the social critic. A medieval city or an
industrial landscape of the 19th century is
never merely a formal achievement in his
eyes, but first of all a mirror of social life
and an instrument of class struggle. Even
the picture ofan ocean liner inTechnics and
C ivilization offers a pretext for Mumford to
comment on the class struggle. Mumford,
like Giedion (and virtually any ideologue

of modem architecture) pays his tribute to
the ocean liner's "cleanness and strength,"
but then, in the caption to his illustration, he
points out that:

In its inner arrangements, with the
luxury and space of the first class con-
trasting with the cramped quarters ... of
the third class, [it] remains a diagram-
matic picture of the paleo-technic class
struggle.

Wladimir Majakowsky had put it in
somewhat cruder terms (My Discovery of
America, 1925):

The first class vomits where it pleases,
the second upon the third, and the third
upon itself.

Social history and class struggle hardly
occur either in Space, Time and Architec-
ture or in MechanizationTakes Command,
and Mumford did not fail to note it-such
as when he wrote (in his review of the
former book):

The weakest part of Giedion's book is
his handling of modern city develop-
ment, particularly his failure to under-
stand the historic significance of the fu-
ture importance of Ebenezer Howard's
conception of the garden city.

In fact, where Giedion tends to surren-
der to his fascination with bold technologi-
cal innovation and radical technocratic
planning campaigns, Mumford lets the so-
cial historian speak. On the subject of mod-
ern highway design Giedion wrote, next to
a picture of the Hudson River Parkway in
New York, whose curving lanes disturb-
ingly resemble the outlines of the eye and

ear on Zeller's drawing:

Riding up and down the long sweeping
grades produces an exhilarating dual
feeling, one of being connected with the
soil and yet of hovering just above it, a
feeling which is nothing else so much as

sliding swiftly on skis through un-
touched snow down the sides of high
mountains.

For him, this experience, while recalling
the slopes of the Swiss alps, was nothing
less than the alleged "space-time-concep-

tion" of modem physics and of cubism
translated into real life: America seen as
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enactedmodemity-Mumford intum, more

andmore detached from the aesthetic temp-

tations of the Machine Age (but on the other
hand perhaps not entirely from those ofhis
own Ruskinian or Emersonian outlook),
insisted that the exhilarating drive along the

highway will end in an ecologic catastro-

phe. His violent reaction (especially in an

article Mumford wrote as early as 1958) to
the urban blight caused by those same traf-
fic arteries heralded in Giedion's Space,

T ime and Arc hi t e cture marks the beginning
of a growing ecological awareness among

American intellectuals.
As if he felt that his aesthetic bias needed

some explanation, Giedion wrote (in a let-
ter addressed to Mumford) in 1948:

Please do not misunderstand me. I am
not hovering exclusively around aes-
thetic problems. I do not regret that I
spent three months to note the story of
the vacuum cleaner or another two
months to give an account of the Yale
lock. But whenever I had to deal
with complicated technical methods
or the meaning, for instance, of nine-
teenth-century interiors, modern art
proved a most valuable key to their
understanding.

He is right-speaking as he is from
within modemity; but Mumford, looking
out from his sociological control room
would have been equally right if he had

replied that class struggle and social history
may also offer valuable clues for the under-

standing of modem art.

NOTES

The present article is a summary of two studies on

Mumford and Giedion that will be published

soon along with the necessary illustrations in

Lewis Mumford: Public Intellectual, Thomas P.

Hughes and Agatha Hughes, editors (Oxford

University Press) and in the annals of the Giedion

conference at the ETH in Zurich (1989), to be

published in 1991.

l. Donald L. Miller, Lewis Mumford: A Lift,
(Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 1989) and Sokratis

Georgiadis, Sigf ied Giedion. Eine inteIIektueIIe

Biografie, Zurich (Institut fiir Geschichte und

Theorie der Architektur, 1989).

Jane Morley

STRETCHING A
..CANVASS OF
POSSIBILITIES'':
ON THE SUBJECT OF
LEWIS MUMFORD

Since the publication of his first book in
l922,Lewis Mumford has been the subject

of a vast body of published criticism and

critical scholarship in a variety of disci-
plines. Anyone familiar with Mumford's
work can see the symmetry in this, because

he is one of the 20th-century's mostprolific
critics and scholars. Despite almost sev-

enty years ofconsideration by critical read-

ers and academic specialists, however, there

remains a"canvass of possibilities" in Mum-

ford's life and work waiting to be filled in.'
That he has been a pivotal figure in

many disciplines and areas of discourse-
architecture, city and regional planning,

literary criticism and history, American
studies, and the history of technology-is

due almost entirely to the influence of his

major books : T he G o lden D ay (1922), 5 tic ks

and Stones (1924), The Brown Decades

(1931), Technics and Civilization (1934),

The Culture of Cities (1938), The City in

History (1961), and the two volumes of Tie
Myth of the Machine (1967 and 197 I ). It is
not surprising, therefore, that much of the

existing secondary literature on Mumford
consists of critical readings of his books,

and some of the most interesting are con-

temporary reviews. Thousands of reviews

of his books were published in daily news-

papers, magazines, and scholarly joumals;

considered collectively, these reviews re-

veal the "social construction," or negoti-

ated meaning, of the book under review.

The individual responses to Mumford's
books-often written by practitioners
prominent in their fields-provide insight
into the subsequent influence of the book.

Oppositional points of view on the same

book (and Mumford was always controver-
sial) reveal schisms in a particular area of
discourse. Perhaps no other 2Oth-century

author provides better access to the intel-
lectual cross-currents arising from the

modem concem with the human-made en-

vironment and technology. Two examples

should suffice to illustrate how his writing
effected discourse.

When Sricts and Stones was published

in 1924, skyscrapers seemed a done deal,

although there were voices of dissent among

architects, critics, and historians of archi-

tecture. Count among these dissenters Lewis

Mumford, whose disapproval of the sky-

scraper was contained in Sticks and Stones,

and rested largely on its lack of human scale

and its detrimental effects on society
(overcrowding) and the city (congestion).

The book reviews express some of the other

main themes of dissenting opinion. Archi-
tect Frederick L. Ackerman, writing in the

Journal of the American Institute of Ar-
chitects (1924) and clearly critical of the

"business principles" behind skyscrapers,

observed that Mumford had neglected an

important economic factor: the introduction

of credit economy and the rise of absentee

ownership. "What might have been the

outcome ... under a totally different set of

- -L.

Santa Maria della Salute, pen-and-ink drawing by
Lewis Mumford (1953). (Courtesy of the Mumford
Art Collection, Monmouth College, West Long
Branch, New Jersey.)
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institutional auspices would be a matter of
speculation. " Other reviewers revealed their
aesthetic concems about the skyscraper;

architectural historian Fiske Kimball-who
shared Mumford's dislike of the sky-
scraper-sarcastically attacked his socio-

logical, rather than aesthetic reasons for
disapproval, "impo( sociological judge-

ments into the field of art and the rest is
easy."2

T e c hni c s and C ivil izati on appeared ten
years later, at a time when worldwide eco-

nomic depression had caused many people

(including Mumford) to question the as-

sumed beneficence of industrial capitalism
and technology (an assumption Mumford
would latercall "the myth of the machine").
Contrary to this were unabashed techno-

logical enthusiasts, dinosaurs from the "Age
of the Heroic Inventor," who clung to the

belief that technology was the solution to

almostevery problem. Reviews of feclrn ics

andCivilizatior reflect the crosscurrents of
this debate about modem technology. In
the Partisan Revieu,, David Ramsay
faulted Mumford for neglecting class

struggle and the revolutions in labor and

social relations concomitant with the revo-
lution in technics. Stuart Chase, his review
brimming with his own enthusiasm for the

"technological imperative," wrote, "Mr.
Mumford not only accepts the machine, he

glories in it . . . an unprecedented freedom is

[his] promise." Buckminster Fuller, another

technology enthusiast, praised Mumford
forhis "complete and provocative" account

of where technology has been and where it
may be heading, "the dynamic equilibrium
about to emerge."3

In the past few years, there has been a

great deal of scholarly interest in Mumford.
An interdisciplinary conference on
Mumford was held in 1987 at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania (home to the collection
of his manuscripts and correspondence),

and the papers have just been published.a

This book contains some of the best work
done so far on Mumford, evaluating him as

a historian of technology, advocate of re-
gionalism, cultural critic, and moralist.

The first step toward an integrated un-
derstanding of Mumford appeared in Donald

' i' .i-' t.-......i, , .. , .

"Fortieth Street on Rainy Day," drawing by Lewis
Mumford ( l9l6). (Courtesy of Jane Morley.)

Miller's biography, Lew i s M umford : A Lift
(Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 1989), although
in her New York Times book review Ada
Louise Huxtable called it "problematic ...
Mr. Mumford does not yield easily, or even
very interestingly, topsychobiography." In
his Atlantic review, Paul Goldberger wrote
that "the problem is that Lewis Mumford's
work is more interesting than his life."s

A writer of Mumford's productivity, it
seems, wouldhave notimeforaninteresting
life, but there is even more to it than that.

Strong ambition and a sense of significant,
ifnot inevitable, purpose kept him at it. In
his close study of The Autobiographical
Writings of Lewis Mumford (University of
Hawaii Press, 1988) Frank G. Novak ob-
serves, "Beginning early in his life, his wri-
ting began to assume progressively greater
importance.. . . This perhaps helps to explain
the relative paucity of biographical infor-
mation after 1940 contained in the three
primary autobiographical works. After this
point, his energies, interests, and identity
became almost completely absorbed in his
work."

Recently, a number of cultural histori-
ans, historians of technology, and urban
historians have tried to put Mumford's work
into a perspective broader than biography.

Casey Blake argues in ,Belov ed C ommuniry

(University of North Carolina Press, 1990)

that Mumford joins Randolph Bourne, Van

Wyck Brooks, and Waldo Frank as one of
the "young American" critics whose wide-

ranging assault on modern industrialism

called for cultural and self-renewal through

a communitarian altemative---called by
Bourne "the Beloved Community"-to
industrialism's bureaucratic culture and to

liberal and socialist politics. In his exami-
nation of Mumford's contribution to this

altemative, Blake reevaluates his early ar-

chitectural writings: "These works show

Mumford working his way out of the dead

end of idealist thought by reconceiving its

goal as ... anaestheticproject... new social

myths had to start in the medium of artistic
form rather than in the utopian milieu of
abstract ideas."

John Thomas, a cultural histori'an, has

observed that by taking this position,
Mumford placed himself firmly in the
"adversarial tradition" of the l9th century

with writers such as Whitman, Thoreau,

Melville, and Frederick Law Olmsted. To
his "adversarial cultural vision," Mumford
was able to fuse the idea he spent his entire
life working out, "the regional reconstruc-

tion of the modern world." To him this was

the best solution to the problems arising
from economic, industrial, and urban de-

velopment, but to Thomas, this was a dis-

tinctly antimodemist impulse.6

Yet, historian of technology Thomas

Hughes has argued that throughout his life,
Mumford consistently and thoughtfully
faced up to the "hallmark of modem times":
technology. In Mumford's writings, Hughes

has traced his changing attitude toward
technology-his initial enthusiasm, then
ambivalent optimism, and finally, deep

pessimism. Hughes observes that Mumford
has been one of modern technology's most
sustained critics and prolific historians.T

Mumford was also a historian and critic
of the modem city, and its emergence and

problems are major themes in his writings.
In urban historiography Mumford has

eamed an important place, and urban histo-
rians must deal with his writings in their
own. In America Becomes Urban (Uni-
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versity of California Press, 1988), Eric
Monkkonen observed that Mumford' s broad

conception of the city has made it more

comprehensible to urban historians, but his

critique of the modem industrial city was

more aesthetic than humanist: "He didn't
care whether there was running water or
indoor plumbing or adequate living space;

his main concern was how [cities] looked."
Furthermore, by presenting "his reactions

as historically objective ... [Mumford]
managed to create an ahistorical past and an

equally unrealistic planning goal." Some of
Mumford's planning goals for New York
City have been examined by city planner

David Johnson in his recent study of the

1929 Regional Plan of New York and Its
Environs. According to Johnson, Mum-
ford's criticisms of the plan do indeed indi-
cate his aesthetic sensibility, but they also

indicate the social and political commit-
ments of one who sought to change the

realities of the city and to provide new

images of a humane community. As such,

Mumford was not a "meliorist," but rather

a "progressive" reformer, because of his

strong desire "to remake the basic structure

of society." s

Mumford's reformist vision has not been
judged so tenderly in American Scholarby
intellectual historian Wilfred McClay, who
has argued that his critiques have always

been ambivalent and unhelpful: "Mumford

began his career seeking new social forms
more adequate to the needs of human be-

ings. He ended it calling for new human

beings, who were willing to accept achange

'of the whole organism and the whole per-

sonality ' so that they might be worthy of the

new modes of social organization he envi-
sioned."e

McClay also maintains that "Mumford's
palpable influence has in the end been so

slight." Perhaps this is true for some acade-

micians and writers, although for others of
a different (in most instances, political)
orientation, it is certainly not the case. Re-

cent interest in his writings has been, in
Casey Blake's estimation, "astonishing"

among historians, sociologists, ecologists,

urban planners, and architects, as well as a

new generation of feminists, communitarian
radicals, and advocates of green politics
who find in his more political writings a

like mind. With Blake I share the convic-
tion that "the best outcome of [this] ongo-

ing Mumford revival would not be the cre-
ation of Mumford specialists ... but rather
the assimilation of his insights into new

cultural languages, new acts of insurgence

against the given world."ro I hope that this

issue of DBR will hasten this assimilation.
There is one last, largely unexplored

"canvass of possiblities"-the collection at

Monmouth College in West Long Branch,

New Jersey, of over three hundred pencil
and pen-and-ink drawings and watercolor
paintings by Mumford. The collection in-
cludes sketches and portraits of teachers,

friends, family members, and his wife,
Sophia; self-portraits; cityscapes of New
York, London, and Paris; and landscapes of
the area surrounding his home in Dutchess

County, New York. ln Sketches from Life
(1982) Mumford revealed this lifelong
avocation: "Long before I responded to
buildings as practical or symbolic con-

structions, I was jotting down my visual
impressions of rooftop watertanks, sheetiron

comices, spindly tenement fire escapes."

Indeed, he was clearly a visual, as well as

verbal thinker, fully able to record pic-

torially the same sensitive observations

expressed in his writings. These works il-
lustrate Mumford's own "picture-mind-
edness," a characteristic he described in Art
and Technics (Columbia University Press,

1952) that he felt humankind shared. For
him, sketching and painting was a form of
self-renewal, but he did not seem to believe

that his own work, like great "mature" art,

was capable of "directly energizing and

renewing those who come into contact with
it." Perhaps his drawings and paintings do

not have quite this power, but one cannot

help feel in them the same broad, human-

istic vision of life that so empowers his

writings. I believe they enhance, if not

complete, this vision.
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Thomas Bender

AMERICAN GENESIS
THOMAS P. HUGHES

THE REAL THING
MILES ORVELL

For me, reading these two books recalls
George Santayana's famous address to the
Philosophical Union at Berkeley in 191l.
In "The Genteel Tradition in America,"
Santayana criticized a dispiriting division
in American culture between thought and
action, art and business. This split, he ob-
served, "may be found symbolized in
American architecture: a neat reproduction
of the colonial mansion-with some mod-
em comforts introduced surreptitiously-
stands beside the skyscraper. The Ameri-
can Will inhabits the skyscraper; rhe
American Intellect inhabits the colonial
mansion. The one is the sphere of the Am-
erican man; the other, is all genteel tradi-
tion." Except that they ignore complerely
the issue of gender in their effort to define
American culture, authors Thomas p.

Hughes and Miles Orvell might have raken
this statement as the charter of
their respective books. They are

both attempting to rethink the re-
lations of technology to culture,
of the authentic and vital energy
of making and using things to the
cultural perception of man-made
things in America.

The Real Thing : Imitation and
Aut he ntic ity in Ame ri can C ulture,
1880-1940, by Miles Orvell, a
professor of English and Ameri-
can Studies at Temple Univer-
sity, is a book that is by tums
exciting and frustrating. Orvell
oflers a rather large thesis to or-
ganize disparate material from
elite and popular culture in the
fields of architecture and design
(especially interior design), pho-
tography, and literature. He seeks

to establish "imitation" and "au-
thenticity" as categories of

American culture, and his thesis is that the
l9th-century American faith in the machine
favored its ability to manufacture "a cred-
ible simulacrum." In the 20th century, he

argues, this interest in replication was
challenged by a counter-cultural effort to
create "authentic" works, "themselves real
things." He acknowledges that the ideal of
authenticity is a minority ideat (probably an

elite ideal, I would suggest), but he identi-
fies it with such notable figures as Lewis
Mumford, Alfred Stieglitz, Walker Evans,
Gustave Stickley, and James Agee.

As a general thesis this argument is
plausible and compatible with dominant
interpretations of American modemism (I
think of Hugh Kenner's A Homemade
WorlA, and I found his phrasing of the
thesis often intriguing. But I also found it
disturbing when he apparently conflates
"objectivity," "reality," and "authenricity. "
Even more important, and disappointing,
as the book proceeds there is little develop-
ment of either the categories or the thesis.
Yet one continually appreciates the clever
insights into American culture that popu-
late his pages----even if they offer little to
the development of his thesis.

Thomas Hughes, Mellon Professor of
the History and Sociology of Science at the
University of Pennsylvania, has written an
illuminating book, though it too at times
loses its thesis and slides back into rather
set pieces ofconventional history oftech-
nology. But at its most ambitiols, Ameri-
can Genesis: A Century of Invention and
Technological Enthusiasm, I 870-1 970,
presents the history of American technol-
ogy as the making of modem culture.
Hughes goes beyond inventions and par-
ticular technologies to systems of technol-
ogy and to the cultural metaphors and
meanings thus generated. Americans, he

argues, have not simply led the world in
patents and inventions. Their greatest in-
ventionhas been the creation oftechnologi-
cal systems that fundamentally altered the
material constitution of society. Hughes,
whose previous workincludes the fine study,
Networks of Power: Electification in
Western Sociery, 1880-1930, clarifies the
special importance of electrification in the
shaping of the modern sensibility. He in-
sists that electrification exceeded in signifi-
cance the more easily imaged mechanical
factory of the l9th century and the assem-

"High Voltage-Cos Cob," Louis Lozowick (1929). (From American Genesis.)
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"Comer of a Steel Plant," Louis Lozowick (1929). (From

American Genesis.)

bly line in the 20th, an argument that finds

support in the case of architecture.

Hughes observes that while Americans

celebrated their technology, they did so

usually in utilitarian and economic ways.

Or they used it as a symbol of progress that

in tum would symbolize the virtues of their

political and economic systems. They did

not grasp their technology as a cultural

contribution to Western civilization.
American technology, Hughes insists, was

central to the definition of both modemiza-

tion andmode6is6-56pgthing, he shows,

that was widely understood by a variety of
reformers in Weimar Germany, by V. I.
Lenin, and by Le Corbusier, among others.

Hughes notes that it was European ar-

chitects, not Americans, who brought

American technological vocabulary into

the discipline. Wright and Sullivan were

influenced by Darwin, and they used bio-

logical metaphors (and even Wright's use

of the "machine" in his famous Hull House

lecture lacked the sense of system it would

later acquire). Hughes writes that Walter

Gropius and Le Corbusier "were

less obviously affected by Darwin
but deeply influenced by the pro-

duction philosophies of the Ameri-
can Frederick W. Taylor and Henry

Ford."
After announcing his big and ex-

citing theme, Hughes moves to four

more or less conventional chapters

on the history of technology. But

the book gradually extends its reach

beyond the labto society and culture

and to places outside the United

States. The book begins to consider

impacts on various fields (including

architecture and design), and it ex-

plores the international response and

receptivity to American technology.

Only when one enters the intema-

tional discourse on the meaning of
American technology and its trans-

formation of the material circum-

stance of modern life does one get

an adequate perspective on a phe-

nomenon that. with our continuing

Eurocentrism in matters of culture,

we are loath to see as significant in cultural

terms. Save for Lewis Mumford in the

1920s, the cultural meaning of our tech-

nology was grasped only after Gropius, Le

Corbusier, and Sigfried Giedion, Europe-

ans all, gave it credibility.
Though an uneven book, American

Genesis will make any reader reconsider

the human creation of our 20th-century

material world. Yet it does not engage the

present as effectively as it might. Except for
a nod toward Robert Venturi's comments

about signs and symbols in apostindustrial,

electronic eruin Learning from Las Vegas,

Hughes does not address the issue of the

contemporary relation of form and style to

the technical structure of society, the rela-

tion of image to material systems. Orvell's

book presses these issues farther. It directs

our attention to postmodern (as well as

"Deconstructivist" modern) design' s fasci-

nation with the commercialization of im-

age, of the look of things mystilied with a

good deal of verbiage. Writing about the

new technology of photography, Oliver

Wendell Holmes observed that "form is

henceforth divorced from matter." Is the

modern circumstance a realization (how

seriously proposed one cannot tell) of
Holmes's suggestion in the 1860s? Both of
these books raise questions about this issue

from a historical background, not from
semiotic preoccupation with signs and

signifiers, nor from any poststructuralist

theories of representation. They provide

the historical materials needed to theorize

and assess our contemporary circumstance.

AMERICAN GENESIS: A CENTURY OF

INVENTION AND TECHNOLOGICAL ENTHU-

SIASM, 1870-1970,ThomasP.Hughes,Viking, 1989,

530 pp., illus., $24.95.

THE REAL THING: IMITATION AND AUTHEN-

TICITY IN AMERICAN CULTURE, 1880_1940,

Miles Orvell, University of North Carolina Press,

1989, 382 pp., illus., $14.95 paper; $37.50 cloth.
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Lui s F erndnde z-G al iano

NBW HISTORY IS
GROWING OLD

Frangois Dosse's l'ftistoire en miettes and
Gertrude Himmelfarb's The New, History
and the Oldwere written from ivory towers
of intellectual observation as different as

Paris and New York, and by people

from very different ideological and

generational backgrounds. Never-
theless, these two books coincide in
their diagnosis of the "new history":
it is growing old. They both agree on
emphasizing the hegemonic charac-
ter which has developed in the aca-

demic world, and the degree of insti-
tutional power that this character
implies as well as the risks inherent

to its historical and geographic oli-
gopoly. However, they do not see

eye to eye on the corrective therapy
that they promote, in spite of the fact
that more similarities exist between
them than would be expected from
the differences in style and mood.

Frangois Dosse, a young French
historian linked to the French maga-
zine Espaces-Temps, tells with fas-
cination and objectivity the inevi-
table ascent of the "Nouvelle
Histoire" from the foundation of the

Annales d'Histoire Economique et

Sociale by Marc Bloch and Lucien Febvre
in1929 to the Duby, Le Roy Ladurie, or Le
Goff of today, and through the great intel-
lectual and organizational figure of Femand
Braudel. In the process ofconsolidation, in
which new history systematically absorbed
other disciplines--economics, sociology,
geography, anthropology, ethnology, psy-
chology-Dosse sees the risk of a non-stop
fragmentation of history, parallel to the

fragmentation of contemporary society, and

its dissolution into case studies, becoming
ever farther from the humanist and global
ideal of Bloch, Febvre or Braudel.

It was that same histoire en miettes
(crumbled history) to which Pierre Nora

referred when he significantly chose the

name "Bibliothdque des histoires" for his
Gallimard collection: minute and plural.
Dosse, on the other hand, feels closer to
Pierre Vilar who writes that "any new his-
tory deprived of totalizing ambition is a

history that has aged prematurely," and

proposes a renovation of the aging new
history based on the will of globality and

the recuperation-against the unmovable

Tesr-EAu DEs ATTACHES INTELLEcTUELLES ps LuclBN FesvRE

Mes auteurs Mes pbres et mes compagnons

Renan - Flaubert - Stendhal - Proudhon

Cournol Pirenne

Vidal Meillet

Berr et la L'ann6e sociologique
Mauss, SimiandRevue de synthdse

Courajod E. R6le Camille Julliand Abb6 Br6mond

L6vi{3ruhl B. L6riche

Diagram of the intellectual sources of Lucien Febvre. (From L'histoire
en miettes.)

in the United States, such as feminist his-
tory or ethnic histories, but loathes to a
greater extent the sabbatical pilgrimage of
American historians to Europe, where they
flock to the Parisian sources of the Annales
andthe British sources of E. P. Thompson's
or Eric Hobsbawn's social history.

According to Himmelfarb, the eclipse of
old history-fundamentally political and

narrative-alters our sense of the past,

emptying it of any sense when it mini-
mizes the role of the political institu-
tions and intellectual traditions that
have conligured it. By quoting re-
nowned annctlisres like Marc Ferro and

FranEois Furet, she critiques new
history's inability to account for the

great landmarks of national history,
such as theRis orgimento Italianoorthe
French Revolution, and suggests that
a new generation of historians, per-

haps bored with "the daily life of com-
mon people" and the "long-standing
structures" of geography and demo-
graphics, could find a renewed inter-
est in the "drama of events, the power
of ideas and the dignity of individu-
als-not only in trivial things, but in
things that really matter."

Does this signify there will be a

retum to global history, to political
history, to "historicizing history" (his-
tory that wants to convert everything
into history)? It is difficult ro know.
One can only observe that the aging

new history is being challenged by a come-
back of narrative, of storytelling, of mul-
tiple histories.

L,HISTOIRE EN MIETTES: DES ..ANNALES,,A

LA "NOUVELLE" HISTOIRE, Frangois Dosse,
Editions La D6couverre (Paris), 1987, 27O pp., l2O
FF.

THE NEW HISTORY AND THE OLD: CRITICAL
ESSAYS AND REAPPRAISALS, Gerrrude
Himmelfarb, Harvard University Press, I 987, 2 I 0 pp.,
$20.00.

Michelet
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Ch. Blondel / \ H. walton

A. Renaudet (l I Jutes Btocn

M. Bloch
Les Annales

Moraz6 Braudel Friedmann
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time of ethnological history-not only of
the durie (duration), but also of the b?te

noire of the annalistes: the event.

Gertrude Himmelfarb, a veteran Ameri-
can historian who specializes in the Victo-
rian era, compiles in one volume ten of her
own articles published during her last de-

cades, in which she satirizes all versions of
the "new history," from the social and the
Marxist history to the history of mentali-
ties, the psychoanalytic or the quantitative,
lamenting caustically that its present pre-
dominance has pushed political, constitu-
tional, diplomatic and intellectual history
into oblivion. She also deplores the emer-
gence ofnative varieties ofthe new history
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Daniel Barbiero

AGAINST
ARCHITECTURE
DENIS HOLLIER

The firstthing to strike thereader of Against

Architecture is that the book is not "about"
architecture, at least not directly. And yet

architecture is undeniably the book's main

concern. Although Denis Hollier does not

discuss many concrete examples of build-
ing, let alone formulate a comprehensive

theory of how to build, he nonetheless

stimulates thinking about architecture.

Against Architecture may not be "about"
architecture as such, but it is about the idea

ofarchitecture, and the ideas that arise from

architecture.

It is fitting that a book based on the

writings of Georges Bataille-one of
France's more unorthodox writers and

critics of the interwar period-should be

concerned with, but not about, its topic of
choice. The same sort of ambivalence-an
ambivalence of and about literary form-
permeated Bataille's work, and a similar

ambivalence pervades this book. Thus

Hollier has not written a book "about"

Bataille, but rather a book concerned with
some of Bataille's basic ideas. Against

Architecture is not a critical evaluation of
Bataille as an author and a thinker; instead,

it is an often fragmentary collection of
variations on themes found in Bataille's
critical writings. And one of those themes is

architecture.

One of Hollier's intentions is to work
through Bataille's writings in order to ap-

ply them to a critique of the architectural

way of imagining the world. This notion of
the "architectural imagination," the ability
to conceive of the world as if it were an

edifice, or a rigid structure, built as an or-

dered and hierarchical system, is derived

directly from an entry titled "Architecture"
that Bataille wrote for the Documents dic-

tionary. Bataille's basic belief was that

architecture is the "ideal soul of society,

that which has the authority to command

and prohibit." This observation culminates

in the conclusion that architectural monu-

mentality, facilitated by its "static" forms,
imposes a kind of bondage, which, Hollier
comments, provides a metaphor for the

structure of the world as it appears to the

architectural imagination. Against Arch-
itecture' s real concem, then, is with archi-
tecture as a metaphor.

In a section titled "The Architectural
Metaphor," Hollier declares that, meta-

phorically speaking, architecture is the

"system of systems" in that it provides a

model for any kind of organization of ma-

terial. Drawing on Bataille elsewhere in the

book, Hollier claims that architecture is not

only the systematic application of structure

to material-that is, the perfect model of
organization-but, in addition, specific

types of architecture, representing different
possibilities of structure and function,
provide metaphorical models for specific

types of organization. Thus a major part of
the text is devoted to the introduction and

exploration of architectural metaphors,

providing the book's foundation (if I can

use an architectural metaphor myself).
The first architectural model, which

Hollier claims is the original architectural
metaphor, is the Tower of Babel. In his

view, this first architectural symbol, as the

expression ofthe sacred, is a meeting place

and thus a "unifier of men." It orders them

into a fixed community ruled by the god

whom it claims to house. Although Hollier
takes the Tower of Babel from Hegel rather

than Bataille, the method of analysis, by
which a building type is tumed into the

symbol of the enforcement of authority,

derives from Bataille. In addition, Bataille
provides the book's other two most im-
portant architectural metaphors-one of
which is the cathedral.

Hollier's discussion ofthe cathedral as a

metaphor takes place under the fitting
subtitle "Summa Theologica." The summa

was a type ofencyclopedic text that flour-

ished in the High Middle Ages, and was

supposed to contain everything that was

known-by grace of revelation, of course.

The summa, like the universal histories and

thesauruses to which it was related, found

an equivalent in the cathedral, the very

structure of which was intended to repre-

sent the supremely ordered relations that

were believed to pervade all of creation.

Just as nature was supposed to be, in the

words of Latini'sTesoretto, for example, a

"vicar" of God, the cathedral was intended

to be, in turn, the vicar and mirror of nature:

like nature, the cathedral was an encyclope-

dia of marvels, or mirabilia. Hollier ac-

knowledges the status ofthe cathedral as a

stone summa, but from there quickly con-

cludes that the cathedral is thereby "caught

up" in the enforcement of the theology it
was intended to reflect. This claim allows
him to equate the doctrinal function of the

cathedral with its role as a prop for the

social and historical milieu in which it
arose, and to conclude that the cathedral is,

therefore, the perfect embodiment of
worldly authority.

Hollier's interest clearly is in the gov-

erning authority that supervised the con-

structionof thecathedrals, and whose power

the monumental authority of the cathedrals

upheld and justified. Certainly, the cathe-

drals were meant to do just that. Yet Hollier
does not consider a paradoxical aspect of
the cathedral's peculiar appearance, a

paradox that derives from the doctrine that

gave the cathedral its distinctive form, and

which affected its projection of authority.
Its design was meanttoembody the doctrinal

aesthetic that demanded de materialibus ad

immaterialia transferendo-loosely, the

signification of the immaterial by the ma-

terial. In practice this required a building of
delicate form that seemed to vanish into

expanses of colored light. The way that its

masonry dissolves into colored light en-

hances the distinctly peculiar monumen-

tality of the cathedral: with its vast fields of
space and light, the cathedral projects a

kind of self-dematerialization entirely
consistent with the period's concep-

tualization of authority deriving from an

invisible source.

Yet the cathedral's dematerialization
leads to an interesting paradox in its potential

projection of architectural authority. By
dematerializing into a field of luminosity, it
is conceivable that the cathedral appealed

not only to official Church doctrine, but to

a preexisting, popular countertradition of

-JO
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the marvelous-it would, for example, ap-
pear rather like Giacomino da Verona's
descriptions ofJerusalem as an otherworldly
city of glittering wonders. In so doing,
however, the cathedral would go over the

heads ofthe institutional authorities ofboth
church and state, and appeal directly to a

perhaps unarticulated or underarticulated
countertradition that nonetheless would be

understood by those inside the cathedral-
thus undercutting the intentions of the in-
stitutions wishing to project domination.
The cathedral, as a locus of mirabilia. thls
could be the source ofmixed, and perhaps

even contradictory, meanings; if so, this
would allow for some reseryations in regard
to the centralized control over knowledge
that Hollier grants the Church institutions
of the time, and which he sees embodied in
the cathedral. For the cathedral's capacity
to embody both the institutional authority-
which, after all, had it built-and an expe-
rience of mirabilia that the institutional
authorities could not control directly, points

to the deeper problem inherent in any at-
tempt to extract a single, durable meaning
from an architectural construction. As it is,

the cathedral contained meanings that refl ect

the inconsistencies, or what we might call
the at-oddness, of a period that was out of
sync with itself.

(It is interesting to note in connection
with the cathedral that Bataille's first pub-
lished text, "Notre-Dame de Rheims" of
1919-which Hollier reproduces in its en-

tirety-called for the rebuilding and res-

toration of a cathedral ruined by shelling in
WorldWarI. The reverence forarchitectural
monuments evidenced in the essay was not,
of course, a sentiment Bataille would main-
tain for long.)

If, for both Bataille and Hollier the ca-

thedral provides the metaphor for monu-
mental authority, a different kind of con-
struction, the labyrinth, provides them with
a kind of countermetaphor. Hollier takes

themetaphorofthe labyrinth from Bataille's
1936 text of the same name. The overall
quality that Hollier derives from Bataille's
labyrinth is that of ambiguity: an ambiguity
in which the distinction between inside and

outside is confused, in which open and

closed, leaving and entering, are con-
founded. In Hollier's appropriation of the

Iabyrinth, it seems, architecture as such-
and especially as a metaphor for the asser-

tion of authority through the ordering and

organization of space-has no clear juris-
diction. Ifarchiteclure cannot enclose space

and persons without ordering that space

and those persons into the rigid relation-
ships ofinside/outside, open/closed, then it
cannot impose its authority.

With the labyrinth, as Hollier describes
it, we come to the stated purpose of his
book, which is to set architecture against
itself. For Hollier, the labyrinth is more
than an architectural structure, it is the

model of language. (Here, it is interesting
to note, Hollier finds himself dependent on
a metaphor drawn from architecture.) For,
following Hollier, the maze of words, like
the labyrinth, is a place where "sense is
always threatened but nonsense is never
triumphant." No unitary meanings, in other
words, can emerge from the labyrinth of
language. It is here, in the fragmentation of
meaning, that Hollier formulates his alter-
native to the monumental authority of ar-
chitecture.

According to Hollier, the critique of
architecture can be accomplished by a

"polyphonic deconstruction" and "multiple
writings," the fragmentary nature of which
presumably would prevent the appearance

of the singular order represented by the
monument. Certainly, Hollier puts this
principle into practice in the structure ofhis
book, which tends to proceed in a zigzag
mannerthatis exemplary of Hollier's refusal
of what he undoubtedly would consider a
hierarchical ordering of material. To remain
with a metaphor drawn from architecture,
Hollier's writing is to hierarchical order
what the ruin is to the imposing edifice. Par-
adoxically, though, the ruin does not under-
mine architectural authority so much as it
makes possible a counterauthority. In a

sense, the ruin contains the memory of the
whole structure, the intact monument. The
fragments of the ruin allow us to imagine
something that, while no longer present,
was once present: a whole, imposing build-
ing dominating a space that is now a field of

rubble. Yet it is precisely the rubble thar
gives witness to the edifice that is no longer
there.

To be fair, Hollierunderstands this para-
dox goveming the relation between the

ravaged part and the whole from which it
was wrenched. To return to his use of the

labyrinth as a metaphor for a kind of anti-
architecture, we find him asserting a mutual
implication of labyrinth and pyramid (this
latter building type, like rhe cathedral, ap-
pears as a metaphor for architectural au-

thoritarianism). From the one arises the

other, and back again, in a sort ofperpetual
oscillation-though Hollier prefers the
image of a "caesarean" operation in which
the monument is ripped from the ruins of its
own belly.

Ultimately, Hollier's book is built on a
paradox. Architecture does indeed provide
the metaphor for order, system, and hier-
archy, but it is a metaphor with a built-in
instability, probably because buildings
themselves do not submit to simple inter-
pretations. Thus it is all the more surprising
that he is satisfied with a one-dimensional
interpretation of the cathedral. In any case,

it is in the nature of metaphor-which de-

scribes one thing in terms of another thing
which it is not-to open out to a certain
ambiguity of interpretation. Metaphors
operate in aplay of similarity anddifference;
thus to claim that architecture is a metaphor
for authority is to bring out that quality of
architecture that is indeed authoritarian-
and yet to say that architectu re is a me taphor
for authority is also to say that architecture
is ror authority.

Interestingly, Hollier does wrest a rest-
ing point from what might threaten to be a

perpetual oscillation between the openness

of the labyrinth and the hierarchy of the
monument. The last "caesarean" has the
monument ultimately "carried away on the
river of time." But time makes buildings
into ruins, and from the ruin the monument
rises once again, this time as a shade----or a

metaphor.

AGAINST ARCHITECTURE: THE WRITINGS OF
GEORGES BATAILLE, Denis Hollier, translared by
Betsy Wing, MIT Press, 1989, 170 pp., $19.95.
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Diane Favro

READING
ANCIENT ROME

Plutarch wrote that "the city is a living
thing." Most modem research on ancient

cities, however, tends to examine urban

environments either as inanimate stage sets

for political events or as the aggregate of
individual structures. Only inrare instances

have authors analyzed classical cities, con-

sidering the interaction, and life, of urban

components. William MacDonald bridged

this gap in his synoptic examination of
Roman imperial cities,The Architecture of
the Roman Empire,Volume II: An Urban

Appraisal (Yale University Press, 1986;

reviewed in DBR l4).
While the interdisciplinary connection

of cultural, architectural, and political in-
formation on past urban environments is

difficult for any period, the task is exacer-

bated for antiquity. More complete synthe-

ses and examinations of Rome's urban

environment exist for other periods. A good

example is Richard Krautheimer's The

Rome of Alexander VII, 1655-1667
(Princeton University Press, 1985).

In addition to historians, art historians,

and architectural historians, archaeologists

and classicists also study ancient cities. As

a result, research too often becomes com-
partmentalized by scholarly specialization

as well as territoriality; synthesis is limited.

Furthermore, such fragmentation promotes

diachronic studies examining a single

building or complex over time, rather than

synchronic analyses of urban environments

at a particular moment. This situation is

especially frustrating for modern architects

interested in the relationships between ur-

ban elements (scale, sequencing, lighting,
etc.), the experiential as well as conceptual

impact of urban components, and such all-
encompassing issues of urban management

as traffic circulation. Even the physical

form of Rome, that most studied of cities,

had not been examined holistically for a

specific period in antiquity. Earlier books

cover Rome during extensive time periods

or focus on the sociopolitical context rather

than the physical form, for example, Leon

Homo's invaluable though poorly illus-
trated study of imperial Rome-still un-

available in English-Rome impbriale et

I' urbanisme dans l' antiquitd (Editions Albin
Michel: Paris, 1971), and the politically
oriented account of the city by Henry

Thompson Rowell, Rome in the Augustan

Age (University of Oklahoma Press: Nor-

man,1962).

Thus, much anticipation preceded the

publication of Mary Taliaferro Boatwright's

monograph, H adrian and the C ity of Rome .

Not only does this work focus on a single

era, but it deals with the emperor most

admired for his architectural astuteness.

Hadrian himself is believed to have helped

design the Pantheon, the Temple of Venus

and Rome, his mausoleum in the capital,

and the villa at Tivoli. Citing Lewis
Mumford's observation that a city is both a

collection of architectural forms in space

and the container and transmitterof culture,
Boatwright sets two goals: to undertake a

detailed topographical examination of
Hadrianic Rome and to understand more

fully Hadrian's principate. She begins with
a clear and extremely thorough discussion

of source material and existing research on

Rome and Hadrian. The first chapter exam-

ines the possible motives for Hadrian's

personal interest in the capital and his ex-

tensive improvements in municipal admin-

istration. The following chapters proceed

roughly chronologically with the analysis

of Hadrianic interventions in Rome's
various geographical regions. In the section

on imperial residences, Boatwright correctly
includes the villa at Tivoli as an integral
part of Hadrian's official stage of activity.

Particularly useful are the final chapter,

which deals with controversies over the

numerous missing and misidentified
Hadrianic buildings assigned to the capital,

and the catalogue listing of the Hadrianic

buildings in Rome with their measurements,

materials, current state, and a brief list of
ancient re[erences.

Boatwright's scholarship is impeccable

throughout. She has a thorough knowledge

of the sources and makes a convincing case

for Hadrian's direct involvement in urban

undertakings. Citing ample evidence, she

documents intense urban construction in
the capital from Hadrian's earliest days as

princeps until his death. Boatwright plots

his interventions throughout the city, iden-

tifying concentrations in the urban center

and in the Campus Martius to the north.

At times, however, she blurs the line be-

tween projects specifically undertaken by

the emperor and those existing under his

principate. The reader may also doubt

whether Hadrian was as concerned about

preserving urban housing as the author

states.

Boatwright broadens the discourse on

Hadrianic architecture to encompass the

entire city, updating the extensive research

on the emperor's projects and providing

clear, perceptive, and extremely well-
documented interpretations of controver-

sies on their placement, identification,
dating, and form. However, she does limit
her exploration of Rome's topography to

only one aspect, makingheranalysis largely

two-dimensional and historical rather than

spatial and experiential. While Hadrian

appears throughout as full-bodied, the city
itself does not come to life. Though the

author recognizes that the "consideration

of the effect any building had on the fabric

of the city is generally lacking in evalua-

tions of Hadrianic architectural style and

construction," her own work does not fiIl
this lacuna. The disinterest in the visual and

spatial impact of Hadrianic buildings on an

urban scale is evidenced by the illustra-

tions. While individual monuments, in
particular sculptures, are well represented

with familiar images, visual material for
the city itself is poor. Significantly, the city
plans do not include topographic lines,

thereby limiting analysis of spatial rela-

tionships.

The publicationof Hadrian and the City

of Rome in paperback implies a wide audi-

ence, yet it is difficult reading for non-

specialists. The author assumes the reader

is familiarwithRome's buildings and streets

from all periods. Though mentioned in the

text, these reference points are not included

on the plans, leaving the uninformed reader

at a loss. Readers interested in the archae-
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ology and history of Hadrianic Rome will
find this book a valuable resource, but ar-

chitects and planners looking for informa-
tion about urban form or experience will be

disappointed.

John E. Stambaugh addresses a more
generalized audience with The Ancient
RomanCiry.Thetext is highly readable and

concise. Especially appreciated are the crisp
three-dimensional drawings by Elizabeth
H. Riorden, though their effectiveness is
limited by awkward labeling and the lack of
directional arows. Easy to use and afford-
able, this paperback will benefit students
and those interested in the cultural context
and history of Rome and select Roman
cities. Noneth elessThe Anc ient Roman C ity
is disappointing on two levels. First, de-

spite the author's claims, the methodology
is traditional. In the preface, Stambaugh
acknowledges the value ofnew approaches

to the study of ancient cities, including
semiotics and cognitive mapping. He pro-
poses to explore the Roman city as a conti-
nuity of fabric, form, and function, but does
not always follow through. Second, the
content is predictable and familiar.
The Ancient Roman Ciry is not. as

stated, the frsr concise survey of
Rome throughout antiquity: it is

merely the first in English. The text
is succinctly presented in the con-
ventional format with minimal up-
dating of known data. The first five
chapters explore the evolution of
Rome from a small clusterof villages
in the eighth century a.c. to a de-

clining imperial capital in the late
third century ,q,.o. In each chapter,
period information on the city is
presented with a loosely attached
coda of superficial experiential
analysis. The following nine chap-
ters look at specific aspects of urban
life, from population and govern-
ment to services and housing. The
last six examine Roman town plan-
ning and specific cities in the empire.
No clear motivation is given for the
limited selection of five well-known
cities-three in Italy (Ostia, pompeii,

Cosa), one in Gaul (Arelate) and one

in North Africa (Thamugadi)-which
leaves large sections of the empire
unrepresented. The book ends abruptly,
with no conclusion or evaluation. Readers

learn much about the history and social
context of the Roman city, yet without a

fuller description of the city' s physical form,
they cannot experience the living past as

promised.

Study ofthe ancient city has furtherbeen
confused by the reissue of several previ-
ously published works. Publishers have
discovered the profit in repackaging early
works as richly illustrated coffee-table
books. Into this category falls Rizzoli's
reissue of two essays by H. P. L'Orange in
The Roman Empire: Art Forms and Civic
Life (1985). The first essay, "Arr Forms and

Civic Life in the Late Roman Empire," was

published in Norwegian in 1958, wirh an

English translation in 1965; rhe second,
"The Floral Zone of the Ara Pacis
Augustae," appeared originally in 1962.
Both essays were important when first re-
leased and still have value, yet significant
contributions have been made during the

Aerial perspective, southem Campus Martius, Rome (first century
r.c.). (From Ancient Roman Ciry; drawn by Elizabeth H. Riorden.)

last thirty years. The new introduction by
Antonio Giuliano does not update the con-
tent and in fact obscures the early dating of
the original pieces. Visual presentation is
everything. The essays are overwhelmed
by the lush photographs, which fill an en-
larged format (over 150 illustrations, 29 in
full color). The sharp, seductive new photo-
graphs of buildings and architectural de-

tails by Giacomo Pozzi Bellini, and espe-

cially his sumptuous colorimage ofTrajan's
Markets on the cover, imply the text deals

extensively with architecture. In reality,
both essays emphasize sculpture. The
primary essay locuses on portraits as a
reflection of the late-antique zeitgeist, with
a less-detailed discussion of architecture.
Furthermore, the high quality of the illus-
trations belies the sloppy treatment of the
text. Typographical errors abound. The
question of audience arises, since
nonspecialists will have difficulty with the
untranslated Latin passages, yet scholars
are already familiar with the essays. The
photographs are generally common in sub-
ject and do not add to any scholarly dis-

course, and there is no index. In
effect, this is a down-and-dirty
republication aiming only at the
consumer's eye. Despite the refer-
ence to "civic life" in the title, the
book has little to say about the life
and experience of the ancient city.

The Rizzoli book can be contrasted
with the Italian publication ofRudolfo
Lanciani's The Ruins and Excava-
tions of Ancient Roze. Published
originally in English in 1897 and
reissued in 1967 and 1919, the text
has surprisingly been unavailable in
Lanciani's native ltalian, as is true
for several other of his publications
from the late l9th century. The new
translation, Rovine e Scavi di Roma
Antica ( 1985) by Edizioni Quasar is
faithful to the original. The editors
wisely chose to make high-quality
reprints of the original illustrations
rather than adding modem images.

As a result, the book preserves the
flavor of the revered original text.
Active as archaeologist, topographer,
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historian, and writer, Lanciani was one of
the foremost early modern explicators of
ancient Rome. Though superseded by

modem research, his work remains valu-

able both as a window into the state of
archaeology in the late I 9th century and as

a record of much now-lost material of the

ancient city. Lanciani's companion book is

still the classic beginning for any study or

visit to Rome.

Rome fascinates. Her ancient ruins beg

to be brought back to life. Thousands of
pages have been written about the city, yet

ancient Rome remains inanimate. Individual

studies examine the archaeology, history,

topography, and society ofthe ancient city.

Period-specific guidebooks re-create the

approximate relationship between ancient

buildings. Needed now are synoptic. expe-

riential considerations of ancient Rome.

The appearance ofcity biographies for spe-

cific periods is a move in the right direction.

Similarly, new reconstruction drawings

depicting environments in three dimensions

enhance the experiential understanding of
vanished urban environments. Today re-

searchers of Rome have a stimulating
challenge before them. By combining sec-

ondary literary and pictorial images with
the physical remains and an astute aware-

ness of architecture's unique spatial and

sensory properties, 20th-century historians

have the capability to reanimate the ancient

city. Only through the analysis of cities as

"living things" can we fully understand

past urbanenvironments, orhope to improve

those of our own age.

HionmN AND THE CITY oF RoME, Mary
Taliaferro Boatwright, Princeton University Press,

1987,312 pp., illus., $45.00; paper: 1989, $16.95.

THE ANCIENT ROMAN CITY, John E. Stambaugh,

Johns Hopkins University Press, 1988,416 pp., illus.,

$38.00 cloth; $13.95 paper.

THEROMAN EMPIRE: ART FORMS AND CIVIC
LIFE, H. P. L'Orange, Rizzoli, 1985,235 pp., illus..

$65.00.

THE RUINS AND EXCAVATIONS OF ANCIENT
ROME, Rudolfo Lanciani, Bell Publishing, 1979

(Italian edition: ROVINE E SCAVI DI ROMA
ANTICA, Edizioni Quasar, 1985), 617 pp., illus.,

$28.00.

THE ANCIENT
ROMAN CMY
JOHN E. STAMBAUGH

POMPEII
LAWRE,NCE RICHARDSON. JR.

Instructors face a number of problems in
teaching the architectural history and urban

theory of ancient Rome. The documented

history of the ancient city spans some thou-

sand years: where should the chronological

limitations be set? The Romans freely syn-

thesized the influence of widely diverse

traditions found within the empire: how

should the geographical boundaries be de-

termined? In addition, major monuments

are frequently known only through recon-

structions based on scant archaeological

remains and classical literary sources: how

can their physical force be evoked in the

classroom? Most daunting of all, little has

been published in English, either scholarly

or popular, that is appropriate for use as a

basic text for college-level courses. While

the Johns Hopkins University Press has

addressed this need in several recent publi-
cations, the volumes reviewed here present

additional problems of their own.

ln The Ancient Roman Clry, John E.

Stambaugh provides an accessible, afford-

able study of Rome and other ancient cities.
The book was originally designed to ac-

company his courses at the Intercollegiate

Center for Classical Studies in Rome, which

may explain its easy adaptability to class-

room use. It is divided into three main

sections. The first five chapters chronicle

the history and topographical development

of Rome from its origins through its devel-

opment during the Republic, to its transfor-

mation into a world capital underAugustus,

and its continued growth, refinement, and

ultimate decline in the imperial period. The

second section consists of nine chapters

that characterize the urban life of the city.

Useful information about demography, civic
government, public and private services,

housing, social and religious life, and pub-

lic spectacles is presented in a coherent,

factual manner. The final section's six

chapters explore the theory and practice of
Roman urbanism, using case studies of

Peter J. Holliday
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cities from throughout ltaly and the empire

as illustrations.

Stambaugh proposes to apply distinc-
tively different approaches to urban his-

tory-topographical, historical, demo-
graphical, institutional, and semiotic-in
order to understand the Roman city as a

continuity of fabric, form, and function.
While the author's strategy introduces
various methods to the nonspecialist, full
references to the most recent studies exem-

plary of these different approaches (with
their frequently differing interpretations)
would clarify their range and make the text
even more valuable. Similarly, controver-
sies of identification and theory could be

indicated in the notes without detracting
from the exposition ofthe text. (The discus-

sion of such monuments as Hadrian's Villa,
for example, does not include the latest

ideas.) Also, although the photographs are

frequently well chosen, many are muddy;

the plans and line drawings clearly ren-

dered, but are not clearly identified. Orient-
ing the images consistently to the north and

clearly keying them would increase their
usefulness.

Stambaugh's text is straightforward and

objective, if rather uninspiring. The field
currently demands specialized investiga-
tions with a specific frame of reference, be

it a particular methodological approach or
theoretical bias. As Diane Favro notes, some

scholars have called for "experiential" ap-

proaches to antiquity. Yet there is also a

need for purely functional synoptic works
around which a teacher can build a course.

The Ancient Roman City synthesizes a vast

body of material and manages to introduce
different approaches without compromis-
ing its usefulness. The teacher can use this
book as a primary text without having to

refute an author's idiosyncratic opinions;
controversies can be relegated to additional
readings on a syllabus.

At first glance, Lawrence Richardson,

Jr.'s Pompeii: An Architectural History
appears to be similarly designed for use as

a college text. A closer reading, however,

reveals an extremely eccentric volume.
Pompeii is the oldest archaeological site

still under excavation. Since 1748 the dis-
coveries there have profoundly informed
our understanding of ancient Roman life.
Yet, traditionally, this primary source for
the architectural history of antiquity has

been treated as a curiosity, its buildings
considered atypical, provincial, or a hybrid
combination of Greek and Roman elements.

Richardson shares the current scholarly at-

titude and properly argues that Pompeii
was in constant contact with Rome and

responsive to Roman changes in style, de-

velopments in engineering, and the uses of
space. Richardson states that he will present

the architectural record of Pompeii as his

evidence for this view.
Following a preface and introduction,

the book opens with a chapter on the his-
torical record, an excellent discussion of
the history of the city, its site and geo-

graphical character, and its plan and infra-
structure. Richardson's book is then di-
vided into the four major chronological
periods followed by most scholars: the Tufa
Period (200-80 a.c.), Roman Colonization
(80-30 a.c.), Julio-Claudian Building (30

B.c.-A.D. 62), and from the Earthquake to

the Eruption of Vesuvius (e,.o. 62-79).
Within each period the author discusses

important examples of different building
typologies: public architecture (theater,

baths, temples, etc.), houses (mostly from
the well-excavated Region 6), villas, and

tombs. The organization is therefore frag-
mentary, and works against the synthetic

view for which Richardson strives. Never-
theless, some of these pages represent the

best presentation available in English of
carefully documented archaeological ma-

terial otherwise buried in foreign journals

and obscure field reports.

Richardson's interpretations of the evi-
dence, however, are frequently idiosyn-
cratic and highly personal, and the unwary
reader is given little indication of their
peculiarity. Just one example among many

demonstrates this frustrating problem. On

the east side of the forum, between the

macellum and the Temple of the Genius

Augusti, stands a great apsidal hall. Most
scholars have followed August Mau and
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Plan of archeological Region 7, Pompeii. (From
Pompeii.)

identified it as the Lararium of the City
Gods. While Richardson does cite Mau, his

references are to the second German edi-
tion of P ompej i i n Le ben und Kunst (Leipzig
1908), rather than to Francis Kelsey's ex-

cellent English translation, a standard work
reprinted as recently as 1982 and available

in most college libraries. Richardson re-
jects the traditional dating of other schol-

ars, citing such factors as the "boldness of
the architectural concept." Further, he dis-

misses the evidence of postearthquake re-

pairs as "unimportant" and "a minorchange
in design made during construction."
Richardson states that the building was a

public library, citing the library of Celsus at

Ephesus and the library at Timgad as ana-

logues. And yet, as with other comparanda

in this book, the non-Pompeiian monu-
ments are neither verbally described nor
visually illustrated, thereby weakening the

authority of Richardson' s controversial as-

sertions.

The overall quality of an architectural
monograph depends as much on the quality
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of its illustrations and plans as its text.

Unfortunately, Pompeii is not adequately

illustrated. The photographs are only gen-

eral views, and do not illustrate the points

the authordiscusses in his text. Reproduced

from a variety of sources, the plans are not
to the same scale, are not adequately la-
beled, and lack orientation arrows. The

glossary, however, is fairly complete and

contains good definitions. The bibliogra-
phy is short and does not include many of
the important contributions to the field
stimulated by the 1979 anniversary of the

eruption.

Such issues may seem pedantic to the

nonspecialist, but they vitiate whatever other

value the book may have. In 1970 Penguin
Books published the late Rhys Carpenter's

The Architects of the Parthenon in its The

Architect and Society series. Today one

still reads papers by students refening to a
pre-Periklean "Kimonian Parthenon of Kal-
likrates," a speculation floated by Carpen-

ter in that one forum, but which has never
gained acceptance among his colleagues.

With Richardson's Pompeii we again face

the problem of a distinguished scholar pre-

senting highly eccentric interpretations of
the material in an attractive, accessible for-
mat. Beginning students and educated

amateurs will be unaware of such idiosyn-
crasies, and insufficient footnotes make it
difficult for the scholar to trace poorly
documented assertions.

Richardson's work will certainly stimu-
late discussion. He has been associated

with this Campanian city throughout his
long career, and brings an unparalleled
knowledge of its monuments and historiog-
raphy to this impressive work. A complete

architectural history of Pompeii is an admi-
rable endeavor, but a serviceable one has

yet to be written.

THE ANCIENT ROMAN CITY, John E. Stambaugh,
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1988,416 pp., illus.;
$38.00 cloth; $ I 3.95 paper.

POMPEII: AN ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY,
Lawrence Richardson, Jr., Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1988,448 pp., illus., $49.40.

Sam Gruber

FLORENTINE
NEW TOWNS
DAVID FRIEDMAN

Florentine New Towns is the most signifi-
cant contribution to the study of medieval

Italian urbanism since Wolfgang Braunfels
published his pioneering Mittelalterliche
Stadtbaukunst in der Toskana in 1953.

Braunfels persuasively argued and exten-

sively documented the existence of wide-
spread urban planning during the Late
Middle Ages, especially in Florence and

Siena. Despite its impact among scholars,

however, Braunfels's work did not dispel
more popular notions concerning the
physical nature of the medieval city and the

urban awareness of its medieval citizens.

One still frequently hears attributed to l5th-
century architects and planners ideas of
town organization and building that were in
fact common to the l3th century, and in
some cases even earlier.

In fact, over a thousand planned new

town foundations or town extensions were

created throughout Europe in the Later
Middle Ages. These were founded by em-
perors, kings, counts, and communes. Pierre

Lavedan and Maurice Beresford have made

the history of the new towns of France and

England, particularly the bastides, fairly
well known. But many of the new towns
were in Italy, and these have remained, for
various reasons, relatively obscure. Sig-
nificantly, the Italian foundations were

mostly in the regions (Tuscany, Lombardy,
and Veneto) most familiar to Renaissance

architects.

As David Friedman's new book makes

clear, the planning process of these new
foundations involved geographic, military,
political, and economic factors, and in some

cases engendered broader cultural and po-

litical debate. He focuses on just a few
towns of the Florentine countryside. These

are, however, firmly dated to the late l3th
and early 14th century, and are possibly the

best-documentedfoundations in all of ltaly.
The towns of San Giovanni, Castelfranco

di Sopra, Terranouva, Scarperia, and

Firenzuola, and the unexecuted plan for
Giglio Fiorentino, are discussed to con-

vincingly convey how extremely calcu-

lated these towns' births were, but also how
absolutely unexceptional their existence

was, save for certain refinements, in the

political, economic, demographic, and ar-

chitectural climate of the time.

These are not unknown foundations.

Since Braunfels's book, they have been

discussed in a variety ofcontexts by Enrico
Guidoni, Italo Moretti, and others. This
study is different, however, because
Friedman views the entire process leading

up to the acceptance and implementation of
the remarkable grid-plans from a medieval

perspective, rather than from the aesthetic

or political vantage of our century. The

urban theories of the Modem Movement
play no part in Friedman's analysis.

Friedman successfully captures the
intellectual and technical climate that
produced these achievements in town
planning. Chapter 2 ("Plans") presents the

morphology of the town plans individually
and as a group. Chapter 3 ("Models") vig-
orously traces the plan typology across

Europe, exploring plausible political cir-
cumstances that substantiate similarities
between seemingly disparate town sites.

The towns exhibit two basic plan types.

The fi rst plan type, typifi ed by San Giovanni,

e

Plan, San Giovanni (c. 1800s). (From Florentine
New Towns.)
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consists of a rectangular site with a long
main axis road running through the center,
flanked by slightly narrower streets. In the

center of the town, interrupting these long
streets, is a town square, extending the

entire width of the town site. Buildings face
the streets and back upon narrow alleys that
divide the house lots.

The second plan type, typified by Tena-
nuova, has a smaller, almost square piazza

in the center of the plan, with a secondary
axis running through it. As at San Giovanni,
long streets run straight through the town,
but they are intersected by shorter cross

streets, which create smaller blocks and

increased circulation.
These designs were influenced by a va-

riety of sources. The San Giovanni type has

parallels in Carinthia in lower Germany,
where a number of towns with long rectan-
gular open squares at their centers were
founded in the first half of the l3th century.
Friedman suggests that these market towns,
located on majortrading routes, wouldhave
been known to many Tuscan travelers.
Variants of the German plans are found in
town foundations of Tuscan Lucca of the

mid-l3th century, such as Pietrasanta, and

these directly influenced the Florentine
plans. The Terranuova plan type has mod-
els closer to home, particularly in the plan
of Lombard Borgomanero, an early 13th-
century foundation of Novara.

Friedman adeptly compares seemingly
similar plans to identify urbanistic innova-
lions. He reveals that different circum-
stances lead to similar urban forms. On
paper, particularly in plan, these can appear
related, but in conception, planning, and

use they are so different as to constitute
totally separate plan types. In looking for
sources for the Tuscan new town plans,
Friedman in effect writes a primer on all
medieval Italian-and much of medieval
European----orthogonal town designs.

Perhaps the most valuable parts of this
book, however, are Chapters 4 ("Geom-
etry") and 5 ("Planners"). Remarkably
readable discussions of medieval math-
ematical and geometric education and
practice identify the processes, and by ex-
tension, the likely sources, of the geometri-

Plan, Terranuova (c. 1800s). \From Florentine Nev'Towns.)

cal basis for the new town plans. At San

Giovanni and Terranuova the size ofblocks
appears to have been determined by a sys-

tem based on trigonometry.
Reports of actual individuals involved

in the planning and building process and

their association with other building projects

of the Florentine commune provide a rea-

sonably full profile of the profession of
medieval surveyor and planner. Friedman
has written an important chapter in archi-
tectural history, which also exposes us to
the roots ofthe architectural profession that
would fl ower in the Florentine Renaissance.

An image of the master urban planner for
republican communescan now stand beside

the master mason of the cathedral work-
shops.

Chapter 6 ("Colonies") covers the po-
litical and religious organization ofthe new
colonies, and gives readers a sense of the
life led in these newly planned foundations.
The chapter is also essential to allow archi-
tectural historians to translate the grid plans,
so often reproduced in repetitive series,
into real centers of life. Though primarily
concerned with plans, and then some with
architectural works, Friedman does attempt

to unite the medieval city studied by the

architect and architectural historian with
the city known to the economic and social
historian.

In the last chapter ("New Towns and the
Urbanism of the Florentine Merchant
Commune"), Friedman considers aspects

of urbanism in Florence itself, particularly
the laying out of streets and the creation of
new neighborhoods. Although it is clearthe
urbanism of the new towns was tied to
development in the mother city, unfortu-
nately the last chapter is not linked so

closely to the rest of the book.

In almost every other way David
Friedman has produced a study full of in-
sight, information, and even anecdote. The
book's brevity, clear prose, and organiza-
tion make it both enjoyable and easy to
read. Generous in number and superior in
quality, the plans, drawings, and photo-
graphs clarify and amplify the text, as well
as stand as a useful reference on their own.

FLORENTINE NEW TOWNS: URBAN DESIGN
IN THE LATE MIDDLE AGES, David Friedman,
Architectural History Foundation and MITPress, I 989,
373 pp., illus., $45.00.
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Ellen R. Shapiro

BT]ILDING NEW
COMMT]NITTES
DIANE GHIRARDO

CITTES OF CHILDHOOD
STEFANO DE MARTINO
AND
ALEX WALL, EDITORS

Diane Ghirardo's engaging book, Building
New Communities: New Deal Americaand
Fascist ltaly,begins with this caveat: her

study falls somewhere between two tradi-

tional disciplines, history and architectural

history. Indeed, the text is so replete with
complex analyses of the social, economic,

political, and urbanistic forces behind the

creation of these government-sponsored

communities that it is difficult to place this

book in any one of the more traditional

areas of scholarship. Throughout, Ghirardo

avoids discussing buildings according to

traditional architectural categories, prefer-

ring a comparative analysis of the

nonstylistic aspects of these new commu-

nities. She points out, for example, that

both Italy and the United States shared

similar reactions to economic emergency

and social unrest during the Depression

years, and that both countries had to deal

with agricultural and industrial crises and

their attendant poverty and unemployment.
This perceived similarity is the basis for the

author's comparison of the building cam-

paigns sponsored by two radically different
political systems.

The book is divided clearly into discus-

sions of the Italian and American building
programs. In a chapter devoted to new

communities in ltaly, Ghirardo discusses

the thirteen New Towns founded ex novo in

the period I 928-1940 as stages for political
propaganda of enormous value to the Fas-

cist state. Here, as elsewhere, the author

skillfully interprets the archival material,

including even the dietary habits ofthe new

settlers. But given Ghirardo's claim thatthe

creation of the New Towns in Italy was

fostered in large part by consciously

antiurban propaganda, it is odd that she

does not mention the unofficial but vocifer-

ous antiurban campaign of the ultraconser-

vative Strapaese movement beginning in

the I 920s. The invective ofStrapaese leaders

Mino Maccari and Leo Longanesi in the

pages of their mouthpiece, Il Selvaggio,

although not an official govemment stance

concerning modernism, was certainly
characteristic of attitudes widely held in the

more conservative sectors ofltalian society.

While the principal target of their attacks

was Rationalist architectural style, their

movement spoke in broader terms about the

political and social dangers of urban life,
which is precisely the issue that Ghirardo

emphasizes in her discussion of new com-

munities built in Fascist Italy and New Deal

America.

Certainly Ghirardo's greatest contribu-

tion in the chapter on Fascist New Towns is

the elevation of Mussolini's birthplace,

Predappio, to the status of a New Town.

She carefully unfolds the fascinating story

of Predappio, whose transformation was

the brainchild of Mussolini himself. The

metamorphosis of Predappio from sleepy

village to a small town of some architectural

and political pretension is convincingly

related to Pope Pius II's ventures atPienza

in the 15th century. In addition to this

important discussion of Mussolini's birth-
place, Ghirardo sets forth the complex

sociopolitical factors behind the founding

of the New Towns in the reclaimed
swamplands of the Agro Pontino, including

an account of the almost forced change in

mentality of the settlers from wage eamers

to sharecroppers. As elsewhere in the book,

the author defends her skirting ofthe stylis-

tic issues by claiming that the purely archi-

tectural results in these new communities in

both Italy and America were generally un-

distinguished. Indeed, Ghirardo speaks

more about urban planning policy than she

does about architectural style, preferring to

discuss hierarchical order and controlled

vistas to the exclusion of a sustained dis-

cussion of the fascinating stylistic discourse

that took place in Italy throughout the years

of the Fascist regime. Nonetheless, her

overview of Italian New Towns, from those

in the Agro Pontino to Sardinia and ltalian

East Africa, is an important contribution to

the literature on this topic.

The discussion of American New Towns

is equally well conceived. Ghirardo vividly
describes the American programs, includ-

ing cooperative homesteads, greenbelt

towns, and migrant camps. Interestingly,

the author sees the American government

at this time assuming authoritarian control

Metal shelrer, Westley Migrant Camp, San Joaquin Valley, Califomia; photo by Dorothea Lange (1939).

(From Building New Communities.)
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Perspective, Colonia Marina XXVIII Ottobre, Cattolicai Clemente Busiri-Vici (1932). (From Cities of Childhood.)

over the settlers in the new communities.

Some of the conclusions she reaches are

startling: for instance, the degree of super-

vision and loss of privacy and autonomy of
the settlers in the American towns was even

greater than that experienced in the Italian

towns. Through an analysis of the mecha-

nisms of settler selection, cooperative own-

ership of land or farm industries, and the

propaganda goals ofthe government in the

creation of these communities, the author

describes the many forces behind such ini-
tiatives, as well as the reasons for their

failures. Again, the reader may wish for
more discussion of the role of architectural

style, which is passed off simply as ver-

nacular blandness. Nonetheless, Ghirardo

argues the urbanistic reasons for the suc-

cess of the Italian New Towns and the

failure of theirAmerican counterparts. Even

more significant, the book elucidates the

extensive parallels between the New Deal

andFascistnew communities, which include

the attempted ruralization of urban citizens

and the relative control that each govern-

ment exercised over social pattems, racial

attitudes, and even sexual mores.

Ghirardo often breaks new ground in
emphasizing the nonarchitectural forces that

infl uenced the design of these communities.
One of the book's most telling conclusions

is that both New Deal America and Fascist

Italy considered these communities as pro-

paganda tools intended to create an image

of govemment capable of solving crises of
enornous economic and social magnitude.

Furthermore, both govemments deliberately

employed certain urbanistic and social

means to discourage the growth of progres-

sive political ideals. Ghirardo illustrates
her discussion with excellent visual docu-

mentation, including photographs by

Dorothea Lange and Walker Evans, that

take on a compelling new resonance in this

context. While some readers may object to
the absence of a sustained consideration of
architectural style and the broader aims of
cultural policy, B ui I di n g N ew C ommuniti e s

should be lauded for its successful analysis

of the complex forces behind the creation

of new communities like Arthurdale, West

Virginia, and Littoria in the Agro Pontino,

and their relationship to the higher agenda

of political propaganda.

A more narrowly focused but equally

compelling study of Italian architecture in

the interwar period is Cities of Childhood:
Italian Colonie of the 1930s , the catalog of
an exhibition held in 1988 at the Architec-

tural Association in London. This stunning

book, whose format recalls th atof C asabe lla
inthe 1930s, centers on the state-runcolonie,

or summer camps, that populated the coasts

and mountains of Italy. Conceived in the

l9th century, the colonie saw their greatest

growth during the Mussolini years. The

Fascist govemment allocated vast sums of
money to lhe colonie and allowed archi-
tects free reign to design some of the more

radically modem buildings sponsored by
various government agencies.

Adding to the pleasure of reading this

catalog are the photographs of both the

buildings and their users, the thousands of
working-class children whose daily rituals,
from mass gymnastics to sun therapy, are

dramatically illustrated. In addition, the

catalog thoroughly treats indiv idual c o I oni e,

in photographs, project descriptions, plans,

elevations, and site plans of the major re-

treats throughout ltaly. Interviews with
some of the protagonists of the period,

including Lodovico Belgioioso and Giulio
Pediconi, as well as reprints of relevant
essays from the 1930s and 1940s, balance

critical essays that offer new interpreta-
tions of this building type. Worthy of note

is Michele Anderle's essay on thereclaimed
area of Calambrone, which, he argues, took

its theoretical foundations from the Futur-
ist Manifesto of Aero-Architecture (1934).

Eduardo Paolozzi offers a personal account

of life in the colonie in his essay, "Won-
derful World," a moving memoir of the

social dynamics and architecture of a re-

treat in Cattolica on the Adriatic Sea.

Overall, C itie s of C hildftood transcends

the limitations of a catalog format, and

offers the reader a splendid study of the

architectural, urbanistic, social, and eco-

nomic concems that defined the enormous

initiative of the colonie, comprising more

than thirty-eight hundred buildings. This

book is a welcome addition to the growing

body of literature on Italian architecture of
the Regime years.

BUILDING NEW COMMUNITIES: NEW DEAL
AMERICA AND FASCISTITALY, Diane Ghirardo,
Princeton University Press, 1989, 223 pp., illus.,
$35.00.

CmES OF CHILDHOOD: ITALIAN COLONIE OF
THE 1930s, Stefano de Martino and Alex Wall, editors,
The Architectural Association (distributed by the

Princeton Architectural Press), 1988, 88 pp., itlus.,

$34.95.
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Zeynep Celik

THIRD WORLD
ARCHITECTS

Europeans and Americans until quite re-

cently knew little about contemporary ar-

chitecture outside the Western hemisphere,

with the notable exception of Japan. Only
in the last two decades did professional
journals begin publishing articles on recent

projects and buildings from the non-West-
ern world. Since the 198 I founding of the

ioumal Mimar, with its attractive format
and superb illustrations, architecture in
developing countries has been brought into
further professional focus. A parallel trend

was the debut of lushly produced mono-
graphs on individual Third World archi-
tects, originally published by Mimar (with
the support of the Aga Khan Award for
Architecture) and now published and dis-
tributed by Butterworths Architecture. The

series so far includes the architects Charles

Correa of India, Hassan Fathy of Egypt,
Geoffrey Bawa of Sri Lanka, and Sedad

Eldem of Turkey.
Having already used the terms "non-

Westem," "developing countries," and
"Third World" interchangeably, I feel

obliged to comment on the confusion in the
terminology and its connotations. The

deconstruction of this terminology is a

helpful reminder of cultural biases, the

limitations, and the implications lodged in

the words. The civilizations in question are

categorized according to what they are not
(norz-Western, undeveloped) and categori-
cally placed within a hierarchy (Oriental,
Eastern, third, developing). Everything is
juxtaposed, and the world is divided into
clear and simple spheres. But cultures and

societies are not abstract, oppositional,
static, and sealed units; they are multilay-
ered, dynamic, complex entities that engage

in a great deal of crosscultural exchange.
Trinh Minh-Ha summarized the problem
of the First Worldflhird World fallacy
eloquently: "No system functions in isola-
tion. No First World exists independently

from the Third World; there is a Third

World in every First World and vice-
versa."lI

In spite of the enormous differences in
their ideological and philosophical com-
mitments, one of the threads that connects

the Third World architects reviewed here is

the striking degree to which the First World
is reflected in their work. This comes across

on two levels. First, they all built residences

for the local upper classes, who often ad-

hered to Westem values. This does not
necessarily translate into the use of West-

em architectural styles, as currently there is

aretum to tradition, reinterpretedand fi ltered

through Western culture, among many non-
Westem elites. Except for Hassan Fathy,

these architects also designed luxurious
tourist facilities, corporate offices, and high-
budget government buildings. Second, as

members of the elite and as products of
Westem (Correa, Bawa, and Eldem) and

Western-style (Fathy) educational systems,

they belong to a hybrid, crosscultural reality
that is manifested in their architecture and

that makes it unique.

The first book in the series is on Charles
Correa (the second edition is substantially
revised), a familiar name to the American
architectural scene. Educated at the Uni-
versity of Michigan and MIT, Correa taught

and lectured at many American universities
and was elected an Honorary Fellow of the

AIA in 1979. English-language architectural
journals have published articles on his
buildings since the 1960s. Correa's work
has almost become synonymous with Third
World architecture, in part due to the de-

monstrable pride he takes in being a Third
World architect. Correa' s numerou s articles

and two books, Form Follou,s Climate
(1980) and Ift eNew Landscape (1985),deal
with various problems of architecture and

urban design with specific references to
India, but addressing Third World issues

globally. In several articles, he also gives a

valuable critique of Le Corbusier's work in
Chandigahrfrom an insider's point of view.

When Correa discusses the work of Le
Corbusier and (to a lesser degree) Louis
Kahn, he reveals a crucial aspect ofhis own
philosophy: the importance of asking
questions. He sees Corbu and Kahn as

having a tremendous influence on the Third
World and making a fundamental differ-
ence, not simply because of the buildings
they built there, but, more importantly,

because ofthe "right questions" they asked.

He then criticizes them for the many
"wrong" answers they have given. Never-
theless, Correa maintains that they changed

the level ofarchitectural discourse. Correa

is a believer in change, because, he claims,
change promotes growth. Although he

studies the architecture of the past and

reinterprets its solutions, he refutes a static

understanding of history, which would lead

to mimicry. Instead, he argues: "At its most
vital, architecture is an agent ofchange. To
invent tomorrow; that is its fi nest function."
And, "only a decadent architecture looks
obsessively backward."

For Correa, the excitement of inventing
the future in the Third World lies in the

potential of its rich building traditions. It
offers balanced ecosystems, recycling of
waste products, a participatory building
process, appropriate lifestyles, and indig-
enous technology. Correa's buildings at-

tempt to synthesize these merits. In response

to climatic conditions, he merges outdoor
and indoor spaces, using open colonnades,
courtyards, verandas, and terraces; he in-
corporates rooftops as platforms into his

open spaces and through his syntheses en-

gages in a dialogue with topography and

landscape. His goal is to establish climatic
control using the very form ofthe buildings.
By working with the section, the plan, and

the overall shape, he provides a powerful
critique to the customary insertion of "cli-
mate control devices."

Correa's design repertoire ranges from
museums, cultural centers, memorials, of-
fices, and govemment buildings to tourist
facilities, single-family houses, mass

housing, and sidewalk design. In all of
these, the architect refers to a "kit ofbasic
elements" and experiments with these ele-
ments in various combinations according
to the specific requirements of a particular
socioeconomic framework. One striking
and controversial example is his proposal

to transform Bombay pavements into
sleeping platforms for the homeless. These
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platforms, two meters wide and half a meter

high, would be used by hawkers during the

day, thereby freeing the pavements for pe-

destrians. In the evening municipal work-

ers would wash the platforms (via water
taps placed every thirty meters) to prepare

for the nightcomers who would sleep here.

Of course, this is not a solution to the

problem of homelessness, but a minor
recompense to bring some comfort to the

different users. Rather than solving the

problem, this plan would have emphasized

its seriousness by making it visible, by

actually "building" it architecturally into
the urban landscape. The strength of the

design is in its daring statement of the

problem.

Correa plays a heroic role reminiscent of
that of the European avant-garde (among

them his own hero, Le Corbusier) in the

1920s and the 1930s: the architect as an

agent of social change. Following their

model, he asks many questions (most of
which are beyond the realm of built form)

and tries to answer them on many fronts,
getting involved in public and political af-

fairs, and writing and lecturing widely. His

didacticism carries a lyrical tone. A widely
quoted passage on "living patterns" exem-

plifies Correa's style:

In Asia, the symbol of enlightenment
has never been the school building, but

rather the guru sitting under a banyan

tree; and the monumental temples of
south India are experienced not just as

gopurams or shrines, but as a movement

through the great open-to-sky spaces

that lie between them.

The introductory essay to Charles
Correaby Sherban Cantacuzino is an intel-
ligent, concise analysis of Correa's ideas

and architecture, but does not clarify the

importance of Correa's work among his

peers, as a leading figure ofcontemporary
world architecture. The essay is followed
by Hasan-Uddin Khan's descriptive pre-

sentation of Correa's key buildings and

projects. This is supplemented by a chro-
nology of works, a biography, and a bibli-
ography of publications both on and by

Correa. The final section, "Transfers and

Transformations," by Correa himself, is an

exposition of his work in terms of historical
continuities and changes.

Perhaps even more so than Correa, the

Egyptian architect Hassan Fathy represents

Third World architecture to Westerners.

His buildings define a particular and, once

again, proud architectural image for the

Third World, based on Egyptian rural pro-

totypes and traditional materials and con-
struction techniques. Fathy's romantic vi-
sion of peasant culture, together with his

concern for climatic appropriateness, found
a great appeal in the United States and

Europe from the 1960s on; numerous ar-

ticles were published on his work in
American and European joumals, and his

two books, Architecture for the Poor: An
Experiment in Rural Egypt (1973) and

Natural Energy and Vernacular Architec-
ture (1985) are on the reading lists in many

architecture schools. The American fasci-
nation with Fathy culminated in the late

1970s with a commission in Abiquiu, New
Mexico, for an American Muslim
community's mosque, school, and student

housing, in the very same style he had

developed for the Egyptian countryside.

His powerful influence can be traced
throughout the Third World from Algeria
to Mali in the work of Abdel Wahed el-
Wakil, the El-Miniawy brothers, Ramses

Wisa Wassef, ADAUA (Association for
the Development of Traditional African
Urbanism and Architecture), and Andr6

Ravereau-among numerous others. Al-
though Fathy received several intemational

awards and titles such as the Aga Khan
Chairman's Award for Architecture ( 1 980),

the Gold Medal of the Union Internationale

des Architectes ( 1984), and Honorary Fel-
low ofthe AIA (1976), and represents con-
temporary Egyptian architecture to the rest

of the world, he remained marginal to the

building activity in Egypt.

Fathy's serious assessment of vemacu-

lar architecture goes back to the late I 930s-
a remarkably early date. His argument

against the homogenizing power of mod-

ernism was that cultures are not in-
terchangeable, but possess a "cultural
authenticity," with variations in psycho-

logical, physical, and physiological needs.

Good architecture, he maintained, must

address the individuality of cultures, as

well as the individuality of its users and the

natural environment. Anticipating Paul

Ricoeur's views on the "subtle destruction,
not only of traditional cultures ... but also

of ... the creative nucleus of great civili-
zations and great cultures,"z he asked:

Intemational architecture, is it not inter-

national ill-respect of art and interna-

tional loss of culture? Because to my
mind the best definition of architecture

is one that is the outcome of the inter-
action between the intelligence of man

and his environment in satisfying his

needs, both spiritual and physical.

Nonetheless, Fathy shared with mod-
ernists the belief that the architect could
bring social reform and improve the living
conditions of the ordinary person. His aes-

thetic affiliation with the rural vemacular
likewise echoed the modernist movement.

Fathy argued that the rural vernacular of-
fered excellent examples of "light con-
structions, simple, with the clean lines of
the best modern houses." His designs relied

entirely on the limits of traditional building
materials and construction techniques,
hence he did not employ color or surface

texture, but emphasized the importance of
volume, forms, and fenestration to deter-

mine the overall aesthetics. In his refusal to

decorate, he reversed Adolph Loos's fa-
mous theorem: Fathy's peasants do not
decorate, because they are the true repre-

sentatives of high culture.
Fathy's reaction to intemationalism led

him to polarize cultures, this time empha-

sizing the "otherness" of the West and

presenting it as a threat. I believe that an

examination of the process through which
Fathy reached this position would have

been valuable in the context of the mono-
graph by James Maude Richards, Ismail

Serageldin, and Darl Rastorfer. He himself
traces his love of the countryside to his

childhood, but does not have much to say

about his westemized education, his Euro-
pean experiences, and his early practice.

Rastorfer wri tes in H a s san F at hy that"little
is known, and no record exists, ofthe first

fifteen years of his career." In the book,
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there are two small photographs of the

Baroque-detailed Monasterly House in Giza
(c. 1950), inspired from the Ottoman up-

per-class residences on the Bosphorus.

Dating from the l9th century, these man-

sions display a curious blend oflocal archi-
tecture and European forms. How does an

architect who is so moralistic about purity
allow himself to repeat this hybrid, urban,

and upper-class style? Do other buildings
by Fathy record similarcontradictions? Why
do the critics shroud this period when it
should be easy to document? An inquiry
into these matters would not trivialize the
work of a great architect, but, on the con-

trary, lead to a better understanding of
Fathy's development as an architect and as

an intellectual.

Unlike Correa, Fathy stated that "change

is not always for the better." Tradition did
not mean stagnation; there were cycles in
tradition, and some of these cycles were

still extant-for example, breadmaking and

brickmaking. The clearest tradition was in
village architecture; the goal of the archi-
tect should be to continue the tradition and,
further, provide it with new momentum.

Fathy's own architecture, then, is aimed not
at originality, but at the pursuit of tradition.
His work, however, does not just mimic,
but filters indigenous architecture through
his own aesthetic sensibilities, juxtaposing

and reorganizing key forms and spaces.

The most important are the square domed

unit, the rectangular vaulted unit, the al-
cove covered with a half dome, the loggia,
and the courtyard. The material is mud-
brick throughout-not only of cultural
value, but also cheaper to produce.

Hassan Fathy is a pioneer in promoting
user participation in the design process. In
his essay, Serageldin describes the various

methods by which Fathy involves the peas-

ants in the design of their own houses and

community buildings. The resulting "indi-
vidual attention to each building" repre-

sents his humanistic reaction and challenge

to the impersonal universality of mass

housing. There was another level to the

participatory process: the architect had a
chance toeducate the common people about

the value of their own traditions. He stated,

in a rather patronizing tone:

Like all people, peasants are awed by
authority and importance, and when told
what they ought to want, they do their
best to comply. And even if the peasants

really wanted ugly buildings, it would
be our duty as architects to guide them

toward an appreciation of beauty, and

certainly not, by pandering to their taste,

to lend our authority and approval to it
....The architect is in a unique position

to revive the peasant's faith in his own

culture. If as an authoritative critic, he

shows what is admirable in local forms,

and even goes as far as to use them

himself, then the peasants at once begin

to look on their own products with
pride.

Fathy's paternalistic romanticism is
particularly clear in his views on Egyptian
women. His architectural analogy to
women's role in society reflects his atti-
tude:

The inwardlooking Arab house, open to

the calm of the sky, made beautiful by

the feminine element of water, self-con-

tained and peaceful, the deliberate an-

tithesis of the harsh world of work,
warfare, and commerce, is the domain

of the women ....[It has] a womanly in-
wardness, a nembling liquid femininity.

In the houses of the village of New
Gourna (1948), Fathy did not provide for
indoor plumbing. Instead, he placed stor-

age jars on rooftops, which would have to

be filled by women from the public pumps.

The public well was a traditional setting for
socializing and should not be substituted

for improved amenities and basic comforts.
Besides, women's bodies complemented

the picturesque imagery of the village: "It is
hard to imagine a village in Egypt without
its black-robed women, erect as queens,

each with her water jar carried nonchalantly
on her head, and it will be a pity to lose the

sight."
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New Gourna is the clearest expression

of Hassan Fathy's ideas. Each house was

designed around a courtyard and groups of
houses around a square that acts as a com-
munity courtyard. Fathy's repertoire of
domed and vaulted rooms and alcoves is
used in different ways to give each house its

individuality, resulting in an irregular site

plan. The movement pattern (from the pri-
vate to the public) was elaborately worked
out with great sensitivity to the hierarchy of
spaces. The principal community build-
ings-the mosque, the craft center, the vil-
lage hall, the theater, and the perrnanent

exhibition hall-are around the main square.

Fathy's agenda included a plan to revitalize
the economy by means of tourism (the

village is on the route to Luxor) and the

development of traditional crafts. It was a

utopian vision where "people would be

happier, healthier, more comfortable, and

more secure" and, like so many other uto-

pias, its success was limited. Nevertheless,

New Gournabecame a valuable laboratory.
When he wrote about the project in his

Architecture for the Poor, Fathy did not

focus on the actual "success" of New
Gourna, but elaborated on the process of
design and construction, as well as the

application of his utopian visions into ar-

chitectural and urban forms.
lnHassan Fatiy, Richards locates Fathy

in an international context, Serageldin
evaluates his architecture with particular

reference to Egypt, and Rastorfler discusses

his philosophy and his architecture. These

essays are brief, but informative and mul-
tidimensional. They look at the architect
and his workfrommany angles, successfully

conveying his ideas (scattered throughout
numerous publications and lectures, ex-
tending over a very long period of time),
and analyzing them with references to his

built work. A comprehensive portrait of the

architect is completed by carefully selected

quotations from Fathy (originally published

by Renata Holod and Darl Rastorfer in
Architecture and Communiry, 1983), and a

chronology of his works-both built and

written. There is a sentimental, if awkward,
section of "appreciations," where the archi-
tect is acknowledged by those who have

leamed from him and share his visions.

The Sri Lankan architect Geoffrey Bawa
is less known in the West than Fathy and

Correa. Because Bawabelieves that "archi-
tecture cannot be totally explained but must

be experienced," he does not write or lec-

ture much. Further, he does not like to talk
about his work: "When one delights as

much as I do in planning a building and

having it built,I find it impossible to describe

the exact steps in an analytical or dogmatic
way." Perhaps Bawa's reluctance to ver-
balize results from not having a social

program and not attempting to reform so-

ciety through his architecture, unlike the

architects discussed above. His clients in
general are from well-educated, cosmo-

politan, urban upper classes, and Bawa
does not address the crucial Third World
problems, such as mass shelter, urbaniza-

tion, rural planning, resettlement, and so

forth. Yet, his contribution to Third World
architecture is seminal, because he searches

for a new architecture, one that synthesizes

the past (of all historical periods) with
modern forms and methods.

As Brian Brace Taylor points out in
Geffi'ey Bawa, the beginning of Bawa's
career corresponds to the end of the heroic
period of modemism. Bawa's architecture
parallels thecritical trends initiatedby Aldo
van Eyck, Giancarlo De Carlo, Louis Kahn,
Charles Moore, and Robert Venturi. He

combines historical references freely and

comfortably with modemism, sometimes

simply by recycling salvaged parts from
old buildings into his own architecture. His
cosmopolitan background allows him not

to be limited to a particular period, but to
include the classical and the colonial, as

well as the vemacular and the modern into
his repertoire. Bawa's buildings fit with
ease into the architecture of Sri Lanka. An
island along major trade routes, Sri Lanka
has a long history of adapting to outside

infl uences. Its architectural heritage includes

Buddhist, Hellenistic, Roman, Indonesian,

Chinese, and Arab traditions, as well as

more recent Dutch, British, French, Ger-

man, and Italian influences-a legacy of
the colonialist period and the Dutch East

India company.

Bawa's buildings exploit the maximum
possibilities of the site. Architecture and

landscape are inseparable in his designs;
the right placement of a building on a site is
amajorconcern, as is the careful framing of
views. His priorities are found in delicate
site plans, which pay as much attention to
landscapes as to architectural design, and in
beautiful sections through the sites. The
play of light and shade in every space is

carefully balanced and further accentuated

by the juxtaposition of different kinds of
materials, as well asthe useof thereflectivity
of water in shallow basins-both indoors

and outdoors. In the interweaving of the

inside with the outside, climate is always

addressed sensitively. In some cases, like
St. Bridgett's Montessori School in
Colombo, the inside and the outside are not
separated, but a wide roofprovides shelter

from the sun and the rain, giving the im-
pression ofbeing under a "wide and splen-

did tree."
Bawa does not explain his architecture

by a set of clear and rational principles. He
argues instead that good design cannot be

guided by rules, because it is a product of
"part emotion, part thought." The critical
point in the design process is when the

architect steps "from the relative security of
known and leamt things, into the world of
intuition, inspiration, talent, gift-almost
sub- or super-conscious."

Taylor' s intelligent essay, appropriately
titled "A House is a Garden," places the

architect within an international context.

tracing some of the leading themes of his
work. It is followed by a short statement by
Bawa himself. The bulk of the book is
composed of case studies, presented with
high-quality photographs and Bawa's ex-
quisite drawings; the text is kept to a

minimum. Barbara Sansoni's brief summary

ofthe Sri Lankan background, achronology
of Bawa's work, a biographic outline, and

a bibliography complete the book.
The most recent book in the series is on

Turkish architect Sedad Eldem, probably
the least known of the four in the West.

Unlike thehomogeneity observed in Fathy's
work, Eldem's architecture ranges from
Internationalist style to direct derivations
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from the vernacularfabric oflstanbul. Con-

trary to Correa's well-articulated concerns

for Third World issues, Eldem addresses

upper-class tastes and programs. And
finally, unlike the introverted Bawa, who
believes in intuition and who does not
elaborate on his design principles, Eldem is

a teacher, researcher, and historian. Among
his scholarly work, the Turkish house type
studies stand out in their search for the
intrinsic values of the Turkish house and in
their attempt to address contemporary issues

based on historical precedents.

In their idealized and abstract organiza-

tion, the many upper-class villas Eldem
designed for the shores and hills of the

Bosphorus are products of his typological
approach to the Turkish house, but do not

display a concem for context. Indeed, his
more recent villas, monumental in scale,

required substantial excavations into the
hills of the Bosphorus (which had to be

buttressed by immense concrete walls).
Many trees had to be cut, irreversibly dis-
rupting the landscape.

As pointed out in the essay by Sibel
Bozdogan, Eldem's career is connected to
the ongoing debates concerning modem-
ism, regionalism, rationalism, historicism,
and eclecticism. A chronological survey of
his work displays an array of influences.

Frank Lloyd Wright's impact (through the

Wasmuth papers) can be traced in his vi-
sion for a series of "Turkish houses" on
gridiron suburban lots. His training under
Le Corbusier and Auguste Perret in Paris
and Hans Poelzig in Berlin is evident in his

modernist designs of the 1920s and 1930s.

Turkish statism and nationalism of the I 93Os

and the 1940s led to his search for a "na-
tional" architecture. He then experimented
with rationalism from the 1950s to the
1970s. Yet, throughout his career, the
reinterpretation ofregional history and the
concern with maintaining a link to tradition
form a continuing thread. He is best known
for his unique contextualist experiment in
the Social Security Agency Complex in
Isranbul (196244), the building that won
Eldem the 1986 Aga Khan Award for Ar-
chitecture. In a well-preserved neighbor-
hood in Zeyrek, against the silhouette ofthe

Byzantine church of the Pantacrator in the

midst of an intact fabric of wooden residen-

tial architecture, the complex is broken into
several volumes along an intemal "street."

The volumes are articulated in relation to
the background, using an architectural vo-
cabulary developed fromboth the residential

and monumental architecture of the past.

Their massing provides interesting views

to and from the old neighborhood.

Bozdogan argues that all the labels (na-

tionalist, regionalist, historicist, eclectic,
and soforth) attributedto Eldem's buildings
do not explain his work, but rather "the
historical/cultural context in which such

discursive categories are produced and re-
produced." She sees the "constant" in
Eldem's work as the "rationalist/idealist

sensibility," and the effort to construct a

"recognizable, repeatable, and communi-
cable" architectural discourse. His choice,

then, is not to "create,'" but to reinterpret
and to "construct." For Bozdogan, Eldem is

a "critical modemist," who uses the past to
construct the future and who uses the future
to understand the past.

The book is divided into five sections.
The foreword by Hans Hollein is a general

text without a message which disrupts the

otherwise carefully integrated contents. No
doubt it has been included to give the book
a largerexposure in the West by association
with a familiar name (Hollein was also on
the MasterJury which gave Eldem the Aga
Khan Award). Suha Ozkan's essay, "Ech-
oeson SedadEldem," locates Eldem's work
within the historical framework of the
profession in Turkey and traces his impact
on younger generations. A third essay,

"Modernity in Tradition" by Sibel
Bozdogan, forms the bulk of the book and

discusses Eldem's buildings (in a loose
chronological format) according to themes,

such as "The Turkish House Reappraised,"
"Early Dialogue with Modernism," "In
Search of Nationalist Architecture," and
"Rationalist Discourse." Bozdogan's essay

is thorough and thoughtful, with an out-
standing contribution in its diachronic ex-
plorations: Eldem's work is analyzed here

with reference to contemporary practice at

large. Bozdogan also compiled part four,

"Chronology of Works," covering the pe-

riod between l93l and 1986. The last sec-

tion is the "Profile of the Man" by Engin
Yenal. It includes an essay on Eldem's
roots, his profession and role as an educa-

tor, and the main influences on him. It is

followed by a biography, a bibliography,
and a glossary. Together, these essays give
not only an excellent profile ofthe architect

and place him in an international context,

but also reveal a great deal about contem-
porary Turkish architecture. Nevertheless,

the book suffers from having four authors,
whose texts sometimes overlap and repeat

information.

The four monographs in the Architects
in the Third World series are invaluable in
their careful exposition of four very impor-
tant architects, and present texts ofa gener-

ally high quality in a consistent format,
with book designs and illustrations of su-

perior quality. They have been prepared in

order to honor architects who have struggled
throughout their careers to improve the

quality of architecture in their respective

countries, which may explain the lack of
critical evaluation in the texts. Indeed, the

slightest criticism is followed by an apol-

ogy, leaving the reader with an entirely
laudatory, but therefore incomplete, pre-

sentation.

NOTES
L Trinh Mihn-Ha, "Of Other Peoples," Discussians in
Contemporary Culture (Hal Foster, ed., Seattle: Bay
Press, 1987), p. 138. For further discussion on the
topic, see the pieces by James Clifford and Virginia
Dominguez in the same volume.

2. Paul Ricoeur. History and Truth (C. A. Kelbley,
translator, Evanston, IL: Northwestem University
Press, 1965), p.276.

CHARLES CORREA, Hasan-Uddin Khan,
Butterwo(hs Architecture, I 987 (first published I 984),
176 pp., illus., $45.00.

GEOFFREY BAWA, Brian Brace Taylor,
Butterworths Architecture, I 986, I 82pp., illus., $45.00.

HASSAN FATHY, J. M. Richards, Ismail Serageldin,
and Darl Rastorfer, A Mimar Book (distributed by
Butterworths Architecture), 1985, 172 pp., illus.,
$45.00.

SEDAD ELDEM, Sibel Bozdogan. Suha 6zkan.
Engin Yenal, Butterworths Architecture, 1987, 176
pp., illus., $45.00.
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Albert J. Schmidt

MOSCOW 1900-1930
SERGE FAUCHEREAU, EDITOR

RUSSIAN ART NOWEAU
ELENA A. BORISOVA
AND
CRIGORY STERNIN

That the world of art and intellect was astir
in fin de siic'/e Paris comes as news to no
one. That art and ideas produced a storm of
equal or greater intensity in old Russia,

both before and after 1917, raises eye-
brows. Apart from certain renowned
figures-such as Stravinsky, Chekhov,
Gorky, Pasternak, Kandinsky, Chagall,
Malevich, and Eisenstein-the story of
Russian creativity at the turn ofthe century
is not well known in the West. More sur-

prisingly, it has received comparatively
little attention from Russian specialists (ex-

cepting John Bowlt and S. Frederick Starr).
Inside the USSR, Stalinists hounded artists

and suppressed their art when it did not
mirror proletarian culture.

Now all this is changing. Both from
within and without the Soviet Union there
is a renewed appreciation of the many facets

of modem art in Russia, including design.
The 1979 "Paris-Moscow 1900-1930"
exhibition at the Pompidou Center in Paris
provided the initial impetus for this new

climate. The two books under review rep-
resent the latest attempts to rectify this
short supply of information. Both of these

essentially coffee-table books abound with
illustrations of paintings, costume and set

design, architecture, and cinema and are

intelligently written, if occasionally awk-
wardly translated and transliterated. With
some qualifications, each will find an au-

dience among design professionals, Russian
specialists, and a perceptive and well-in-
formed reading public.

Serge Fauchereau' s M osc ow, I 900- I 93 0
is basedon the landmark Pompidou exhibit.
Fauchereau touches on some themes cov-
ered by Camilla Gray a generation ago (Ilre
Great Experiment : Russian Art 1863-1922 ,

1962) and successfully removes Moscow
lrom St. Petersburg's shadow. Compared

with Borisova and Sternin's Russian Art
Nouveau,Fauchereau's book spans a longer
period, contains more text, and is more
inclusive in its subject matter. There are

separate chapters, understandably superfi-
cial, on the arts before and after the revo-
lution, literature, theater, architecture and

town planning, music, and cinema----each

by a different author. The charm ofthe book
is enhanced by rare photographs such as

ones of Red Square in 1910, of Chekhov
and Tolstoy, and of young Rachmaninoff
and Shaliapin. Reproductions of Malevich
and Kandinsky paintings, Meyerhold or
Moscow Art Theater costume designs in
brilliant color, and the Vesnin brothers' and

Tatlin's architectural designs in black and

white typify the diversity of the volume's
contents. In all, there are295 illustrations,
of which 83 are in color.

The 1987 French edition of Russian Art
Nouveau was the first work devoted ex-
clusively to this topic in a language other
than Russian. Although other Soviet
scholars have dealt with the subject in the

USSR over the past two decades, Borisova
and Sternin are the most highly regarded
authorities.

R us si an Art N ouy eau is a gorgeous book
bursting with pictures-many in color--of
paintings, graphics, sculpture, glass, por-
celain, jewelry, silverware, ironwork, and

/ti

"Design for the offices of the Leningradskaia
Pravda newspaper," Moscow; Alexander and Viktor
Vesnin (1924). (From Moscou' 1900-1930.\

architecture. The section offull-page archi-
tectural illustrations and the chapter head-

ings in Art Nouveau type style are stunning.
The treatment of the houses of Fedor
Shekhtel with their imposing exteriors and

magnificent interiors-their beautifully
crafted hardware, stained-glass windows
and lamps, wooden fumiture, carved stone

fireplaces, iron railings and grilles, and

mosaics-encapsulates the best in Art
Nouveau design.

The authors plausibly argue that Russian
Art Nouveau had both indigenous and

foreign antecedents. They discern origins
in works of the artists in Abramtsevo and

Talashkino, the aesthetics of the World of
Art movement, the Tolstoian rejection of
the same aesthetic notions, and the Russian

appreciation for Puvis de Chavannes fres-
coes, the Nabis artists, Viennese Seces-

sionists, andToulouse Lautrec posters. This
recognition of Western influence would
never have occured inthe pre-per"estroika

era.

As in most works of this sort, Fauchereau

and Borisova and Stemin are uneven in
providing scholarly accessories. The former
contains neither footnotes nor bibliography;
the latter includes bibliographic citations
and an appendix of artists' biographies.
Fauchereau's illustration captions are un-
usually detailed and helpful, while Borisova
and Sternin may confuse the reader by not

clearly relating the illustrated examples to
the text. Both books have reasonably good

indices.

These two books, an exhibit in pictures

and color, accentuate one of the great para-

doxes of the arts in this century-that a

country whose artists burst with creative
energy and who often were in the vanguard
of revolution should with their art have

been devoured by that revolution. The art
worlddescribed in these volumes, destroyed
by Stalin, will not easily be revived even in
the freer eraof glasnost.

MOSCOW 19fi)-1930, Serge Fauchereau, editor,
Rizzoli, 1988,275 pp., illus., $65.00.

RUSSIAN ART NOUVEAU, Elena A. Borisova and
Grigory Stemin, Rizzoli, 1988,400 pp., illus., $95.00.
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Judith Wolin

THE RETT]RN OF THE
REPRESSED: RUSSIAN
CONSTRUCTIVISTS

One of the most curious aspects of the

history of 2Oth-century architecture is the

strange disappearing act of the Russian

Constructivists. From Sigfried Giedion's

Space, Time and Architecture (1941) to
Reyner Banham's revisionist Theory and

Design in the First Machine Age ( 1960), the

Russian contribution to the development of
modemism is scarcely mentioned. Not un-

til Kenneth Frampton published Modern
Architecture: A Critit:al History in 1980

were Russians mentioned by name in a

general survey and their works illustrated

side by side with their German, Dutch, and

French counterparts. By that time the si-

lence had been broken on both sides

of the Iron Cunain. In Moscow, the

discussion conceming the preserva-

tion of postrevolutionary buildings

and drawings opened up dunng the

Khrushchev "thaw" and consequently

Western architects could enter the

Soviet Union, see the work, and be-

gin the scholarly labor of piecing

together the history of the 1917-32
years and their relationship to events

in Europe during the 1920s.

Camilla Gray's The Great Ex-
periment: Russian Art 1863-1922,

first published in 1962, is now a

classic. Anatole Kopp's Town and
Revolution (1967), and Vittorio de

Feo's USSR 1917-36 (1963),despite

some factual errors and unlovely pro-

duction, did outline the basic chro-
nology and the most important char-

acters in the architectural arena. The

publication of these "early" books

stimulated great interest in the
Constructivists and prompted a flood

of more handsomely produced
monographs on Lissitzky, Melnikov,
Tatlin, Vesnin, Rodchenko, and

Stepanova, along with facsimile re-

prints such asA r c hit e ct ure for a W or ld

Revolution, Architecture Vivante, and

Chemikov's Construction of Architectural
and Machine Forms. Christina Lodder's

Russian Constructit,ism and the catalogues

of the George Kostakis collection and other

major exhibitions have been offered to the

public. Each new book fills in some detail,

and the social and intellectual relationships

between various individuals and groups

become clearer. Certain facts are repeated

ad nauseam, but a few, scattered through

the various biographies, provide clues to

the mystery of the suppression of Con-

structivism not by Stalin, but by the Westem

Europeans who were indebted to it.

Wassily Kandinsky, a founding mem-

ber of the "Blue Rider" group of German

Expressionist painters, was forced by the

war and the revolution to retum to Moscow

from 1917 to 1922. He lived in the same

building with Alexander Rodchenko and

Varvara Stepanova and participated with

them and their Futurist/Suprematist/
Productivist friends in several important

artistic and pedagogical enterprises; his

pedagogical program was soundly rejected,

however, by his younger colleagues. In

1922, El Lissitzky (student of Kasimir
Malevich) organized an exhibition of
postrevolutionary art, which he brought to

Dusseldorf and Berlin, where it was exhib-

ited in "Proun rooms" of his design. In

Berlin, he met Walter Gropius and Laslo

Moholy-Nagy.

Late in 1922,the work of both Gropius

and Moholy-Nagy swerved suddenly from
the primitivism of their Expressionist pe-

riod to a new vocabulary of abstract geo-

metric forms and mechanistic imagery

similar in its elements to those displayed in

the Lissitzky show. The Expressionist

Johannes Itten was fired from the Bauhaus

faculty and Moholy-Nagy and Mart Stam

were hired. Gropius invited Kandinsky to

return to Germany. Naum Gabo,

never in political sympathy with the

artists of the Russian Left, also re-

tumed to the West and founded his

own, apolitical Constructivist move-

ment.

In the following decade, much
published material testifies to the

exchanges between the Russians and

the West: a Bauhausbilc'her by
Kasimir Malevich; the great atten-

tion given to the Soviet pavilions at

the Exposition of Decorative Arts in
Paris of 1925; an exchange exhibi-

tion of Vkhutemas and Bauhaus stu-

dent work; a special issue of Arcfti-
tecture Vivante and other articles

published by Jean Badovici: corre-

spondence between Le Corbusier and

Moishe Ginsburg as well as visits to
the Soviet Union by Le Corbusier
and Frank Lloyd Wright; an expedi-

tion to the provinces of the USSR by
Hannes Meyer and Mart Stam to

plan new industrial cities. Le

Corbusier, Breuer, and Gropius par-

ticipated in important Russian archi-
tectural competitions.

As political harassment of the

Bauhaus by the German right inten-
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Cover for the magazine Kino-fot, no. 3; Varvara Stepanova ( I 922)
(From Stepanova.)
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sified in the early thirties, an exodus of the

architectural avant-garde began. Gropius,
Mendelsohn, Moholy-Nagy, and eventu-

ally Mies vanderRoheemigratedtoEngland
and America, where they were given im-
portant institutional positions and, in the

1950s, major commissions. The Iron Cur-
tain partitioned Europe and McCarthy's
"red scare" tactics dominated American
politics. Blacklists of writers, artists, and

professors tainted by association with
Communists or communism destroyed the

careers of many talented people.

This was the climate in which modern

architecture was being sold, stripped of its
socialist associations, to an American public
inclined to be sympathetic to functionalism
for its own good capitalist reasons. Not
only would the instatement of Russian

Constructivists in the official pantheon of
modern architecture have tainted the whole
enterprise with an unpleasant pinkish hue,

it might also have tamished the mythology
of the "modern masters" (especially the

German ones) and their exclusive and su-

perhuman power to communicate with the

Spirit of the Modem Age.

The delayed fame of the Constructivists
has meant that the new crop of books now
available has been produced by ageneration

of authors and editors less enamored of
heroic rhetoric and more careful about their
research than their predecessors. The three

books under review here, Vesnin,
Stepanova, and Leonidol,, each contain
thorough chronologies, biographies, and

documentary appendices. The archives have

been thoroughly combed for reproducible
material, from process sketches to family
photographs. Rizzoli has invested heavily
in large, color reproductions of Alexander
Vesnin's work. including paintings. stage

sets, and architectural presentation draw-
ings. Vesnin is presented as the model
Constructivist----experimental plastic artist,
daring technician, and political agitator all
in one. S. O. Khan-Magomedov, the author,
has been the most notable Soviet scholar of
the Constructivist architectural scene for
more than two decades; he was among the

first group of historians to press for the
rescue and restoration of the buildings of

"Man on a Propellor," woodcut, Varvara Stepanova
(1922). (From Stepanova.)

Melnikov, Ginsburg, and the Vesnin broth-
ers in Moscow.

Varvara Stepanova, by her grandson,

Alexander Lavrentiev, is most engaging.

Because Stepanova's career moved with
astonishing speed from painting to textile
design. theatrical design, poster. magazine

and book design, each chapter shows a

fresh aspect of her talent. Stepanova was

also pivotal in the Moscow art world as a

founder and assiduous secretary of Inkhuk
(the institute where fundamental discussions

conceming the nature of postrevolutionary
art were held), a teacher at the Vkhutemas,

stage designer to Meyerhold, partner to
Rodchenko, and close friend to
Mayakowsky, Popova, and many other
members of the artistic avant-garde. She

was willing to debate ideas in print and to
test herrhetoric in actual factory production
oftextiles and books. The reproductions of
her work are good and plentiful; there are

translations of important documents in an

appendix at the rear. Great care is taken to
describe the nature of the collaboration
between Rodchenko and Stepanova; a

picture emerges of her own strength and

interests as well as the help the two pro-
vided to each other. For any teacher looking
for materials concerning women artists,

this publication is essential reading. Not
only is it a complex representation of one

very productive and influential woman, it
also introduces many women in an artistic
movement already noted for the visibility
and leadership of its feminine cadres.

Ivan Leonidov never fits well into cat-

egorical schemas that attempt to make gen-

eralizations about Constructivism in either
art or architecture. Yet all his teachers at the

Vkhutemas agreed that he was their most

talented student. His vision was so free, so

ephemeral, so optimistic that it made the

work of his visionary teachers seem lead-

enly pragmatic. He was constantly accused

of proposing impractical solutions, but his
embrace of technology was firm andenthu-
siastic. This book, which includes many
personal anecdotes and family photographs

as well as high-quality reproductions of all
his projects, is an affectionate and respect-

ful portrait of his work and personality. It
frankly exposes his naivet6 yet still asserts

his priority in the development of several

architectural ideas that we most frequently
associate with Le Corbusier.

These three new books, taken together,

represent a thorough and multivocal, (if
belated) history of the Constructivist
movement. The recordhas been set straight.

Nevertheless, the critical and theoretical
implications of the work are rarely con-
fronted in the monographs; discussion of
them must be found in the pages of the
journal October, which for more than ten

years has published challenging articles on
art theory and politics, using the Russian

experience as a touchstone.

In the wake of this flood of print has the

Vkhutemas supplanted the Bauhaus as the

emblematic institution of modemism? It
would be unfortunate to substitute one

oversimplification for another. More than
one (or two) flags are entitled to fly in the
vanguard of 20th-century art.

ALEXANDER VESNIN AND RUSSIAN CON-
STRUCTIVISM, S. O. Khan-Magomedov, Rizzoli,
1981 ,224 pp., illus., $55.00.

VARVARA STEPANOVA, Alexander Lavrentiev.
MIT Press, 1988, 190 pp., illus., $39.95.

IVAN LEONIDOV, Andrei Gozak and Andrei
Leonidov, Rizzoli, 1988, 216 pp., illus., $60.00.
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E. Perry Winston

A TALE OF TWO CITIES?

"lt was the best of times; it was the worst of
times." Paris before the Revolution? No;

San Francisco in the 1970s. To Anne Vernez

Moudon, author of Built for Change,
Neighborhood Architecture in San Fran-
cisco, it was a time of change: "Americans

were recapturing older inner-city neigh-

borhoods rather than fleeing from the urban

ills into the suburbs. They were transform-
ing houses and entire blocks, not for specu-

lation and absentee ownership, but for their
own use."

Chester Hartman, in The Transforma-

tion of Sa.n Francisco, had a darker view of
these changes: "Behind that dramatic in-
fusion of steel, concrete, and glass lurk
more profound changes that threaten to
destroy what the city has been for one and

a third centuries.. .. Diversity is disappear-

ing; niches where idiosyncratic residential

and commercial life can flourish are be-

coming hard to flnd; segregation by
neighborhoods, classes, and races is in-
creasing."

Moudon and Hartman are talking about

the same city and roughly the same time
period, but they provide different points of
departure for those pondering the directions
future development will take in San Fran-

cisco. This issue is even more in the fore-
front following the earthquake of October
1989 and in anticipation ofthe landrush for
the Bay Area military bases to be closed as

part of the "Peace Dividend."
Both books deal with changes in San

Francisco over the past forty years; the first
concentrates, with singular energy, on the

spatial structure of a selected neighborhood
and its transformations over time. The

second examines the social, economic, and

political forces acting within another San

Francisco neighborhood and on the city as

a whole. Both authors believethatthevitality

and variety ofthis unique city depend upon

the ability of neighborhood residents to
have effective input into the changes hap-

pening within and around them. Neverthe-
less, the two works present two sharply

contrasting concepts of what that involve-
ment might be.

Moudon's book revolves around a study

she undertook in 1976 with students at the

University of California at Berkeley and

later at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. The initial purpose was to
examine urban residential architecture that

could easily accommodate reuse by different
kinds of residents. Having selected a 60-

block area around Alamo Square in San

Francisco, Moudon and her group soon

expanded the study to look at the tight
relationship between residential building
types and city form and how changes in
building types affected city form over time.
By examining floor plans of hundreds of
buildings and their positioning on lots and

blocks, Moudon's group devised a system

of spatial structure based on five scales: the

city as a whole, the street grid, blocks,
buildings, and the individual room. They
also looked at how various elements within
each scale were combined, and proposed

rules to explain theirsize, shape, and location

in space.

The book's lirst section presents the

history of early settlement in San Francisco

and Alamo Square, and how the original
street grid and land subdivision systems

were established. The next two sections

develop these spatial structures for each of
three timeperiods: 1899, the 1920s, andthe
1960s. Moudon tracks the evolution of the

typical residential building from the single-
family Victorian house on a long narrow
lot, through the emergence of the Edwardian

apartment house on aggregated lots, to the

"anonymous" modern apartment building
in block-sized developments. Copious

photographs and detailed graphics illus-
trate the components of these three "building
traditions": room arrangements, location of
apartments within the building, facade

composition, adaptation to the hilly terrain,
and location within the block and lot.

Having developed a methodology for
describing the structure of urban space,

Moudon shows in the fourth section how it
could be used prescriptively as a planning

and design tool. For instance, the elements

and rules of defining a particular spatial

structure could serve as design guidelines

for a new neighborhood or town. Incorpo-
rated as part of a planning code, these

guidelines could help promote continuity
between an existing environment and new

construction within it. Based on her own
ideas about what constitutes "good" building
and city design, Moudon makes recom-

mendations for shaping the planning code

to guide developers in this direction. In a

lengthy epilogue, she presents selections

from the work of three architects that show

both the effect of San Francisco's recent

planning codes on new residential devel-

opment and how they fit into the existing
mix of building traditions.

This book is a good case study of in-
cremental change in a residential neigh-

borhood over time. The elements and rules

composing the system of spatial structure

are presented clearly in textual, photo-
graphic, and graphic form for each of the

three time periods. Moudon describes well

the creative tension in San Francisco be-

tween the "hard" street grids, laid out in-
flexibly over the hilly terrain, and the "soft"
natureof the Victorian building stock, which

adapts to the hills, lot sizes, and intemally
to different groups of residents. She also

fleshes out the abstract provisions of the

planning-code changes enacted in the city
in 1978 to deal with some of the undesirable

effects of the 1960s "building tradition."
The bookfulfills the author's statedpurpose

as a consciousness-raising device for ar-

chitects and planners; the cumulative effect
of the copious, if somewhat repetitive,
graphics is to sensitize readers to the com-
ponents of San Francisco's residential
fabric. As such, it invites comparison with
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Frangois Loyer's Paris: Nineteenth-Cen-

tury Architecture qnd U rbarisra (Abbeville
Press, 1988), which examines the system of
urban space created by the apartment
buildings and grand avenues of Hausmann's

time. Loyer's analysis of the residential
facade systems contributed to the recent

revision of Paris building codes encourag-
ing contextual treatments of new develop-

ment.

Nevertheless, in trying to be many
things-architectural case study, urban

design methodology, neighborhood history,
and developers' pattern book-Moudon's
book somehow ends up as less. First, there

are numerous inconsistencies in the author's
architectural analysis. In one instance she

states that the reduction of exterior wall
exposure in modern apartment units is due

to the "need to bring daylight to most of the

dwelling spaces." Reducing exterior ex-
posure would not help bring daylight to the

units; the real reason is given later in the

same sentence: the "need to control costs."
In another place she states that in modem
apartments "rooms typically house only
one activity," while many of the contem-
porary fl oorplans presented show entryways
doubling as circulation space, kitchens and/
or living rooms also used for dining, and

studies that can be used for overnight guests.

Second, Moudon's analysis of building
form is weakened by generalizations that
lead to self-contradictions. Her tenacious
effort to focus on the purely spatial aspects

of urban history seems to leave her with a

set of analytical blinders; she holds onto
conclusions even after the field data show
otherwise. For example, she states rather
dogmatically that "it becomes obvious that
modern residential buildings will not lend
themselves easily to a range of changing
patterns of inhabitation." Yet only one page

earlier, she more reasonably says that
"modern buildings have not had the op-
portunity to prove their capabilities" for
adaptive reuse. Later, the author forgets her
own definition of"resilience" in residential
buildings: "Variety and change can ... be

accommodated without major disruption
ofthe physical space." She presents several

schemes drawn up by her students for ac-

commodating modem programs within the

same Victorian building shell. Each of these

schemes, however, involve major reloca-

tion of walls and plumbing stacks, hardly
something that avoids "disruption of the
physical space."

Moudon really tangles herself up with
the density issue. Pointing out that the shal-
lowness of modern buildings results in less

"effective" (i.e., less dense) block cover-
age, she calls for increased density by de-
veloping the interior of blocks with small
town houses, citing as further justification
"the demand for smaller residential territo-
ries." However, the figures she provides to
show a decrease in density are for square

feet ofbuilt coverage per block, while other
figures in the book show clearly that square

feet of space per dwelling unit are actually
decreasing (i.e., becoming more dense) in
modem multifamily developments. In ad-
dition, her call for increased block cover-
age would limit direct access to open space

from each dwelling, advocated earlier in
the book, as well as create a need for more
off-street parking and access roads, further
decreasing available open space.

The question of what constitutes "qual-
ity environments" or "good design" brings
up a third weak point: the narrow spectrum
of much of the material presented in the

second half of the book. Basing her selec-
tion of the new residential developments

shown in the epilogue on "deeply felt views
on what San Francisco's form and resi-

dential environment should be," Moudon
reveals her preferences for smaller and

denser dwelling units, smaller families, and

middle- to upper-income residents.

Only six of the forty recent residential
developments presented by Moudon in the
epilogue have family-sized (three-bedroom)

units. A majority of the 463 dwelling units
are studios and one-bedroom units, inap-
propriate for families. The author points to
the 1978 figure for average family size in
San Francisco (2.14 persons) to show the
need for small apartments. Nowhere in the
text, however, does she mention the possi-

bility of these small families expanding
either by births or by relatives moving in.
Whereas earlierin the bookMoudon praised
the generous spaces in Victorian houses as

one reason for their capacity to support
different family sizes, the dwellings shown
in the epilogue display little real "resil-
ience." The examples she points to have
little to do with potential changes in family
size; replacing rhe only bathtub with a

shower to provide six more square feet of
closet removes a fixture needed bv infants
and the elderly.

----><

Diagram of planning concepts intended to conserve the stepping of buildings with the slopes, San Francisco;
Daniel Solomon (1977). (From Built for Change.)
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Even though Moudon mentions that ap-

proximately half of the new housing units
built in 1984 were sponsored by public

agencies, she includes only one example.

Since she cites San Francisco's rich popu-

lationmixture as one of the city's strengths,

one would have expected her to have se-

lected projects aimed at a broader spectrum

of income groups. There are several ex-

amples of low-income housing develop-
ments by the many nonprofit housing orga-

nizations in the city that embody the spatial

qualities the author advocates as well as or
better than most of the buildings shown.

She gives no reason for confining her ex-

amples to the work of three architects other

than that they have "built repeatedly over
the past decade." For a book reflecting ten

years of research, the depth of analysis is

rather shallow when compared with, for
example, Loyer's work produced over the

same time period.

Finally, in a study supposedly focusing

on physical change in a selected neighbor-

hood. Moudon's treatment of the urban-

renewal program that affected a quarter of
her study area is inexcusably weak. To

explain why these blocks were demolished

while others in the Alamo Square area were

not, Moudon points to the demise of the

light manufacturing factories in the area,

leaving the "existing residential uses ... too

weak to remain." Does she mean that the

building stock was irreparable? Why was

infill housing not considered for the former

manufacturing lots while the existing stock

was rehabbed in situ? In contrast to her

detailed analysis of development decisions

elsewhere, the author's explanation is
vague: "There is a point in mixed-use
neighborhoods when pressures for new

development can no longer be resisted be-

cause the cohesiveness of the neighbor-
hood has been destroyed." By "cohesive-

ness" does she mean the physical fabric
(the empty factories) or the social fabric?

There is no sense ofthe political, social, and

economic forces that displaced 13,500

people in the Westem Addition. The event

seems to have happened by divine decree:

"Urban renewal programs assembled the

land and brought forth a new architecture."

The only hint that such a wrenching change

did not go so smoothly is a brief remark
buried in the introduction: "Special interest

and ethnic groups protested the develop-
ment of large housing complexes." Her
choice of the pejorative term "special in-
terest groups" instead of "neighborhood

groups" and "residents" used elsewhere

may indicate why this topic is not treated in
more depth.

For a glimpse of the messy human drama

behind some of the changes glossed over in
Moudon's book, the reader must tum to
Chester Hartman's fascinating investiga-
tion,T he T r ansformatio n of S an F r anc i s c o.

Although it concentrates on a different San

Francisco neighborhood, South of Market,
the dynamics behind the urban-renewal

program that transformed that sector were

the same ones operating inpart of Moudon's
Alamo Square study area. The heavy-

handed application of these programs has

been cited as an example of the folly of
rational state planning and of public-sector

interference in free-market dynamics.
Hartman's book undermines these myths

and reveals who actually controlled the

"public" agencies and for what ends.

The author began this book as an update

ofhis 1974 case study, Yerba Buena: Land

Grab & Communiry Resistance in San

Francisco (Glide Publications), of the huge

urban-renewal project south ofthe original

downtown office district. He retained much

of the material from the earlier work, con-

tinued to narrate the project's glacial
progress up to 1984, and expanded the

scope to show how the various forces in-
volved in Yerba Buena continue to interact
on other recent development issues in San

Francisco. Using a style alternating between

that of an investigative reporter and a
mystery writer, Hartmancovers theproject's
huge scope seemingly without missing a

single detail (there are 35 pages of foot-
notes). Hartman makes no pretense of be-

ing an impartial bystander; he lived in San

Francisco from 1970 to 1980 and at one

point was a party to one of the many law-
suits filed against the project. Nevertheless

it is doubtful that anyone withoutthis unique

combination of professional experience and

personal involvement could have produced

such cogent analysis (or such spicy foot-
notes) from this complex process.

The initial chapters introduce and set the

stage for the Yerba Buena Center (YBC)
project. Formally initiated as a proposal in
196 l, it covered 86 acres, displaced several

thousand residents and more than seven

hundred businesses, involved countless

lawsuits and publii hearings, used up sev-

eral hundred million dollars of public and

private monies, consumed several urban-

design schemes and political careers, and

after 29 years is still not complete. Never-

theless, it has served its original purpose: a

"blockbusting" wedge for the expansion of
the downtown flnancial center across

the physical and psychological barrier of
Market Street to the area known as South of
Market.

Hartman describes the regional alloca-
tion of business activities after World War

II by the powerful Bay Area Council, an

organization made up of the largest corpo-
rations in the area and itself derived from

the wartime Metropolitan Defense Com-

mittee. San Francisco was programmed to

cede to Oakland its position as the area's

major port in favor of solidifying its posi-

tion as the area's administrative, financial,
and entertainment hub. To fulfill this role it
would need to expand its small downtown
office area. The first step in this transfor-
mation of an urban district would be the
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acquisition ofan initial large tractjust across

Market Street from the existing downtown
area, removal ofthe tract's occupants, and

linally its demolition. An operation of this
size would require a legal, financial, and
political base ofoperations, and the feder-
ally funded urban-renewal programs offered
the ideal vehicle.

In his description of the "larger forces,"
the players who would bring about this
expansion, Hartman adeptly traces the
guiding hand of the private secror behind
the actions of the public, quasi-public, and
civic groups involved in the urban-renewal
process. For example, virtually all of the
members of the Blythe-Zimmerman Com-
mittee, which donared $25,000 in 1955 to
the City Planning Department for an "ob-
jective" analysis of the produce-market
situation, were on the executive board of
the Bay Area Council. This committee also
provided the initial funding for the San
Francisco Planning and Urban Renewal
Association (SPUR), which was set up ro
generate public support for urban renewal,
especially for the redevelopment of the
"most blighted area" of the city, South of
Market. SPUR soon became the local Citi-
zens' Advisory Committee required by
federal urban regulations for local approval
of redevelopment plans. Throughout the
rest of the book, Hartman shows how the
overlapping rolesplayedby powerful people
and their allies helped move along a project
that generated sizable opposition from the
neighborhood residents.

Much of the book's first half describes
this resistance, which coalesced around a

series of lawsuits over two main issues:

adequate housing for the displaced and the
financing of the public facilities in YBC.
Once acquisition, vacating, and demolition
of the neighborhood's residential hotels
began in I 967, the results ofseveral surveys
indicated that the displaced residents were
having great difficulty finding decent and

affordable replacement housing. As the
result of urban-renewal clearance in other
parts of the city (including a corner of
Moudon's study area in the Western Ad-
dition), the supply of low-rent housing was
decreasing just when more people than ever
were being forced to relocate. That this
displacement was not an accidental side
effect of the urban renewal program be-

comes evident in one of severaljuicy quotes
used by Hartman. SPUR's "Prologue for
Action," published in 1966 as Yerba Buena
was receiving approvals from the board of
supervisors, states:

If San Francisco decides to compete ef-
fectively with other cities for new
"clean" industries and new corporate
power, its population will move closer
to standard White Anglo-Saxon Protes-
tant characteristics.... Selection of a

population's composition might be un-
democratic. Influence on it, however, is

legal and desirable for the health of the
city. A workable though changing bal-
ance of economic levels, social types,
age levels, and other factors must be
maintained. Influence on these factors
should be exerted in many ways-for
example, changing the quality of hous-
ing, schools, and job opportunities.

Finding no redress with local or federal
renewal agencies, TOOR (Tenants and
Owners in Opposition to Redevelopment),
representing the 4,000 residenrs living in
the project area, filed suit. They obtained a

landmark injunction from a federal judge
halting all demolition and furtherrelocation
until the San Francisco Redevelopment
Agency (SFRA) provided decenr, safe, and

affordable housing for the displaced. Ne-
gotiations eventually resulted in commit-
ments by the city and SFRA to provide at

least 1,900 units of permanent, subsidized
low-rent housing units to replace the 4,000
that had been destroyed; 400 ofthese would
be in or adjacent to the Yerba Buena Center
project.

The various lawsuits over the financing
of Yerba Buena Center were brought by
different parties at different times, but all
challenged the project as an unconstitutional
attempt to encumber San Franciscans with
massive long-term debt obligations without
seeking voter approval. Hartman clearly
shows how the issue of public finances
served as a lever to open the way for related
demands: greater participation by neigh-
borhood groups in the YBC decision-
making process; assurance of jobs for
minority residents of the city; and more
guarantees that the replacement housing
agreed to above would be built whether or
not the rest of YBC went ahead.

Once the reader has leamed who the
players are and has read through Hartman's
account of the Yerba Buena Center affair, it
is easier to follow the author as he expands
on other development and related issues
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affecting San Francisco as a whole. He

devotes a chapter each to the accountability
(and lack of same) of the public agencies in

charge of large-scale development decisions

(SFRA, Planning Commission), the ongo-

ing housing crisis, limitation of highrise

development, and the effects of concen-

trating a city's economy on tourism. The

author concludes with a call for more pub-

lic awareness of and participation in the

earlier stages of the development process.

Hartman's book succeeds on several

levels: as neighborhood history, as a case

study of large-scale urban development, as

an organizing tool, and as a paradigm ofthe
relationship between public interests and

private capital in mid-20th-century
America. South of Market's place in the

physical and economic history of the city is

well told. Although the text occasionally

becomes too descriptive, more often

Hartman makes the important conneclions

between disparate events and people that

allow the patterns to emerge. As a case

study, Hartmanexcels (where Moudon fails)

in examining the broad array of the forces

involved, from the residents, to the unions,

public-interest lawyers, media, political
parties, bureaucrats, and business groups.

Extensive documentation and cross-refer-

encing reinforce his accounts.

Hartman places the changes happening

in San Francisco within the larger context

of class and economic interests operating

within American society as a whole, and

this makes his book of interest beyond the

design and planning professions and quali-

fies it as social history. Rather than a large-

scale conspiracy, Hartman views the trans-

formation of San Francisco as an example

of powerful public- and private-sector ac-

tors acting upon their class and personal

interests. In the absence ofan active public-

development sector in the United States,

the private investment community thus

comes to be seen as performing func-

tions in the public interest. Jobs and

taxes are needed. Private profit-driven

activity can provide these things. With

few or no alternatives envisioned as

possible, the strong imperative is to take

what is offered, try to wrest some con-

cessions in the process, and accept the

concomitant social costs.

Indeed, it was only through the efforts of
a nonprofit "altemative" such as TOOR

that any low-rent replacement housing was

included in Yerba Buena. The implication

is that more such initiatives from the non-

profit sector might serve the public interest

more effectively.
Several weak points, however, will limit

the book's impact. First, the level of detail

in the text approaches the excessive and

certainly makes for heavy going for the

reader not already immersed in housing and

development politics. As new players and

forces enter the main battle around Yerba

Buena, Hartman gives such detailed back-

ground on these elements that occasionally

the main thread of the action is interrupted.

Second, despite such extensive background

the narrative lacks the personalization that

would have cut through the haze of legal

detail. Although difficult to do in a study

with so many important players, the book

would have benefited from some additional

fleshing out of the leading characters, as

Hartman did with some of the founders of
TOOR. Perhaps fewer news quotes and

more personal recollections would have

helped. Third, some important questions

were not asked. Why were the residents of
South of Market without adequate voice in

the councils of govemment when the initial
decisions affecting their homes were being

made? Did the political parties ever discuss

the displacement of city residents for the

benefit ofoffice workers and tourists? How

big a role can nonprofit developers like

TOOR (now TODCO) play in future large-

scale developments like Mission Bay?

Moudon and Hartman share similar
viewpoints on urban transformations. Both

would prefer incremental change stemming

from a more pluralistic decision-making

process rather than large-scale demolition

and centralized planning. Both still see the

value of establishing urban design guide-

lines within which this incremental growth

would take place. Moudon, however, sees

the problem as merely one of who gets to

design the individual buildings composing

the urban fabric. Acknowledging implic-

itly that a direct relationship between resi-

dents and the dwelling is no longer always

possible with current land economics, she

puts her trust in the developers ofrelatively
small-scale infill condominium projects to

follow "enlightened" design principles re-

fl ected in the examples given in her epilogue.

She directs her preferences more at the

architect/developer and city planners fac-

ing each other during the official approval

process than at the neighborhood residents

who too often become involved late, if at

all, in this process.

It is a long way from preference to

policy, however, and Hartman's approach

shows what is needed to bridge the gap:

effective organized action by residents in

and around the areas being developed. With

his sophisticated analysis of the power

structure behind much urban development

and the legal strategies used to counter this

power. Haflman provides potent organiza-

tional tools for neighborhood groups to

play a more active role in planning deci-

sions affecting their own lives. That some-

one is listening is evident in the current

monitoring of the Mission Bay and South

Beach projects by coalitions of neighbor-

hood groups in San Francisco. They have

presented detailed alternative development

proposals of their own, reflecting not only

the organizational lessons of Hartman's

case study but also the building traditions

and urban design principles of Moudon's

book.

BUILT FOR CHANGE, NEIGHBORHOOD
ARCHITECTURE IN SAN FRANCISCO, ANNC

Vemez Moudon, MIT Press, 1989 [first published

19861,286 pp., illus., $17.50 paper'

THE TRANSFORMATION OF SAN FRANCISCO,
Chester Hartman. Rowman & Allanheld, 1984,372

pp. illus.. $28.50 cloth: $ I 3.95 paper.
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Clare Cooper Marcus

COHOUSING
KATHRYN McCAMANT
AND
CHARLES DURRETT

In 1984-85, the architect-authors of
Cohousing: A Contemporary Approach to
Housing Ourselyes spent a year in Den-
mark visiting and studying examples of
hofe I le s s kaber, literally "living communi-
ties." These innovative housing develop-
rnents combine the autonomy of private
dwellings with the advantages of commu-
nity living. They range in size from six to
eighty households; each household has a
complete private dwelling but shares a
common house, which typically contains a

dining room with large kitchen, workshops,
children's playrooms. teen music room,
guest room, laundry facilities, and so on.

Although partially inspired by experiments
in shared living of the 1960s, these are
neither communes, nor congregate housing
for one age group, nor alternative commu-
nities promoted by a charismatic leader.
Indeed, there is no equivalent in the United
States, and so the term "cohousing" was
coined by the authors to describe a form of
community they found particularly inspir-
ing and which they seek to introduce to the
English-speaking world via this handsomely
illustrated and very readable book.

Cohousing is not a particular housing

form: inDenmark, some cohousing schemes
comprise single-family dwellings, most are
of row houses, a few are part of existing
high-rise developments. Nor is cohousing a
particular legal arrangement: some are pri-
vately financed and owned, similar to con-
dominiums in the United States; most have
been developed as limited-equity co-ops to
take advantage ofan index-linked loan pro-

gram instituted by the Danish govemment
in 198 l. What these schemes do have in
common are residents seeking "the social
and practical advantages of a closely knit
neighborhood within the context of 20th-
century life." After visiting 46 of these
communities, the authors conclude that
while cohousing schemes vary in size, lo-
cation, type ofownership, design, and resi-
dents' priorities, all share four characteris-
tics: a participatory design process; design
to support a strong sense of community;
common facilities to supplement private
dwellings; and management by the resi-
dents.

Even with the proven success of co-
housing in Denmark, developers there
hesitate to build without the involvement of
the community. Every cohousing scheme
has evolved through the efforts of highly
motivated potential residents who perse-
vere through the long process of participa-
tory design-and who have become in some
sense "a community" before their homes
are built. Knowing that the scenario is likely
to be similar in this country, where devel-
opers are even less likely to promote a

social experiment, the authors have wisely
aimed their book at potential cohousing
residents.

The book is presented in three parts: the
first deals with definitions and rationale; the
second presents eight case studies of com-
munities varying in size, location, owner-
ship, etc.; and the third discusses the evolu-
tion of this concept in Denmark and the
potential for translating its philosophy into
the context of the United States. It is a very
appealing book just to thumb through in a
bookstore: attractive type style and page
layout, illustrations on every page (many
in color), and informative captions. In Ber-
keley's bookstores Cohousing rarely ap-
pears in the architectural section; its appeal
is to the general public looking for new
housing ideas.

So, what is here for the architect? First,
the ideology ofcohousing should appeal to
designers interested in innovative housing.
Second, the book is well illustrated with
photographs, house layouts, sections, and
site plans. (Some of the site plans, however,

Main Level
Plan, common house at the Trudesland community; Birkerod, Denmark; Vandkunsten Architects ( l9g0).
(From Cohousing.)
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Section, houses ananged along a glass-covered pedestrian street; Jystrup, Denmark; Vandkunsten Architects (1984). (From Cohousing.)

are frustrating because large areas of shared

outdoor space were not labeled to indicate

function or use, although surely they are a

potential locale for community life.) Third,

the eight case studies describe the partici-

patory design process with techniques-
from checklists to field trips to models with
movable parts-thathelp residents to fulfill
both individual and community needs.

In this era of "the global village" it is
astonishing that new social and design ideas

from Europe and elsewhere take so long to

reach North America. Although the first

Danish cohousing project was built in 1972,

and 42 comparable schemes exist in the

Netherlands (where they are known as

centraal wonen) and others have been built
in Sweden, France, and Germany, it seems

likely that for most readers, cohousing is a

new idea. Architects and planners have all

too often looked to Europe for inspiration,

sometimes without adequately assessing

critical cultural differences. We cannot

transpose an urban form from Siena to San

Francisco and expect it to work in the same

way. This book is an admirable model of an

intelligent translation of a social/design

innovation from one culture to another.

The influence of this book is attested to by

the lact that there are now aclive groups

seeking to build their own cohousing com-

munities in Vermont, Colorado, California,

and Washington. One group in Davis, Cali-
fomia, and another on Bainbridge Island,

Washington, have already acquired lands

and drawn up plans. We need comparable

volumes looking at the "walking streets" of
Denmark, the "pedestrian precincts"
(woonerfen) of the Netherlands, the "mixer

courts" of England.

While one may wish for a deeper discus-

sion of the ingrained resistance to commu-

nal life in the United States-the fear of the

loss ofprivacy and individuality, the suspi-

cion of collective lifestyles-such a discus-

sion was not the intent of this book. I agree

with the authors that the first cohousing

community in this country must overcome

many barriers-philosophical, political,

financial, legal-but when the first is built,

evaluated, and reported in the popular press,

there is likely to be an even greater surge of
interest than this book has already engen-

dered. Many of the apparent needs in

American society-the yearning for some

of the social benefits of small-town life, for

a greater sense of community, for safer

environments for children, for more inter-

generational neighborhoods---tan poten-

tially be met in cohousing. Though not the

answer to the problem of homelessness or

affordable housing, a U.S.-modilied ver-

sion of cohousing could provide another

option for the many one- and two-parent

families, single people, and older adults

who long for a housing choice other than

the standard single-family house or apart-

ment.

COHOUSING: A CONTEMPORARY APPROACH
TO HOUSING OURSELVES, Kathryn McCamant
and Charles Durrett, Ten Speed Press, I 988, 208 pp.,
illus., $ 19.95.

Section, foundry renovated as common house and residences; Roskilde, Denmark; Jan Gudmand-H0yer, Jes

Edvards, Helge Christiansen (1981). (From Cohousing.)
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Dolores Hayden

BORDERLAND
JOHN R. STILGOE

The vast literature on the United States

suburb ranges from broad social histories
such as Kenneth Jackson's Crabgrass
Frontier to specific local evaluations of
suburban building such as Sam Bass
Wamer's Streetcar Suburbs, which dis-
cusses Boston, and Gwendolyn Wright's
Moralismandthe Model Ho,me, which looks
at Chicago. Sociologists like Herbert Gans

have studied the Levittowners. Architects
have been giving advice on how to build a

better suburban dwelling from the days of
Catharine Beecher's The American
Woman's Home of 1869 to the architects
represented in the recent Case Study
Houses catalog, who were active in Los
Angeles in the 1940s and 1950s.

John Stilgoe's book is a distinct contri-
bution in this crowded intellectual terrain.
In the tradition of John Brinckerhoff Jack-
son, the cultural landscape historian to
whom this book is dedicated, Stilgoe looks
at large patterns of dwelling and land use,

rather than only at pattems of building. He
pushes the origins of suburbandevelopment
back to 1820 (before railroad commuting,

before streetcars), while many other
historians pick up suburban topics
only in the 1840s. Stilgoe carries
his study through 1939, so this is
suburban history before mass

suburbanization. He gives special

attention to the edges of the city,
beyond the urban residential areas

and near the rural regions, the "bor-
derland" he calls a "novel and
unique landscape." Noting that
"women shaped much of the phi-
losophy underlying borderland Iife
in the United States, andthey shaped

much of the borderland landscape,
too," Stilgoe characterizes them as

women who "looked \ot up to the city, but
down on it."

The book is heavily illustrated with car-
toons, advertisements, l9th-century views
(from atlases and illustrated magazines),
and some plans. Stilgoe's distinctive style
(fi rst launched in his earlier b ooks, C ommon
Landscape of America: 1580 to 1845 and
Metropolitan Corridor) advances by a

clustering of images more than by direct
analysis of evidence. "View," "Witch Ha-
zel," "Botanizing," "Shadows," "Parks,"
"Heights," for example, compose the sec-

tion "Intellectual and Practical Beginnings. "
The result is an imagistic portrait of the

Illustration of row houses; Everybody's Magazine (l9lo).
(From Borderland.'1
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habits of a small group of educated, white,
Protestant, middle-class residents who chose

the very outermost suburbs because they
did not want to deal with American central
cities or streetcar suburbs.

Stilgoe is strongest when he evokes the
pleasures and trials these affluent residents
faced coexisting with farmers in the border-
land spaces. The book also gives indirect
insight into weekend homes in the country
for city dwellers, and rural towns where the

countrified values of those who work in the

city are juxtaposed with those of an older
farming culture. Borderland is not a social
history, where the views of ordinary work-
ing-class people are emphasized (such as

farm laborers or domestic servants), or a
history that considers the political dimen-
sions of suburbanization. It is an evocation
of a spatial style. Stilgoe's use of certain
types of limited written sources, such as

prescriptive literature and fiction, make it
difficult to generalize about his insights.
This is nonetheless an important book be-
cause the author challenges the chronologi-
cal and spatial limits of earlier suburban
history. His indefatigable curiosity and his
stylistic experimentation promise the reader
an interesting joumey at the edges of the
urban, and at the heart of our suburban
American culture.

BORDERLAND: ORIGINS OF THE AMERICAN
SUBURB, 1820-1939, John R. Stilgoe, yale
University Press, 1988, 353 pp., iilus.,935.00 cloth;
$18.95 paper.
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Drawing of borderland commuters, fashionable women going shopping in the city, and husbands bound for
work; Henry Cuyler Bunner ( I 896). (From Bo rderland.\
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William Lake Douglas

THE EDWARDIAN
GARDEN
DAVID OTTEWILL

GARDENS IN
EDWARDIAN ENGLAND
ANTIQUE COLLECTORS' CLUB LTD.,

EDITORS

A reasonably comprehensive library of
garden history and theory can be built with
books printed----or reprinted-in the I 980s.

Important scholarship has emerged on his-

toric figures and periods as well as on

contemporary gardens and designers. The

general public has been introduced to gar-

den history and design theories through

popular books that have served the multiple
functions of giving practical advice while
introducing readers to historic periods and
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Plan, Munstead Wood; Surrey; Gertrude Jekyll (1883). (From

The Edwardian Garden.)

current theories of garden design. Reprints

of earlier works add depth and access to

current garden-history scholarship. In ret-

rospect, the decade of the I 980s has been a

time when we-professional garden de-

signers as well as garden enthusiasts-
have seen renewed interest in both garden

writing and garden making.

English design traditions have been a

major force in the 1980s and nowhere is

that more apparent than in the area of gar-

den history, theory, andcriticism.Itis fitting,
therefore, that the decade should end with a

new book devoted to a briefbut rich period
( 1880-1920) thathas received major atten-

tion during the 1980s with both new schol-

arship as well as with reprints of major

garden books of that era.

In England this was a time of domestic

architectural eclecticism. Gardens re-

sponded with corresponding complexity

and contradictions: while layouts were of-

ten rigidly "formal" and ordered, plantings

were likely to be "informal" and

apparently unstructured. (They

were, of course, carefully planned,

with plant selections and combina-

tions meticulously orchestrated with

regard to color, texture, height, and

blooming sequence.)

The creativity on both architec-

tural and garden fronts was gener-

ated by several phenomena: the

accumulation of vast personal for-
tunes made large estates desirable

and consequent design commissions

possible; the philosophical question

over who best could (or should)

design the gardens for the manor

house was hotly debated in books

and articles; the social uses of gar-

dens increased; and the period's

designers delighted in the profusion

ofexotic flora from the far corners

of the Victorian empire.

David Ottewill' sT he Edwar dian

Garden presents this era with
scholarship, clarity, and depth. Rel-

evant social and economic influ-
ences are discussed, and important

architectural trends are documented.

While contributions of well-known

Plan, Le Bois des Moutiers; Varengeville,
Normandy; Edwin Lutyens (1898). (From Ihe
Edu,ardian Garden : Drawing: Miranda Ottewill.)
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designers (such as Sir Edwin Lutyens and

Gertrude Jekyll) are discussed at some

length, the works of their lesser-known

contemporaries (such as H. A. Peto, H.

Inigo Triggs, C. E. Mallows, Edward

Mawson, and John D. Sedding) are also

given. The personalities and their works

come to life through contemporary illustra-

tions, writings of the period (this was atime
when architects and other designers felt
compelled to justify their positions through

the written word as well as the completed

project), and recollections from immediate

family members. Plan drawings are in-

cluded, either created for this book or taken

from older sources. Most of the older plans

have indications ofscale; unfortunately the

newer ones do not, making relative com-

parisons or accurate determinations of the

gardens' dimensions impossible.

The Edwardian Garden is a handsome

book, with a generous, almost square for-

mat. Kudos to the book's designer Gilliam
Malpass: double-page spreads are attrac-

tively designed with a pleasing rhythm and

variety of illustrations, notable for both

their quantity (180 black and white, 125

color) and their quality (with one excep-

tion, uniformly excellent).
The book is divided into seven chapters

that characterize distinctive styles or influ-

.;1."'
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ences of the Edwardian era, and a summary

chapter that discusses influences from this
period on later developments. The chapter

on the "Lutyens and Jekyll Garden" com-
prehensively summarizes their brilliant
collaborative efforts, and ofparticular note

is the chapter on the "Arts and Crafts Gar-

den," possibly the definitive essay on this

style. The book also provides extensive end

notes, a bibliography, and an annotated

gazetteer of gardens of the period in En-

gland and Ireland arranged by county.
A complement to The Edwardian Gar-

den is Gardens in Edwordian England, a

facsimile reprint of a book that collected
sixty-six articles about gardens originally
published in the English magazineCountry
Life durtng the early 1900s. Documenting
the architecture, gardens, and lifestyles of
those who live in country houses, Countty
Lfe magazine was (and continues to be) an

important source of design-related infor-
mation. This text describes the histories of
gardens and houses as they existed in this
period, and the accompanying black-and-
white photographs are valuable visual
records.

While T he Edwardian Garden discusses

only gardens built (or rebuilt) in this period,

Gardens in Edwardian England includes
"gardens old and new," and shows what

gardens-whenever they were first built-
looked like. Seven gardens are discussed in
both books, making possible informative
comparisons between descriptions and il-
lustrations of the early part of the century
and conditions of today. Being able to see

gardens through the lens of the early 1900s

helps us better understand that period, and

makes an appreciation of current scholar-

ship more complete. Whlle Gardens in
Edwardian England may not appeal to a
wide audience because ofits dated text and

black-and-white photographs, The
Edwardian Garden certainly should, with
its clear prose and beautiful color images.

Further, it should serye as a model of both
scholarship and production for future gar-

den histories.

THE EDWARDIAN GARDEN, David Ottewill, Yale
University Press, 1989,230 pp., illus., $50.00.

GARDENS IN EDWARDIAN ENGLAND, Antique
Collectors'Club Ltd., 1985, 295 pp., illus., $49.50.

N ancy S hatzman Steinhardt

THE CRAF'T
OF GARDENS
JI CHENG

Books on Chinese gardens are published on

both sides of the Pacific Ocean almost ev-

ery year. Indeed, there is a serious audience

that not only likes to look at pictures of
Chinese landscape architecture, but further
seeks to understand how and why Chinese
gardens came into being. What has yet to be

revealed in most of the literature in English
on Chinese gardens, however, is that like
Chinese buildings, gardens were subject to
rules and standards of design specified in
treatises. Alison Hardie's translation of Ji

Cheng's lTth-century Yuan Ye (Craft of
Gardens) brings the most importanttreatise
of Chinese garden design to the Westem
public's attention in an impressive way.

In the preface, Hardie manages in only
two pages to tell the reader what is known
about Ji Cheng's life, to place the work into
the historical context of late Ming China
(1368-1644), and to begin to introduce Ji
Cheng, the man. The latter two points are

more fully developed in the foreword by
Maggie Keswick, author of The Chinese
Garden (Rizzoli, 1978). This foreword is
anexcellentintroduction to those aspects of
Chinese gardens pertinent to Ji Cheng's
text. Probably to keep Ji Cheng's work as

intact as possible, Hardie's own ideas about
gardens are found in the notes at the end of
the text.

One of the most impressive features of Ji
Cheng's text, as Hardie points out, is its
commonsense approach to garden design.
Ji Cheng makes specific and general state-

ments such as:

Inner-city sites are not intrinsically suit-
able for gardens.

For every ten parts of land, three should
be made into a pond, ofirregular shape so
that it is interesting, and preferably made
by dredging out an existing stream. Of
the remaining seventh-tenths, four should
be built up with earth-how high or low
is of no importance-and be planted with
bamboo in a harmonious way.

Perspective of Earlshall; Leuchars, Fife, Scotland; Roben Lorimer (1900). (From The Edv'ardian Gorden:
Drawing: L. Rome Guthrie.)
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You must search out the unconventional
and make sure it is in accord with your
own wishes. The trite and conventional
should be totally eliminated.

To sum up, the construction of your
buildings should be in accordance with
the spirit of the times, while their appear-
ance should elicit the appreciation of the
most cultivated visitors.

Ji Cheng also explains that in Chinese

garden construction there is a division of
labor between the craftspeople, even mas-

ters or specialists, and the designer, the

"person of discrimination." In contrast to

this nuts-and-bolts approach are the beauti-

ful prose passages that come forth in
Hardie's translation:

Transplant some bamboos in front of
your window, and set aside some pear

trees to form a courtyard. The scene is
bathed in moonlight, the wind whispers.
The moonlight plays quietly over lute
and books, the wind ruffles a half-circle
of autumn water. We feel a pure atmo-
sphere around our table and seats; the
common dust of the world is far from our
souls.

In addition to the illustrations for these

passages are reproductions of the original
illustrations in Ji Cheng's work. Appearing

mostly in the Non-Structural and Structural

Features sections of the book, Hardie has

presented the variations on themes together

with such clear English translations and

with such a good eye for existing examples

in gardens that even a doubtful reader is

convinced of the correspondence between

the written word and construction in China.

This book is so readable, and the illus-
trations of gardens andpaintings of gardens

so appropriate to the text, that the serious

Balustrade designs using "sheets of ice" pattem.
(FromThe Craft of Gardens.)

Plan, Ge Yuan; Yangzhou, People's Republic of China. (FromThe Craft of Gardens.)
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Sinological research behind this publica-

tion may be missed. Yuan Ye is an ex-

tremely difficult text that combines, as the

translator explains in her preface, l7th-
century Chinese artisan's terminology and

local Jiangsu dialect. Because of the diffl-
cult nature of the Chinese original, the book

could have been greatly enhanced by a

glossary of Chinese terms and by a bibliog-
raphy, especially a bibliography of East

Asian sources. Some of the best-known

studies of YuanYe areinJapanese, includ-

ing the one by Chen Zhi extensively used

by Hardie. Yet they are not mentioned in

the otherwise detailed notes, which iden-

tify the many obscure references in Ji

Cheng's text and provide occasional illus-
trations of esoteric terminology. Still, Tle
Craft ofGarders represents the successful

conclusion of a difflcult and ambitious
project and it will appeal to readers from
many disciplines.

THE CRAFI OFGARDENS, Ji Cheng, translated by

Alison M. Hardie, Yale University Press, 1988, 144

pp., illus., $35.00.
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Some books we recently published

10

13

1. Michael Graves: Buildings and Projects 1982-89,

covers Graves's recent work in 800 images, 433 in color.

$50 cloth, $35 paper. 'A must' -HG A bestseller.

2. Monuments of Egyptisaboxed two-volume set ol ex-

kaordinary engravings of ancient Egypt 640 pages, $90.
'Superb reproductions, he best l've seen...Fascinating,

instructive, magnificenL' -Snithsonian. Now in stock.

3. Frank Funx: The hmplete !/ola is tp first com-
prehensive monograph on this unique and prolillc 1 9fr-
century American architect. 328 pages, 700 b/w and

color illus, $65 cloth, $40 paper.

4. Lost Broadway lhealresuneartis the interiors and

Iacades of over 50 now-destroyed theatres. $40 cloth,

$25 paper, 335 b/w illus. 'A genulne treat.'-Ihealre

5. Sutace and Symbolislhe only complete monograph

on he work of Giuseppe Terragni, 460 b/w illus., includ-

ing many previously unpublished. $45 cloth, $30 paper.
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6 Frank Lloyd Wight: A Primer on Architectural Prin-

c/p/es collects essays of eight architects in an unconven-

tional look at Wrighl 450 b/w illus. $45 cloth, $30 paper.

7 . Brodsl<y I llkrin catalogs he elaborate etchings of

these two Soviet'paper" architects. 39 duotone plates,

$22 paper.

B. Franco Albini includes the architecfural, interior, furni-

ture, and product designs of this influential Ra$onalist

architect, 255 b/w illus, $18 paper,

9. Our toll{ree order number, or visit your nearest fine

boolstore, We're Princeton Architectural Pres, by he
way, at 37 E. 7th St., NY, NY 1 0003. (21 2 995 9620)

10. Well, rt's not really a book, but the Modulor Rule is a

must for all Corbuphiles. Fiberglas in aluminum can, $22,

11. Drawing/Building/Tert, a multivalent collection of es-

says explores lhe drawn, bui[, and wntten modes of archi-

tectural production. $1 5 paper.

16

1 2. Cities ol Childhood catalogs lhe rcmarkable colon ie

ol fascist ltaly, health camps for the young which include

some of the finest architecture of this period. 1 75 illus.,

including 6 vellum foldouts. $35 paper.

13. Thinking the Presentpnders the last decade of

American architecture. Based on the Harvard symposium,

it's provocalive and even a bit saucy. $1 I paper.

14. The History of History. The changing face of archi-

tectural history as taught and drawn in schools, in the last

century and in the future. 1 57 b/w, color illus. $25 paper.

15. Eeaingsprwents the work of 12 young architects

who also teach; the intersection of pedagogy and prac-

tjce. 1 00 b/w illus. $1 0 paper.

16. Transmission Towus on the Long lsland Express-

way, Wonderfully detailed drawings reveal the complexity

and variety ol these beacons on he LlE. lncludes a Nolli

map of Long lsland. $.10 paper.
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Ramsey/Sleeper
TRADITIONAL DETAILS
FOR BUILDING
RESTORATTON,
RENOVATION, AND
REHABILITATION
From the I932-1951 Editions
of Architectural Graphic
Standards
Edited byJohn Belle, FAIA,
RIBA, et al

The best and most representative
traditional details from the first
four editions of Architectural
Graphic Standards have been col-
lected to form this unique graphic
reference. Created to aid designers
in rehabilitation and historic
preservation work, this book con-
tains hand-drawn details from the
l0's and 40's and an extensive
bibliography on building rehabili-
tation and historic preservation.

350 pp. (I990) I-52956-7 $75.00

EARTHQUAKES:
An Architect's
Guide to Nonstructural
Seismic Hazards
Henry Lagorio

Authored by a member of the Loma
Prieta Earthquake field inspection
team, this new text presents a com-
prehensive discussion of the causes
and prevention o[ earthquake
damage to the architecturaI aspects
of a building's design. Includes.
over 100 illustrations and a special
chapter devoted to the 1989 Loma
Prieta earthquake.

375 pp. (I990) l-63302-x $5,1 95

WILEY

HEATING, COOLING,
LIGHTING:
Design Methods for Architects
Norbert Lechner

This unique book collects in one
source all the information design-
ers need when creating the sche-
matic design lor a building's envi-
ronmental syslems. Providing a

qualitative outlook, general theory,
concepts and rules of thumb, the
book shows architects how to have
a major effect on the energy effi-
ciency o[ buildings. Numerous
graphs, photographs and sketches
enhance the text.

6a4 pp. (1990) I-62887-5 $59.95

HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT:
A Guidebook for Design Firms
Mark C. Zweig

This practical, how-to book de-
scribes the fundamental aspects of
human resource management for
architects, Iandscape architects,
interior designers and other design
professionals. Contains a logical
sequence of chapters ranging from
the hiring process, orientation and
career development to performance
appraisals, compensation and law.

350pp. (March l99l) l-633740-7
$49.95

FURNITURE: MODERN
AND POSTMODERN,
2nd Edition
John Pile

Reflecting the recent resurgence in
popularity of modern and
postmodern furniture design, this
book presents an integrated, up-
to-date overview of the history,
aesthetics, and techniques involved
in the design and production of
conlemporary furnit ure. This re-
vised edition focuses on new fur-
niture products, the rise of new
architecture and design firms and
the future of the industry. Exten-
sively illustrated.

312pp. (1990) 1-85438-7 549.95

BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTION:
A Guide for Architects
Jay Bannister

This practical guidebook to site
inspection [or architects and other
building professionals reflects the
author's 27 years of personal expe-
rience. Includes a series ofdetailed
"memory jogger"checklists to help
the readerreview the various stages
o[on-site construction. Over 100
illustrations, drawings and photo-
graphs.

425 pp. (April l99t) I-53004-2
$45.95

,r&-

UNDERSTAND!NG
INFRASTRUCTURE:
A Guide for Architects and
Planners
George Rainer

This unique work introduces ar-
chitects and planners to the essen-
tial principles and concerns in ev-
ery infrastructure area, including
sewers, storm drainage, solid and
hazardous waste disposal, bridges,
streets, rail and waterfront. Each
chapter is broken down into seven
sub-areas: sy>tem description.
components and current status,
unique problems, solution includ-
ing retrofit and innovation, appli-
cable government regulations, le-
gal aspects and costs.

278pp. (I990) l-50546-3 $39.95

NEW CONSTRUCTION
FOR OLDER BUILDINGS:
A Design Sourcebook for
Architects and Preservationists
Peter H. Smeallie & Peter H.
Smith

Offering practical solutions to real-
world situations, this timely, fully
illustrated work focuses on the
frequently faced challenge of con-
textual architectural design: the
combination ofnew, old, and recent
architecture. Projects of varying
slzes and success- most from the
1980's-are employed to illustrate
innovative and imaginative ap-
proaches and solutions to a host of
contextual situations.

2iIpp. (1990) I-83134-4 S5,1.95

Wiley Architecture Books are Available at these Fine Stores
NORTHEAST
McGraw-Hill Bookstore
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York. N.Y. 10020

Architectural Bookcenter
I t7 South lTth Street
Philadelphia, PA l9l0l

Architectural Bookshop
50 Broad Street
Boston, MA 02109

Harvard Coop Society
1400 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02238

Tarnuck Booksellers
647 Chandler Streer
Worcester. MA 01602

University Bookstore
Ball State University
Muncie. IN 47106

University Bookstore
University of Cinncinnati
Cinncinnati. OH 45201

Architectural Center Bookstore
47 South Penn Street
Indianapolis. lN 46204

SOUTHWEST
San Diego Technical Books
8290 Vickers Street. Suite B

San Diego, CA 921 I I

OPAMP Technical Books
1033 North Sycamore Avenue
Holllwood. CA 90038

Brown Bookshop
l5l7 SanJacinto
Houston. TX 77002

SOUTHEAST
Bookstop
801 South Univecity Drive
Plantation, FL 13324

Madison Books & Computers
8006-13 Madison Pik€
Madison. AL 35758

MID}YEST
Kroch s & Bretano's
29 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago. lL 60603

Prairie Avenue Bookshop
7l I South Dearbom
Chicago, lL 60604

NORTHWEST
Builders Booksource
l8l7 Fourth Stre€t
Berkeley. CA 94710

Building Tech Bookstore. lnc.
7177 S.W. Stephen tane
Porland. OR 97225

MID.ATLANIIC
Reiter's Scienlific & Professional
Books
2021 K Srreer N.w.
Washingron. D.C. 20006
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THE,

ARCHIVE,
THE COLLECf,ION
OF THE
BUSCH-RIXSNGER
MUSEUM
Edited by Winfried Nerdinger
V0LUME 1: 1911-1930
VOLUME 2: 1930-1936
VOLUME 3: 1936-1957

The drawings in this collection
offer complete documentation of
Gropius's European work including
his early pre-Bauhaus period and
all the projects he undertook inde-
pendently after he came to the
United States. The later Bauhaus
years-the time of his association
with Mies van der Rohe-is exten-
sively represented in these volumes
as well. The more than 3,000 draw-
ings reproduced in facsimile record
the career of one of the 20th century's
preeminent architects.
(published)

THE WORK
OF THE
ARCHITECTS
COLLABORAIN/E
Intmduced by lames Marston Fitch
VOLUME 4: WORK FOR T{C

This volume presents in facsimile
more than 750 drawings selected
from The Architects Collaborative
projects in which Gropius was
involved. Each project is introduced
by an essay by the principal who
worked with Gropius on the project.
The essays explain Gropius's work-
ing methods and his concerns for
the projects under discussion. The
drawings have been chosen from
the thousands of conceptual and
working drawings which survive in
The Architects Col laborative.
(published)

9x 12 4 volume set $1,235 Volumes available separately

Call or write for your frce Carland
Architectural Archives catalog.

CARIAND
PT]BLISHNC

136 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

To Or'der Call 1-800-627-6273
rax (2r2) 88e-9399



66 Most of the drawings and photographs of buildings from the archives of
Walter Gropius and hrs assocrates have been included in this well-organized
collection. The masterly editing, introduction and commentaries by Winfried
Nerdinger make this edition indispensable for studies of the buildings and
projects by Gropius and his'team'. ))

- Richard Pommer, lnstitute of Fine Arts, New York University

Nso of Interest

HOLABIRD & ROCHE
AND HOLABIRD & ROOT
An Illustraled Catalogue of Works, 1880-1940

By Robert Bruegmann

'fhe firm has written some of the most
signilicant pages of Americab architectural
history." -American lnstitute ol Architects
3 volumes (published)

The Final Olficial Report of the
Dircctor of Works of the

WORLD'S COLUMBI,AN EXPOSNION
Bv Daniel H. Burnham
Introducuon and Bibliographv by

Joan E. Draper. Preface"bi Thomas Hines

A time capsule of the planning, building
and opention of one of the world's grea[est
exposifions.... lshrthwhile for research
libraries.... Recommended lor professional
architecture collections.' -Choice
2 volumes (published)

THE ARTINACTS OF
R. BUCKMINSTER TULTER
Edited with descriptions by James Ward:
rith a profile of Fuller bv Calvin Tomkins

A remarkable publication.' -Library Journat
4 volumes (published)

THE LE CORBUSTER ARCHIVE
Edited bv H. Allen Brooks

A heroic publishing achiarcnent."
- Journal ol the Society ol Architectural Historians
32 volumes (published)

THE LOUN I. KAHN ARCHNT
Personal Drawings fmm the Kahn Collection
on Permanent loan to the Universitv of
Pennsylvania

Introduction by Vincent Scully

A triunph for Garland and no /ess for
Kahn...impeccable.' -Choice
7 volumes (published)

THE MIES VAN DER ROHE ARCHNT
Part L 1907-1938

Edited and inroduced by Arthur Drexler
Annotated bv Franz Schulze

An excellent retercnce source for studies on
Mies and his followers.' - Choice
6 volumes (published)

Part II: 1938-1969, The American Years

Edited by Franz Schulze and Gorge Danforth
c. 16 volumes (coming in 1991)

TRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
An Index to the Taliesin Corrrspondence

Edited with an introduction by Anthony Alo6in

An incompanble research too/. . . essentia/ for
Wright research.' -Choice
5 volumss (published)



BuildinI Knowledge

The Building of
Castle Howard
Charles Saumarez Smith
ln his detailed study of the palace whose
architect determined should be "the top
seat and garden of England," Charles
Saumarez Smith deciphers the social and
architectural messages conveyed by the
great eighteenth-centu ry Castle Howard.

"The strength ol The Building of Castle
Howard is the vivid and convincing pic-
ture Saumarez Smith pieces together of a

newly-ambitious late-1 7th-century man
. . . Equally successful is the use of con-
temporary letters to reconstruct . . .

episodes such as Hawksmoor's struggles
to defend his sublimely magnificent
mausoleu m."-T he Spectator

Cloth $29.95 240 pages 55 halftones

Forthcoming

Three American
Architects
Richardson, Sullivan, and Wright,
1 865-1 91 5

fames F. O'Corman
ln this cogent essay, James F. O'Corman
focuses on the paradigmatic mature work
of Richardson, Sullivan, and Wright,
while emphasizing the interrelationships
among the three that their designs and
buildings demonstrate. The result is the
first book-length study describing the con-
tinuous evolution of forms found within
the sequential careers of this acknow-
ledged trinity of American architecture.
Taken together, their careers mark succes-
sive phases of a search for an architecture
distinguishable from its European roots.

Cloth $24.95 168 pages

96 halftones, 15 line drawings

American Apocalypse
The Great Fire and the Myth of
Chicago

Ross Miller
"A solid mix of scholarship and specula-
tion. Miller has revealed to me a lot I

didn't know about the struggle between
civic fantasy and architectural ambition
that led to the reinvention of Chicago. lt's
an exemplary modern tale, this careful
study of catastrophe and its exploitation."

-Philip 
Roth

Cloth $24.95 298pages l07halftones

Now inPaper

H. H. Richardson
Architectural Forms for an American
Society

lames F. O'Corman
"O'Corman has a claim to be the
foremost living scholar of American
architecture.. .. lThis is] a personal
reading of the mighty Richardson, an
arch itect of ever-compel I ing, world-wide
fascination."-Andrew Sainl, Architectu ral
Review
Paper $12.95 192 pages

80 halftones, 1 line drawing

{

The University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis Chicago, lL 60637
At bookstores, or call: 1-800-621-2736. ln lllinois: 312-568-.1 550

Design ksr,rcs
HIS'T()RY I THT:ORY I CRITICISM

DESIGN /SSUES is the

first American journal

to provide a scholarly

forum for the history,

theory, and criticism of

design. lt offers an

eclectic view of the

cu ltu ral a nd i ntell ectua I

dimensions of the

no n-a rc h i te ctu ra I f ie I d s

- from graphic design

to industrial design -
to provide new

perspectives on

contemporary practice,

technology, and

education. With

contributions from an

impressive roster of

leading designers and

scholars, the journal

has become a

pacesetter for critical

discussion and inquiry

in an emerging field.
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One yeari $24 jndividual, $45
jnslitution, $1 5 stud6nVretir6d.
Add S9 postago and handllng
oulside u.s.A ,

tssN 0747-9360: : ,



I{arvard isn't the only Square
with lots of books!

Next time
you're in town stop at

THE MIT PR,ESS BOOKSTORE
in I{endall Square

29.2 Main Street, Cambridge o.2142

Order by phone with your
MC/VISA (617',) 253-5249

AII the Books & Journals
published by THE MIT PRESS

Linguistics
Cognitive Science

Computers
Artif icial Intelligence

Robotics
Science

Architecture
Urban Studies

Political Science
Economics

Business
Philosophy

Art



W riqht's opinion ot' Los

Angeles in particular but

most American cities

in qeneral, called a
"Wisconsin Y alentine," draw n

by Shoppe in 1937

FRANK LLOYD
WRIGHT
VERSUS AMERICA
THE I93OS
Donald Leslie lohnson

"... Continually fascinat-
ing, even irresistible As a
feat of research the text
sets a new standard in
Frank Lloyd Wright studies
and may be the most
readable book about
Wright yet written... "

- M. F. Hearn, University of
Pittsburgh

424 pp , 4 illus 539.95

SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY
ROMAN PALACES
USE AND THE ART OF THE PLAN
PatriciaWaddg

A+

Seventeenth-Centuru Rlman Palaces provides a valuable
measure for estimating architectural changes over
time and a basis for reevaluating seventeenth-
century design skills. lt is also a fascinating account
that shows how the requirements of a hierarchical
diplomatic society, whose leaders were celibate
churchmen, intersected with a tradition of plasticity,
flexibility, and revision in the architecture of Rome's
major palaces.

An Architectural History
Foundation Book
480 pp , 216 illus S45.00

ARTS &
ARCHITECTURE
THE ENTENZA YEARS
edited bg Barbara Goldstein

This anthology brings
together seminal articles
and illustrations in fac-
simile from one of
America's most distin-
guished architecture
magazines, copies of which
are now extremely difficult to locate

250 pp., 325 illus., 60 pp.
2-color illus S35 00

CHARLES-LOUIS CLERISSEAU
AND THE GENESIS OF NEOCLASSICISM
Thomas McCormich

"Thomas Ir4cCormick's definitive study on
Cl6risseau makes a major contribution to our
understanding not only of the origins and diffusion
of European neoclassical design but, in particular,
of the Adam Style."- lohnWilton-Elq, Director,
Sothebq's Educational Studies , London

An Architectural History Foundation Book
272 pp , 167 illus. 535.00

/++

THE
INDEPENDENT
GROUP
POSTWAR BRITAIN
AND THE
AESTHETICS OF
PLENTY
edited bg David
Robbins

The Independent Group, or the IG, as it was called,
is best known for having launched Pop Art. The
young artists, architects, and critics challenged the
official modernist assumptions of British aesthetics
and advocated instead a media-based, consumer-
based aesthetics of change and inclusiveness - an
aesthetics of plenty.

256 pp., 200 illus , 60 in color $50 00

TECHNIOUES OF THE OBSERVER
ON VISION AND MODERNITY IN THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY
lonathan Crary

"lonathan Crary provides a stunning challenge to
conventional wisdom about the epochal transfor-
mation of visual culture in the l9th century.
Techniques of the Observer will be a vital resource for
anyone concerned with the complex interaction of
technological modernization and aesthetic
modernism."

- Martin laq, Universitr1 of California at Berkelertr

An OCTOBER Book.
200 pp, 32 illus. S19.95

Available at
55 Hayward Street

fine bookstores or toll-free l-800-356-03
THE MIT PRESS Cambridge,

iy'
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE BAUHAUS
edited by Jeonnine Fiedler for the Bouhous-Archiv

llhotography
at the Bau-

haus - the

most influen-

tial experi-

mental school

of art and

design of this

century - has

gained the

widespread

interest of

museums,

galleries, and

private

collectors.

Photography at

the Bauhaus

showcases in

more than 700

illustrations

the rich

collection of

the Bauhaus-

Archiv and

examines the

significance of
Bauhaus

masters and

students.

9 l/2xll l/2
304 pp.,730 illus.,
30 full-color,
700 duotone
s7r.00

BTAST FURNACES
Bernd ond Hillo Becher

En" Becher's

serenely cool,

disarmingly

oblective, and

notoriously

obsessive

images of

watertowers,

gas tanks,

grain eleva-

tors, blast

furnaces, and

mine heads

have been

taken over a

period of

almost thirty
years, under

overcast skies,

with a view

camera that

captures each

detailof
wood, con-

crete, brick,

and steel.

l0 x 12 272 pp.,
256 duotone illus.
s60.00

Available at fine bookstores or directly from

THE MIT PRESS
55 Hayward Street Cambridge, I\4A 02142

"The Bechers erect typologies

o[ form thot chollenge the

troditionol meonings of ort,

orchitecture, ond photogrophy.'

- Andy Grundberg,

New Yorl< Times Book Reviou

"Afier one hos reod just obout

everything inlo these imoges,

their exquisite moteriolity

reosserts itself. The Bechers'

phobgrophs possess o clority

ond o formol rigor thot is

breothtoking."

- Scott Gutlermon, ID
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"It is a wonderful book long overdue. So much
more attention should be paid to interiors in
architectural education.tt-]AMns Srulnr Porsrmr

This new volume explores and explains
the fundamentals of interior design.
Because it does not emphasize current
trends and fashiory its value will be
longlasting. Stanley Abercrombie,
author of the acclaimed Architecture
As Art, is chief editor of lnteior
Desisnmaeazine. With 130
illustrations. bibliosranhv. and index.

"A very important book in this
field...should be mandatory reading
for every student of interior design
and almost mandatory for practicing
professionals. It has, in addition to its
thought provoking writing, rrumy
specifically useful ideas and concepts
for designers and students."

-Arnold Friedmann, University of
Massachusetts at Amherst

€) I"on EDmIoNs An Imprint of HarperColli nsPtblisbenNew York, NY lfixl2

S THILI}S{}I'HY I}r

Eliel Saarinen's ahility to present his plans in expressive
drawings was his trademark. Often considered

independent works ol art, two-hundred of these drawings
are reproduced here in full-color and augmented hy

nine-hundred black and white illustrations in an unusually
fine example of architectural bookmaking.
A puhlication of the Museum of Finnish Architecture

355 pp.,l,lfl! illus.,2ll0 in color
fi1nxfla4 $125.m

Available at line bookstores or directly liom

The MIT Press 55 Hayward Street Cambridge, MA 02142

ELIET SAARINEN
PRoJECTS 1895-192:l

Marika Hausen,
Kirmo Mikkola,
Anna-Lisa Amberg,
and TyttiValto

ISTfiEI{}It

0n$r{}s 1
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assemblage
A Critical Journal of Architecture and Design Culture

Edited by K. Michael Hays and Alicia Kennedy

"Assemblage has emerged

as the most distinguished

and widely read journal of

history, criticism, and theory

in architecture. From its

inception, the editors have

guided the development of

the journal with wisdom and

considerable passion."

- Anthony Vidler

Provocative, polemical, and exploratory,
Assemblage has established itself as the
critical forum for contemporary architec-
tural debate. Drawing on the fields of
architectural and art history and theory,
cultural criticism, Iiterary theory,
philosophy, and politics, each exren-
sively illustrated issue of Assemblage
offers the best and mosr current rexts
and projects by leading and emerging
scholars, theorists, and practitioners.

Yearly rates:

$60.00 lndividual,
$95.00 Institution,
$15.00 Student

an,l Retired.

Outside U.S.A.,
add $14.00 posrage

and handling.
Prepayment is

required. Send check
drawn againsr a U.S.
bank in U.S. funds,
MasteCard or Visa
number tt'r:

MIT Press Journals
55 Hayu,ard Street
Cambridge, MA 02142
(6t7) 253-2889
FAX: (617) 258.6779

Published by The MIT Press in April, August,
and December. ISSN 0889-1012.

assemblage t_
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Art I Theory I Criticism I Politics

editors

Joan Copjec
Rosalind Krauss
Annette Michelson

"OCTOBER is among the most

aduancedjournals . . . in the

fields of art theory, criticism,

history, and practice. Its current

editors . . . are intimatelyfamiliar
with the cultural and political
auant garde of Europe and the

U.S. and are able to attract its best

thinkers . . . Few, if any, could

receiae a higher recommendation."

- Choice

Published quarterly by
The MIT Press.
rssN 0162-2870

Yearly Rates: $30.00 Individual,
$65.00 Institution,
$20.00 Student and
Retired.

Add $14.00 postage and handling
outside U.S.A. Prepayment is required
Send check drawn against a U.S. bank
in U.S. funds, MasterCard
or Visa number to:

Examine the central cultural
issues of our times. . . .

Cambridge, MA 02742 U.S.A. (617) 253-2889 FAX: (617) 258'6779

17

MIT PressJournals 55 Hayward Street,



"l Losf My Valance",
"And Then I Lost My Shirt"

Chicago... "My client fell in
love with a drapery treatment
in Casa Vogue", said designer
Molly Offerwall, "and asked me

to finish her living room along
the same lines. After spending
one hundred and twenty billable

hours trying to identify the prod-
ucts, I substituted furnishings
from our local showrooms. My
client had a screaming snit fit and

s refused to pay. They
asked why I didn't call
LIMN for help re-
searching the products
and questioned my cre-
dentials. From now on
I'm faxing LIMN at
(415) 543-5971 forhelp
with any unidentified

fumiture products, and I'll let
them take care ofall the ordering
as well."

"l'm afraid l'll lose my license."

"My lnterior Was Stolen By Aliens"
Santa Fe... Architect Dan Freehand learned the hard way that
sophisticated building design can't compete with an interior
designer on the rampage. After completing his masterwork, a resi-
dence that absorbed seven years of continuous labor, Freehand was

approached by several prestigious architecture magazines for a story.
But when he retumed to the site with a photographer, an unknown
decorator had retrofitted the sleek contemporary abode with a pot-
pourri ofpink lace, puce carpet, and reproductions ofthe furniture at
Hearst Castle. "My reputation is down the drain", said the despairing
architect. "I'll never forgive myself for not calling LIMN Company
as a resource and supplier of furnishings."

Boston... When architect Bobby
Muncher landed the remodel for
Computer Conniption, he

thought his firm had finall.v
arrived. One hundred and forty
three ergonomically perfect but
extremely ugly chairs later,
Muncher (brother of film
director Michael Lucas,
best known for "Blood
Orgy of the Leather
Girls") asserts that
he'll have to start

munching upholstery in
order to survive. "I'll had
no idea computer people
could be so picky," says Muncher
"All I have left in the world
arethese chairs-lhope

they're nutritious."
Muncher wishes he'd
called LIMN, the
contemporary fumiture
resource in San Francisco,
for suggestions.
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tlMN,* We cai help- rhe best contempomry design from 500
rretut:aolffif$ u .th.e utbuld; Ses,rsstifc:usto. ir,'f+rnitur-epieees
s *eeessfu H* e$fiipl#tb$ *s luelt" $re'delight in fi{}ding sotrutions for
our.tienis, io youi itiints witiue oiiightea with you.
Stffim*nit*FeftF=seriouspeqle.', 'i , .

290 Townsend Srreet 2nd Floor,

Architect Eats lt ln Boston !
**-
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fir;1.ff'-'ffi" ht San Francisco, Califomia 94107 Phone (41 5) 543-5466 Fax (41 5) 543-5971
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!'orthcoming:

ECO-('H l(': I'l lli t I N FASFI IONABII.ITY OF' ECOt-O(i ICAI- DI:SIGN

lc'aturing Orr-Kwok l.iri. Anton All"rcrts. Richard Stcirr

lrtlward Muir on Vcnicc

l)ianc (ihirarrlo orr [.os Angclcs 'lirday

Nancy Sticht'r'on Ilcrrrlrik I)ctrus Bcrltsc

Marta (ltrttnlttt: Iirlttrcttis l-oyct''s Pttris: Nitrtt((ntlt ('(tttur'.t' tlt't ltitc, ttrt't, tuttl Ilrltutristtr


